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ABSTRACT 
This Technical Memorandum describes the Single 
Precision Orbit Determination Program which was developed for 
operation under the data processing system of the Space Flight 
Operations Facility. Included are sections containing flow dia­
grams, load maps, the common storage map, input and output 
descriptions, subroutine writeups, operating instructions, and 
check cases. The computational methods employed by the pro­
gram are described in the subroutine documentation. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The Single Precision Orbit Determination Program (SPODP; more 
commonly expressed as ODP) for the IBM 7094 computer was written to meet 
the specifications of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory for a reliable and accurate 
method of tracking and predicting the motion of lunar and interplanetary space­
craft. The uses of the ODP may conveniently be separated into real-time and 
nonreal-time applications. 
Real-time applications: 
1. 	 To establish a reliable set of orbital elements for the space­
craft. 
2. 	 To provide an acquisition ephemeris for the world-wide net­
work of tracking stations. 
3. 	 To assist JPL engineers in evaluating the performance of 
tracking stations and the quality of tracking data. 
Nonreal-time applications: 
1. 	 To provide a high-speed computing method necessary for 
orbit determination and tracking data accuracy studies (pre­
mission). 
2. 	 To provide a high-speed computing method necessary for a 
sophisticated orbital analysis based on large numbers of 
observations (post-mission). 
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In addition to solving for the six initial conditions of the spacecraft's 
motion, the ODP has the capability of solving for 14 physical constants and the 
Earth radius, latitude, and longitude of 15 tracking stations. From this set of 
66 parameters, a subset containing from one to twenty is extracted by the user. 
The ODP obtains solutions for the parameters in this subset. 
The ODP, since it must have initial estimates of the parameters, is an 
orbit 	improvement program. It differentially connects the estimates by means 
of an over-determined system of equations, employing a modified least-squares 
method. This procedure may be briefly outlined as follows: 
1. 	 Input parameter estimates. 
2. 	 Write probe ephemeris file on disk based on orbit estimate. 
3. 	 Read ith observation from data file, Gi . This observation 
may be slant range, range rate, one of four angle types, 
one of four doppler types, or DSIF ranging. 
4. 	 Using probe ephemeris, determine the value of the observa­
tion based on orbit estimate, F..1 
5. 	 Obtain the residual AF. = G. - F..1 	 1 1 
6. 	 Calculate the partials of the observations with respect to the 
n parameters aFi/aQi, "Fi/Q.to be 	estimated, I 
7. 	 Multiply the column matrix of partials by itself to form a 
matrix J..1 
8. 	 Add J5' to the accumulated matrix J" = J + J" + 
11 	 2 
+ J5_i-1, 
9. 	 Multiply the column matrix of partials by the residual to 
form a column matrix R..1 
10. Add R i to 	the accumulated column matrix R = R 1 + R 2 + 
•..., 	 + R i- 1 
11. 	 Repeat steps 3 through 10 until all observations are 
processed.
 
12. 	 Obtain the final J matrix by adding in the a priori uncer-
J = J + F- Itainties. 
13. 	 Solve the normal equations JAQ = R for the column matrix 
of changes to the parameter estimates, AQ. 
14. 	 Repeat steps 2 through 13 until the procedure converges. 
2
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The ODP is written on disk in thirteen links. Each link constitutes a 
logical section of the overall orbit determination. The linking is accomplished 
by use of the JPTRAJ source program, which is also used to pass certain 
information between links. 
3
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II. FLOW CHARTS 
A. LINKS 
1. Initialization Link" 
2. Input Link 
3. Link to Save COMMON 
4. Link to Restore COMMON 
5. Link to Compute Mapping Matrices 
6. Link to Output Mapping Matrices 
7. Link to Compute Closest Approach Parameters 
8. Predictions or Data Simulation Link 
9. Link to Sort Predictions 
10. Data Fitting Link 
11. Link to Output Solution 
12. Link to Output Residuals and Statistics 
13. Link to Output Auxiliary Quantities 
4
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III. PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS 
A. DISK AND .TAPE USAGE UNDER SFOF 
The ODP uses tape unit B6 for the planetary ephemeris (EPHEM) tape 
and tape unit A4 for the combined ephemeris scratch tape. Disk allocation is 
restricted to the 2800 record block named JPLODP. 
B. DEBUGGING FACILITIES 
Snaps may be inserted in links ODPX, LAZA, LA3, LA5, LA7, LA8, 
LA10, and LAIZ, as these links contain subroutine PROUT. 
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IV. INPUT AND STORAGE ALLOCATION 
Primary input to the ODP is a deck of control and data cards, which 
are described in detail in Section IV. A. These cards contain the parameter 
are not a'function ofestimates, the desired options, and all variables which 
CARDS is used for card input.each observation. Subroutine 
Also input to the ODP is a file on disk containing the tracking data, and 
a planetary ephemeris tape. The data file is written on disk by the Orbit Data 
Generator Program, ODG, while the ephemeris tape is the standard JPL 
EPHEM system tape. The system routine DCP is used for disk reading and 
subroutine TAPIO is used for reading the planetary ephemeris tape. 
18
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* 	 OMIII.IHON STATION IIIE1 ES TRANSMTTING MOTHA
 
FRE .EEOOI TIMERIIORI,ETC. IXIIBO IS
I NIL 	 INTERPRETED 
*AS THE TANSFPINNERAN0 TIMEII IS ITERPRETED AS
 
*INFINITY. WHENGENETATINGA DATA FILE ONLY BOEET FE
 
AOF CHIPILERWILL BE,ALLOWEDPER TIME PINT. IF ALL
 
*THREE OOPILER TYPES R FOR A RECEIVING SATE UNSTED-

*STATION [SEE DATA ILEi SiIGMA CONTROL CADS). THE
 




A 	 1 IF ELEVATO3MAT STAT ION 1. IS NEGATIVE SEX 10.0 
Z. OF IXDo OM II C. ANT ER 
3.OP IX#AIBA OMIT CT AND CIS WHERE IR IS-THE RECEIVER 
22 
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A AXIMU OF 134 IX-TIME PAIRS IS ALLOWED 
OFFLINE CONT OL IZT 
WHENANY OPTION OTHER THAN A DATA FITTING 
ITERATIO IS DESIRED KEY CONROL IS NECESSARY 
THIS CONTROL ARD MUST BE PHESENT EACH ITERATION TO SET 
THE MEyS FOR THAT ITE1ATION. THE CARDS FOX EACH 
SE1TION MUST BE FOLLOWED BY AN END DATA CAR. 
SYMBOL ALLO4ED 3PIDN NEED CONTRDL CARDS 
KtYI21 SIMULATE DOG DATA FILE 1.2.tI.21 
KEYR1 STEP-MAP, FORWARDSEPOCH 0.2,24
ICEYI' MAPFOWR OIPUT TINE 022 
TO NE.21 








MEYRM3R POINTING FREDICTIONES 1.2.0?
 
KEYITA) STATITECS 1:2,14
KET115I AIGLE PLOTS 1.2 
KE1ID1) RESIDUALS I,1:14 
.E{I1TI TIME PLOTS 1,214 
IEENI|RATEJOB MOST BE INCLUDED TO END JOB 
RESTARTDFp TO INITIALIZE ODP FROM BEGINNING 
lUO START TINE ROD
 
THIS TINE, IN THE USUAL GREENWICH FORMAT, DENOTES THE
 
8TESINZn OF THE POWERED FLIGHT.
 
SPHERICAL INJECTION C3NOITOONS 131
 
SIN PLACE OF CARTESIAN INJECTION CONDITIONS. THE USER
 
MAT NPUT SPAREGOCAL C.ND.IONS UNTER THIS CONRO
 











T]S DATA TYPE IS INPUT SY CARD, RATHER THAN THROUGH
 
THE FOKO TO OCCCULTATION TINES APPEAR ON EACH CAR.
 
TRE FOUT IS CCx-,T2.WEIGHTREJECTION SIGMA. WHERE
 




ONLY STATIONS I THROUGH 5 PERMITTED. TF ONLY OE
 




DCCI, OCC2. DCC1. * OCCsC 
IMPACT TIMES 3 
SANE AS OCCULTATION TIME, EXCEPT THAT ONLY ONE TIME 
PE STAT ON IS INPUT. THE FORMAT IS OMPFZTAEIGHT, 
REJECTIONISIM. 
RESTRICTINS 
ONLY STATIONS I THROWNH 5 PERMITTEO 
SYMBOLS ALLUWED 
IMPtIMFZ.IMP3.P4.RHP 
START AND SDTP TINES 134 
THIS INFJP PERMITS THE FITTING OFDDAA .NLY
DURING THE
 
I N ERVAL BETWEEN T-STA T AND T-STDp. UP TO THRE P1IRS
 




THIS CARD UST TERMINATE EACH SET OF CONTROL DATA
 
SAEAO BY THE SOP.
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ENTRY POINTS 10 SUBROUTINESREQUESTEDFROM LZBRARY. 
(OPMPI DFAU CDFGH, PEADS RITES 
THE NAME OF THIS PROGRAM IS 'LA2 212265 




- *.PCE 22302 EPOY 22300 00011 
CURIA
 













PAINS 22606 OCA 22604 00043 000D35FLAK 




ADD 24226 -NOT 24226A 00050 00010
ARESN 2430 N040E 2407E 00I1D 000 77152 
ARGOS 24302 
.OAS IN 243 00Q&RCOS 24276 
EPRANS 24427 
EARABC 24403 
ARTAN 24442 *N0GI0 24442 00103 00 067 77152 
00S 24550 FiX 24545 00041 0033 
FLOAT 
ADD
ERROR 24606 'NOE' 246o 01011 0009 
FIAT 246 20 FIATE 24617 .000 00007I 





FLAT 2514 ERROR 2510 00102 00066
 
FLAPA 25070 TYPRYT 
FLAX 25077I
 
INSC 2526 HOE: 25242 0030O 00200 11031
 
NAMUL 2033 A 
 lIONE I'55l 
 003 02000B- 746
PNEE 2570 SIN 25702 0036 00222 50001
CO5
 
PROM 26244 N0'E. 26240 00116 0010 17461
 0m01 76416 NOg. 26406. 00003 00003
 
REAP 26421 READ 2642t 02543 01379
 
REAM 264124 FL AT
 
RCT 31170 *B.N.t I1064 00Z66 00082 50031 
















TAMP 31736 JAITE. 31724 00126 00086 
IOX 32032 FLIT 




C O 31463I010PM 32140
 























1100)o 32063 N.OBE 32560 00030 00024
 
'LA? JUST LOADED. 
UNUSED CORE LIES FROM 32600 THROUGHM 47015. LEAVING 14246 OCTAL OR 06300 DECIMALLOCATIONS. 
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ENTRY POINTS TO SUBOUO INES REOUESTE. FROM LIARY1 
DEFINE ATIN OPEN CLOSE TOFO'E 
OMPF.I REWIND aEROB IDESSE 
THE NAME OF HIS PROGRAN IS 'LA2A ' 2/22t65 
ENIy NA ME ENTRY ADD*. TRANSFER VECTORS LOAL ADD. 
''C 22302 MAPOUT 22301 














P;AT0OC 243 2301007 0E 22A2,00OL85R 2 4 0 7 4 
ERROR 	 245174 'NONE' 2434 
1S. 24406 TIRT 	 0443.5 






ARTE FLT 3 ERROR1. .1 
247 0 247.3~E 24116.FAcl,01070"C
FLAPS 	 24756 TYPRIY 
fP5 	 271TIOEMA 	 231 SORT 25071 







PRE 	 26730 WRITER 26723 











27( 62 'NON'G,75"01 	 0 0 ' E' 27(62 
F"TSTOP 	 27167 
SNAO 2"76* 
PMIT 21167a 217 0
 
¢S 	 2172
7*00 	 2772'N 
INLE 	 37200 27114NONE' , 













0007I 1761 OIDS3 3121A 
".0007 	 32'532 ACTING 
PACNT "0I.33a FL.
 
00022 30404 CESTXR 
p.600"3 	 31111 REND 
MlA 	 3440 M0(71 
81070 	 3141) 
2DAO 	 34504 At.U, 34300 
343(EIE0M1EE 	 34303 









000 34513 flSONE' 34630 















AXIS560 07C40 'NONE' 81240 

H005 	 37374 CLOCR 37373 
JO IN 	 37400 
CRISE 	 ,57406 
COP0 	 0 742 
SEal 	 3742CA 
(OPENC SORT FAGDUT PROOT MUTES 
OCTAL LENGTH DECIMAL LERIGTH COMN40 DREAK 
00007 0300? 
.156C4 03..4 







O.ORS 006* TTASO 







000C43 0M05 31461 
C1RR 0091L A105 
002 1... 77176 













HIRE. 43130 00106 00070 
OlIN 43130 
-LA2A JUST LOADED. 
UNUSEO CORE LIES FROM 44036 THROUGH 47055, LEAVING 03020 OCTAL OR 01552 DECINAL LOCATIONS. 
ENTRY POINTS TSUaOUTINES REQUESTED FROM LIBRARY. 
WE15 .TAC . 50 CLOSE FRITEFI ....[01 SI P1007 LO 
Till NAME OP THIS FROGRA. IS 'LA) * 2122115 































EAM A 24122 'NONR 24322 00012 00010 






IPU 24440 WRTITES 24435 00100 006.4 
FLAT 
E N F IL 








QUILOFFSY 2624426246 'NINE' 'NN' 
2624002002 












SIN 26256 NMOVE' 26256 10243 00063 
I.S 26261, 
oSIE 26Z65 
IND.- 26526 SORT 2652 062 0070 77461 
UOUT 2700 SORT1 2677 3 03221 00600 746 
FAAIAN 
100G10000 32222 32204 
'NONE' 32214 00066 .0054 77174 








FRCNV 37 aFL 
REID)PROIT2 362612500 RESTRA 
FROUT3 32523 AEI.N 
TAXI 34545 WRITE 




















lSOUl 357 3535774 'O 0030 00024 












40344 'NONE' 40344 00033 ...0It 
OGOSTIA 40426 
ICIS 40500. CLOG. 40477 04335 02263 
TEPINE 40501 
JOIN 40504 
ATTACH 405 07 
27 



















NOME 45034 00106 00070 
-L.3 JUST LOAOED. 
UNUSED CORE LIES FROM 45142 THROUGH 50031. LEAVING 02670 OCTAL OR 01464 DECIMAL LOCATIONS. 
NTRY POINTS TO SUBROUTIES REQUESTE FROM LIBRARY, 
REMIN .T DEOAO I EMPI UN, al SORT ORUO IDOFr EXPE3 READS 
TIHENAMEOF THIS PROGRAMIS'-LA4 . 2/22165 
ENTRY NAMES ENTRY A00. TRANSFER VECTORS LOAD ADD. OCTAL LENGTHl DECIMALLENGTH COMMONBREAK 
*'PCa 22302 FREDA 22301 0007O000 










20 003000050 00024.0040 





ERRARC 2601 22A05 
ARTAN 22624 ;NONE 22624 00002 000066 1752 
COP. R 2273 RIA) 22726 00770 00504 50031 
CORE 23724 SOR7 23716 00274 0D188 47675 
SIN 















27600003 00014 00002003 
000FF 24737 















26566 N, AFIXTT 2.56 00007 0000, 
LO 265740 26574 00312 
00= 50031 
F0 27063 












27006 00002 00066 















RUB,1 21674 SON 27666 00337 00223 50001 














NEAP- 30422 RADS 3217 02543 01379 
REAM 31422 FLATI 
ROT 34166 NO E- 34062 00266 0018T 50031 
OaYSES 34450 NMOVE' 34450 00000 000 
SCEOAIN 34453 
28' 
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P001ST 34154POSOOP 34456 
TypAYT 34457
 




VEC 34722 '0050' 34722 000 03015 50030
 
AEDE 34742 DCP 3A741 00421 00273 
AIIE 34745 
PAS4 35170 
E6PI3 35362 2 00136 00094 77713 







0802 .. 5640 90 1 E' 36640 00060 00045 71713
12  00055 041, 7716SO 35720 N0' 




















3OU -MOVE- 3636 00030 00024
3665 
*tA4'.JUT LAOEO. 
UNUSEO CORE LIES FROM 36402 0TH50U0H 47615, LEANING 00264 OCTAL 00 04100 DECIMAL.LOCATIONS. 
ENTRY PO"INS TO 501U80I HIS REQUESTEDFRO LIBRARY, 
DEPINE ATTAGH 0PEI CLOSE' P OU0 
TNS NAMEOF 0045 008* Is 'L., * 2I22I6 
ENTRY NAME ENTRY ADD. TRAIFER VECTORS LOAD ADD. 
"PCT. 22302 S000 22301 






BNOIC 24364I0000 2440000065 243 40I240 
A0UI 24512 POUT 2445E4 
ALLT 24472 FGDOUT 
BLLI 24467 PIE 
OAYE 
ERLEY[ 






 NOET 25424 
ERO 25426 NME' 2542PILL 2542 RITE 25440 
P!tT 2,T24 PAs. 
FIS 1074 FlIT 25731 









FIAT 2622 CAR0. 26260 
FLAPS 26310 TYPAVT 
FLA' 26317 






36600 R 260R00 
I8FFSy 26602 '0E' 26602 
ENESY 26500 



















K00009 TELTVP ENN0UI 












00302 03202 50031 
00002 00066 












DCP 27405 00422 00274 
TELTY, 30036 P0002 30027 01101 OO577 




PROUT 31144 OTOS 3113D 03032 01562 
FGOUT 32410 ACTIND 
FRCNV 31301 APLG 
PROUT2 30267 RESTRA 
FlOUT3 30775 0 1000 
TSXA 33307 WRITE 
7SX5 34L07 MACON 
RIGSAV 
rGGSTA10A5T 
OUUS 34164 RGGSAY 3162 02320 01232 
F. 35020 RGGSTR 











'NOVE' 36502 00133 00091 
















CLOCK 43075 'NONE' 43072 00106 00070 
NINUTE 43072 
AMIN0 4117P 
'LAS * JUST LOADE. 
UNUSED CORELIES FROM 43300 THROUGH 50001, LEAVING 04502 OCTAL OR 02370 DECIAL LOCATIONS. 
ENTRY POZITS TO SUEOUONES REQUESTEO FROM LIERRY,
 
SErIN REIAWN ENOFIL ODFSEO EOFADI IDPM) SORT EXPI3 OO FDOPO
 
THE NAME OF THIS PROGRAMO G 2265S '166 
ENTRPHAE ENTRY ADO. TRANSFER VECTORS LOAD AO0. OCTAL LENGTH OECIMAL LENGTH 000N BREAK 
'PCE 22'302 PIT 2230 0l0006 0006 








AEDO 23244 NE' 23244 00030 O00U2 







































COL 26272 CUS 26264 
 00. 00262 50030
SORT 
COROP 26702 SORT 2672 00170 00120 50030 
30
 


















































32022 ENNICI 32C2Z 00101 0005503 








3320 ODZIS 00131 
GHASYS 3346 
EN~y0FIL 
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ENTRY POINTS To SUEROUYINESREQUESTO FROM LARAARV. 
.EPONI AT TA" OltN CLOSE 
CLOCK IGPPOP 
F000 p07 ST ISOFSN P I 























0800 2503 90O0E' 25026 O05S 00045 
D0 2 110 Q. t 2103 00106 0070 50031 
OTADO[ 25206 ISB 25200 0010 00069 500DM 
'SL 
F[XAH 20330 'nONE' 2506 00014 00012 0 1 
01400 
ERKOR 
25346NOWY 2721600 0 502685K'05' 253321U0S23O2 01474 00A0 00838 00009 
003 
I..6 
FL PR2100 880 
FAT 23 
$CRT 
PROO 30502 Ft.. 
R1BAD
P00207 30425 00112 00205 50031 
P1400f 27734ENDSYSFLOATFLAIR FRO tND37 3772 00000 020640 
PKET0.021 3023623  DIAERROR 2360 00002 00032. 
PRMR 30102 2(03 
FL APR 
ECAN 3,20 
R£WFL00 .A103254 14048CL 30506 00305 0000650) 
700060 30570 *0E Z7 0| 00 
NLORA 2406 SCOT 2 . on,00 1 001:t0 6 
TPR?00087 3037534,16 06CR408 34453 C01C0 0.0. 777 
PRIME 3456 CC 63040 01 
F81 32341 
























20 11 32313 







ILDS 40P315 OOT 
JOMN 300 
880100 427 10 OA) 340025 11 1 






P020.. 4705050*OIZ COD77 
M0 56 4300 lAo'A 4 6000 3300 
0SORT 4325.M- 332 11 00 77 
4000. 43220ON- 35. M6.. 
.tC..E 432330 
M .1. M 32 












R6F 	 4320 
ROR 	 43253 
STASH 	 A3261 
fLAI * JUST LOADED. 
UNUSEDCORE LIES FROM 47550 OHROOGH 50001, LEAVING 
ENTRY POINTS TO SUBROUTINES REOUESTED FROM LIBRARY. 
OIFINE AFTACEI OPE CLOSE OEF 
THE NAME OF THIS PROGRAMIS 'LAB - 2122165 
ENTRYNAME ENTRY ADG. TRAMSFER SE TORS LOAO ADD. 
_PC. 02302 RESIH 22301 












RoCO 	 24431T 'N01' Z1412 CIPLOT 24470 WIT 24466 
XXXFSR 25327 WRITE 
CDC S51AI 
PLTONE 	 24521L 
REF 	 24472 
ITO 30206 D0OE' 30006 

AM 307 "dolt' 30034 




'A*"'I 	 30052AILI 
R0OT 	 3005 , 
JUDY 	 30054 
ERRON 30060 ;NOTE* 36060 
PlW 30.20 P1 3.071 







GAVE 3 0403 
FIAT 30414 ERROR 30412 
FLAPR 30442 FYPIYt 
FLAK 	 304.1 
FINE 	 30516 REO-E 30514ERROR 
PE NQO 	 30736 FIxr 3030 
E.IF 	 30061I FGDOUT 
COLA 
QUII 31404 'SOOV' 31434 
661? 30450 CO, 31436 







OFPSYS 33222 BYOOV 31222 
ENHOBBS 33223 
FIN ,TS 33224 
SC.,AII 33216 
PGS R T 	 33226 
P SOOP 	 332zT 
TYPRYT 	 33Z31 
STAI1 33232 N0oE' 33232 
TARP 33066 OFFSYS 332S 









S0RT 	 34466E16 34466 







OSSA 	 OEM3 66111 
ROOSTI 
0005 37536 R OSAY3 37574 
BVF1. 4.432 BOOST0N 
ENDOUGH 40163 
CGRlO 4 2025 





00232 OCTAL OR 00164 DECIMALLOCATIONS. 
WHIE FOODUT PROUT SORT 
OCTAL LENGH DECIMALLENGTH COBMONBREAK 
0000 00007 
.1301 200005 




0001 5 00001 00013 00001 
0100100001 0000900001 
00312 00202 50031 
00102 0006 
00215 00140 50001 
00003 00323 51235 
0000:2 02002 




















































LA * JUST LOADED.B 

UNSJID CORE LIES FROM 46604 THROUGH 50000. LEAVING 01176 OCTAL UK 0063. DECIMAL LOCATIONS.
 
ENTRY POINTS TO SUOR3UTINES REIESTED F00 LIBRARY, 
REMIND EKIFIL SORT IOFODP IOFSBI I1PFM? (OFAOI 0KO0 DEFINE ATTACK 
OPEN CLOSE &.PE3 EG.SAV ECSTR CLOCK READ 
THE NAME OF THIS PROGRAM IS *LA9 * 2/22/65 
ENTRY NAME ENTRY ADOl TRANSFER VECTORS LOAD ADD. OCTAL LENGTH DECIMAL LENGTH COMMONBREAK
 

















FE 23526 FEOTT 23625 00010 0000
 
0860 27642 SORT 2361S GO115 0.169 50031
 






















QUIZ 2S236 'NOE: 21236 O000Z 01002
 































0ORT 30014 ERRO 3013 0106 00TO 77776
 





























CARDS 34154 34150 	 0120.
AGGSAV 	 02266 




GAP'S 36436 '..IE' 36436 0013& 00014 71773
 
DIADI.,1: 1"T4 'NOYE' 365T43100





 E 3611. 
 00o60 O04' 
 ITT176
SUIT 3677, *.OlE 36774 0POO5A 0G4 71T13











































'L.9 * JUST LOADED. 
UNUSEDCORE LIES FROM 
0N0'EI 37544 0030 00024 
'NOME' 37514 0133 00091
 
CLOCK 3712 04335 02269
 
44264 THROUGH 50001, LEAVING 03516 OCTAL OR 01870 DECIMAL LOCATIONS. 
ENTRY POINTS TO SUBROUITINESREQUESTED FROM0LIBRARY. 
FGAOUT DEFINE ATTACH OPEN CLOSE 






















































































































































































COMENT READE AROUT 





























COKENT 37122 CLOCK 37520 03177 01663 
CLOCK 42723 RONE 42720 O06 00070 
MINUTE A2720 
.IAN 42720 
'lAID JUST LOAOED. 
UNUSED COME LIES FROM 43026 IHROUGH 50031, LEAVING 05004 OCTAL OR 02564 DECIMAL LOCATIONS. 
ENTRY POINTS TO SUBROUTINESREOUESrEO FROMLIBRARy. 
REWIND 
TROPEL 
SORT IDFS. READS MSREC bDFAD EOFAP) (DFOPI DM00 MITER 


















































































































































































HNI P 3164 (DroP,{OF a)(DNOPS
torSO' 
10FP) 
30452 00320 00208 50031 
10 
BNTR2 336 AOD,EPHOM 32302 04204 020188 
ERO 
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WIC2 37112 'NOME 37712 00003 0000301*. 37722 SIS 3715 00240 00160 
 50031
 
ICOM A062 SOar 40055 00133 00091 50031
 









RSIG 43034 !=0E 43030 00064 00052 
 47675
 























STARR 43366 400E 43366 00031 00025
 






















REDE 44'10 CIP 44107 0042 00273
 












(CrOP! 4 541 6
 
0OS0O 45450 l0HIE: 45450 
 00060 00046 77776E
 
SORT 45530 A 00055
N04E 4530 00045 1773
 


























IIU) 46075 'NONE- 4E172 00030 000 24
 
AL * JUISTLOAED. 
UNUSED CORE LIES FOOR 
 46222 THEROUJGH 47675, LEAV14G 00454 OCTAL 0R 00012 DECIMAL LOCATIONS.
 
0N1ST P0ITS TO SUFOU ONES REQUESTED FROT LIBRR
 
OEFMIE ATTACH, OpEN CLOSE SORT PROUT CFGB1 Cr038 EGMONT 1.08 











CECIA L LENGTH 
00083 
COMOS BREAK 






























FLAT 25510 RECOR ERROR 25526 00102 00066 
FLAP 2S56 TypRYT 
MINE 11132 RICO 25630 00215 00040 50001 
ERROR 




MOCTNORFMAY 2654465  'HOS'SORT 2654026647 0010100252 
0001 
00070 77461 
ARMED 27204 FIlr 27121 003143 00099 
EOF0EJ 27230 
OPERA 27122 









































































































































ASIZO 02320 012Z 





A. 3US 1 
DEFINE4.11 
JO INA0.00 





READ Gl 4 
.RITE 






5I 7 06 
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5008 7 27.3 
505705 27635 
T,,1.17 27637 
SI" 274 II05V'NR 27640 00243 00163 
QS00 27642 
N as 27647 
REODE 30004 DIP 30003s 00421 02273 
RITE 30107 
PIS A 30333 
FLAT 30536 TN000030.. 1 .002 
110.1a 30534 TYPRYT 
'tL.sA 
00FA01 3630626 -NmE'1 30126 00120 00077776 
I006 3 0646 
£00051 307146 
CR00 30746 'ROME 3.T46 0375 004... IT7IT6E 
5037 11026 NIIRFV 3106 00654l 00044 1f737 
,TOUT 3116 00705 1.0 03032 01362 
FODUT 3362 G1 "0 
PRONE 30263 BIL0 










DOUTNG 34136 RG005AV 34134 02320 01232 





0 2C0. 36AI45 
*00539 36454 INDIC. 36434 00133 00091 
AC0STA 36N536 
EGGS 36610 CtO. 36.?7 04335 ZZ26 




UsE 3 6652 
CLOCK 43047 00500' 4111A 00106 00070 
.5IN0RE 431A4 
EM IN 430.4 
0007 * JUST 104005. 
UNUSED1CURE LIES FROM 43252 00..0..0N 47777. LEAVING 04526 OCTAL OR 02310 DECIMAL LOCATIONS-5. 
0400 .1'03NP.J3,o.lAR 4. 1Q64. 
7745371144I 11104 1UOU I 00 CURIOII3OI 




7 10T CIN 2 OUIRVLIITI NOY. 
1141 (JE.l CUOMUOIZ 0.D LEG-TIME GO4LETOUI4 
AO 003 40 
0141 00442ZERO0005 EUUOJ0 If 
FOR50 C I I II9J[C IITI..10 
NO'76113 00 ATSRCSI30 .- I O 








CU)ISIA0T Sll. M.VO4STOUIIILRE 
2700(lU U01:A NO1 10060J INIJIF3113III'UN SIAt S 
"It,% I04D .1 1'.It-0.11 I , 1L. 






LET, 3.641 0A40 
a0601 LEG SLANT AkN076 
ETC0 70Ol1 .1004 LEOI TtO UAtA04000010W0 
77404 G077IoAI 00. [0003I 37200 CORCTO 





77400 10 100.0 
17400 
;114 OoU 0000 600"50M1R3106 
"130 100,soJ 000 .00 . 
;,;,a1o7030 
7134062 ooMON I 11.-











SLANT RANGE AI 
T17ON 0164C0.16AGL 
39 
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77360 DEC COMMONI LOCAL DECLINATION ANGLE 
7T757 HA COMON I LOCAL HOUR ANGLE 
77356 CI COMMON I I WAYDOPPLER 
77355 CL COMMON CONERENT3 WAY DOPPLER 
77354 Cl COMMON 3 MAY DUPPLE. 
17353 CUO COMMONI UTVFERENCEDt WAY DOPPLER 
77352 CU3 COMKON : OIF RANGING 
7731 XXX CO.MO I EXTRA DATA ETPE 
77350 aFORTRAN CARD 0ORVECCOMMON 0UCORRECTIONS 
77347 DM007 COMMONI 
77346 ODEL COMMUO 
77345 0AZ CUMMON 




ODC COAMN 1 
77340 CC3 COMMON 
17340 DC3 COMMON 
7733777336 UDC COMONIOCOI COMMON 
77335 DXXX COMMONI 
FORTRAN CARD 05 
17334 RYvCL COMMON IOSERVED VALUES 
773 3 RDUTU LUMMUNI 
77332 ELU COMMON 
77330 AIU COMMON 
77330 DECO CuOON 





71324 CIU COKMO 





FOIRAN CARD 0 
37320 MVCo COMMON $RESIALS IUBSEVED-CALCULATED 
7730 ,
77306 





DECO COMMON I 
HAD CO"MM 
77313 CEO COMON 
77301 





77305 XXXO CUMMN I 
77304 
* F.|IRAN CARD .1
AVECVCOMMON I EIYS 
77303 ROOT COMMON 
773031 ELIIMA21W COMMON 
77300 DECW COMMON 
77277 11AMCOMMON 
77276 CI COMMON I 
77275 CCJw CUMON 
77274 CV COMMN I 
77'273S COIN COMN I 
77'272 GO . COMMON I 
77271 ..XOM COMM.ONI 
FURTRAN CARD.A 




IXCOMMON I1E COMMONI 
PASS COMMON 1 
AMO.TER 1.0.CURENT I M TYp
PASS IDENTIFICATION 
7346 XJU C M N 6 JUPITE VCMOR 
77240 ALIM COMON 6 SAMORMVECtOR 




XSU CUMMO I 
VEN S VECTOR 
SON VECOR 
772L0 XOO CUMMON6 MOONVECTOR 
FORTRAN CARD 09 
1722 
77200 
X COMMON T 
YL OMMO 
PROVE VECTOR 
77200 1COMMON I 
77177 XOOT COMON 
77076 
71:75 
TOOT COMMON I 
2001 COMMON t 
7714 0 COMMON36 VARIATIONAL EOOATIC7RIS 
I7ZOI 
7027 





726 3AC COMMONI PROBE ACCELERATION 
77025 YAC COMMONI 
7124 ZAC COMMON 1 
7 123L X.JIAN CONMMO7II PROSE JEMI 1114 ERIATIVI 







INVERSE OF VARIATIUNAL NATIONS 
PARIALSIOB$SEVAGL$/SCARMSIANI 
7674 MA COMMO 6. I . MAT.O OV Ar711. 
76642 
76641 
ELX COMMONFIMIA ADI 
ELY COMMON:IIET[O 
O IRRTO COSINES 
O 
76640 ELL COMMON I 
7663S7 
T6636 
AT COMON I 
AV COMMONI 
DIRECTION COSINES 
76635 AZ COMMO.NI 
76634 DX COMMONI DIRAION COSINES 
76637663N 
76630 
UT COMMON I 




TAT COMMON I 




* FOREM CARD 12
TAO COMMONI DOPPLER AVERAGONO TIME 
I622 
70614 
'tIO COMMON 6POSITION 
LLRS CUMMON II 
AND)VELCCOMY rLAGS 
PHYSICAL COASMANTS PARTIALS FLAGS 
76601 MLS COMMON, 1 VELUCITY OF LIGHT FLAG 
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76600 ITLS'IC...I. 3-11 STATION LOCAIZONFLAGS 
TES523 BEAT C.JA...' I N.ESTIMATED I...IPETERS 
765?CO COMN 0 NUl CCNSIVtMLU FAAMEI RS 
06521 ECU EF E.T.CU.I. 
B6511 ENU 116IA11Io705 
.. 017
 
IO12EU EY-? E FOE1....JEECY
 
751 ETIU EF-, 
 ES FREGO6SCy 
7410 1 U 111 .TART TIE AtjIlo1E CNTROL 
7670 1(0 i'5 UP 
76467 ENU 616 STOP TIME, ATTIJTUD CUNSREJL 
76466 EU IF-2 Ip O 
76465 EDO EFI20 
76457 
 1100 El-31 
 MUIMTOEl
CO ISFE76471t ED.5 11- 3 OASNo 210 AO AD0 CARDSFIN..BE 
17-66 ~ 701.1 t100 ~ 1 FRE.H64IAOAIOE 045 
76375 11.0 E-.4 STEp MAP FLAG-U 150.TCCT 
73731 IOU .46 OF
 
7 f7 I1 ElSI FLAT. TO REPEAT THOATFOR STOP MAP
 7A31, I1.
ED I*0-4 
 SPACE CU.EB" BUFFER (17 RTOBUST16350 EIG5 A110PAFLO1005000 110.44 
I6347 EOU 61-It'. Up 
76346 00 6l-10 FLAT FUR lFlNCIGG PAtIk CS 
76345 (.0 EPlitS NOTFIERO TO UYEA55 LAIl 
7'6344 EO El-l.V 
76255 $1033I COMMTON12.,, REJECTIOR SIGMAS 
F035155 CAN. IS. 
,I, A CtMOMNI ..MMG. 
15750 0 COMMON. I STORIAGE 
75747 C COMMON AVAILADLE 
OS5'45 1 FF13.07 I PAP 
74744 E- COR~al 1 0 
7574 G. COMMOND F.RIIN 
75742 IT CMON 0USAGE 
11741 0CIOTAMO 
25140 1' 1IIPTOS I 
751:7 CUCOMMO I 
7571$ SNCDit~ I XICI C111.. PEIA 

1771 P11104C.SMO. 2 
757?A. 11MIACOMMON 2 
I75726 074 CONRTA I 
ICOMMN;772Z 4 
111270 575 CIITIMIT 6 CAMIESIAN IhJECTJC'. CONDITIOUNS 
11712 AN'P COMMON6 
I5S0.1 A0.0 COMMON I EI6OMTII 
75703 REICTTNNI EARIH RADIUS 
767102 lOTSLJMRON I OA1MCjtIN FPRESSURECONS1051 
750 00 I OMOI TCIIITIIGONHIM7T7o RYE"TCoMFo. I MAS RA I A5. 
567 BEAMRCOMOTI MISS RTOPR 
716A 0401 C'IT3A I MASS RATIO JUPI'15 
3 
S.TI70iRMNNIC:'67 1 COAMEONI CITF'pICIATJICC'1567 4 ONICDOMM CUEFFII.IEI IhIMA AMOSICCOFFILILP4F 
75602 AC LION ASTEO.TTTIAL Al.1 
7567E FEC COMMO N I VLLUCIIY OF LIGHT 
IS67 001 COMMITS L FUTJTJLIIAR-INTI 
,'670 RI COMMON IS . STAI CI RANGEC 
75650 FlHil LIWM.I IS STATION LAIIIITOT lTEOCFtMIAICI 
75632 111110.CIIMPON IS 5111105 ONTUE 
NFIGRI.TTI CARD 17 
11612 17507 GE.MM. II 010 
ITFAAST:5611 I.MA 4 CTMMTT I TSA IU96 B . CI3MOI KIJUPIIlRJ 
,5607 OtFFA TAMN1ANGTOLA. TTAITIUj. RATE O.- £351. 
SATIO R AH
716.05 71 COI~ 
FUlAFIR CAtO IN
 
15612 IIICUMMON I ' NORTH SUCTT OISPACtmENI ICkCO-GROC) 
*5563 VI COMOB I.. CAST %EST IISPLACEt5I 
15544 ENT COMM.ITI IA LOCAL INDEX OF REF.TACTIIN 
75525 TAB COMMON 100 
I'll, YEN0 DA TA FILE 101A 00TAT I PUT BUFE 60005* 
1770 EOU OATOA PET10 I410 ITIA-TIO F fLkIT 00110E MUM 

74065 1110 763-B05 SCRATCHAREA. LA (20 C0POST
 
T3551 COMXOV 44-44 111301 EPHTPAAIS II0IEOPOLICN UF
 
COMH'0MO H7103 RS -t SPL FOAT 
70745 N11RCOMMON I PILUl0061 
* PIMRSICATAO It 
30744 TALL CLFMMON12 tEL1CII? OF LIGT ARTI01101 
10130 01M3 CtIMMOIA 12. 1.15 STAIlON 10411515 BY OATA IY'E 
67674 CI P I COMMON . CAP 74I MATRI OF PORTIS 
67'4Cr11 COI CAF'11110 -FRIlA OF PARTIALS 
67600 GPIl2 ConsOl 20 OP67554 X4 CTJAAO7I20'0 I -AtTKI 
66(04 AICOMMON 40(1 SCRATICH20.ZOMATOII 
E1274 tIC? COMMON400 SCS:AFCI.0.0.3IOAXI 
445 RIGHT COMMON'ItK RIIUAC.CPIIII A1.COM0LAIEO 
HlAO COMMONB20 OP417 
.3 L00117 CAHO264404 CESAR CG14SMJS .02 CO7ARIACE"ATRIA 
60064 LIIMI CUMMON20.0'o62044 ELIl COMMON 401 INPUT COtARIA*.Ct M41RIX II .VEA560 
622 011.12 CAOO 401 OP 
A1 1 GANY. CCOM.. 0 COY IA UP U11DJU$TtO PARAMETERS 
60464 I IAT COSMOS 6. V MATRIX IITEGRAA0 
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60362 062 COMMON 66 OP 
60260 000 COMDN 48 
60260 R 0 A
 
60231 PLOFL CEO 010-23 IOCI PLT CONTROL 2 05 PORWUROI 6021'5 p.NFIL Q 0 C-35 S PUNCH CUTWOL (2 608 FUR OI 
6020L PRIFL LOU 01G-47 TOCS PRINT CON.ROL (12 6010$ FOWAERO) 
FORTRAN CARD 21
 
60200 YEAR COMMON 1 7-URD TIME BLOCK
 
601T7 MONTH COMM N I INTEGERS ON ADDRESS PART
 
600176 OAY COMMON I FAP USE ONLY
 
60075 HOUR COMMON 1
 
60174 MON COMMON 0
 
60013 SEC COMMON 0
 






601L70 OP2 COMMON I
 
60161 P3 COMMON I CONTENTS OF KEYS 00-17
 
60165 F5 COMMON 1 ZERO TO CLOSE OATA FILEIPREIOCT OUpUT
 
601.64 IF C ON OATA PILE BEAD LEIY.OF 231717ORMAL
 
6013 F6' COMMON I
 
60162 IPE COMMN NOr ZERO TO CHECK 01I504L REJECTION
 
60161 IP COMMON I
 
60160 SF1O COMMON I NOr ZERO TO PRINT PHI VECTORS
 
POITRUN CARD 2 
60157 KLIS COMMON 4 FLAGS FOR ATTITUIDECONTROL ESTIMATION 
013 PABC COMMON 9 ATTITUDE CONTROL COEFFICIENTS
 
6042 ELMIN COMMON I MINIUM ELEVATION ANGLE
 
60041 RNAX COMMON MAXIUM SLANT RANGE
 
60,40 RUN COMON OATAD FILE tUPUTCOUNTER
 
60137 BEFO COMMON 1
 
60136 CA COMMON it PARMA LS OF0
 
60023 00 CUMMON 6 PARTIALS O/lXO
 
60115 TOL CONUMN 2 PREVIOUS rOi
 
60113 AMN COMMON 20 SCRATCH COLUMN VECOU
 
60067 X CoUM 400 SCRArCH 2O,O MATRIX
 




56427 IGNAZ COMMON IZ 1 NOr ZENO TO IGNORE DATA POINT
 
56143 SOUR COMMON 2 SUM OF SQUARED RESIDUALS
 
56A1401 80225 COMMON LI.05 OIPUT BOPFER
 




55564 XN COMMON 3 CONVECrED PROE CORDIONATES
 
1556 UXN COMMON 3
 
5556 00Th COMMON 3
 
55553 OOKEN COMMON 3
 
155. 	 TS COMMON D ATA SAMPLE INTERVAL
 
51 55.0COMMON 12*64 J..Z REIGHTIEG TABLE
 
5107 TL COMMON 12164 T WEIGHTING TABLE
 
54447 0IG COMMON 6 G WEIGHTING TABLE
 




54425 TILD COMMON 20 A PRIORI ESTIMATE
 
54400 oPe COMMON 20 O
 
54355 CP COMMO N 20 tSISAI LONOOTIONS AND CONSTANTS
 
54330 POP CUMON 20
 
54305 CZO COMMON I OOPPLER COEFFICIENTS
 
S4304A CC2 COMMON I
 
5430 3Z CZCOMIMONO
543 02 C G O CU MUN 1 
54300 
 CZ6 COMMON I
 
54277 P, COMMON 45 INITIAL POINTI"G EA
 
54222 PTO COMMOY 4S PINTING CON0 NEVL
 
,4045 POP CUMHN 4 FINAL POINTING THE S
 
54070 PITHOCABORYT45 
64020 PPUOl OCCOULTATION-OMPICTTIMES (30 6000S3 
54032 E.1O PO-3. STARt-STUP TOMES IEZ 1030051 
54.16 RIMY 01 PTFO-41
 
54003 P INTOMMN 45 PDT" TING SAMPLE INTERVAL 
537T PINTO COMMON A5 CURNENT POINTING TIME 
53661 GALINICOMMON 02 INPUT EIGHTS 
Z'AffRENCARD | 




533T2 SINPHI COMMON I OdHJ
 
533 1 SINEL COMMON I SONIELI
 
53370 C137 COMMON I NOT ZERO TO BYPASS LALI
 
53367 GADT COMMON 0 PHYSICAL CONSTANTS INTEGRATION STEP
 
53366 CAP COMM ON 0IU SUM OF SGUARES
 





53563 TO COMO 0
.... NUMBER OP POINTS INSTANR
 
53362 ONU COMMON 20 
 NEw O-S bOP'RIGHNTI
 
53316 QONODCOMMON, 20 OP
 
3312 ITNO CUMMU' IERAT;I N NURSER
 
03310 COSEL COMMON 1 COSCELi
 
53350 SINAY COMmM I 
 S N A ':
 53307 COSAZ COMMON I COSI ZI
 
S3T Y CSAZ OMM NPORTRAN CARD 29 CSA
 
53306 CO.M COMMON 400 SCRATCH 20:2. MAITI
 
52456 OOPP COMO3Y 400 SCRTCH7 20 20 MATRIX
 








I:3M ZERO DTU OFIG OTOME
 
515 0.0 IFA-7 HOT ZERO TO TORN OPP SOLPRACTIION
 
91532 SF88TVCOMMON I AMITTEI FRENCY
 
'1501 UFABO CUMMON I KIN, DRO FRLIENCY
 




5 5627530 REIS COMMON I t34.LS1

CONTE N S P 

XPOq. EI MON 6 SMIlTER ROOT 

51521 TCON COMMO' 615 FAIUENCY COEPFICOENTS
 





50235 COOKS COMMON 01 PAGE RE1A0ING
 
'1222 SIGMA COTMON 12.15 DATA PILE SIGAA
 
500736 616$ COMMON 02.05 DATA POLE H14
 
50452 TRAP COMMON 2COROENT MAPPING TOME
 




'041 11 COMON 
 7*5TASITRI AL
50031 OSMUP COMMON 24 TAPP'INOOTIES
 
5.001 AEA COMMON I StC AREA
 
50 000 TMAIS COMMON 1 SIC MASS
 
4717 G..M COMMON 66 PHYSICAL CONSTANTS INTEGRATION MATRIX
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V. OUTPUT
 
Primary output from the ODP is in the form of a BCD tape which may 
be listed on the IBM 1401. This listing contains the following items: 
1. List of card input 
2. A priori covariance matrix 
3. Inverse of a priori covariance matrix 
4. Trajectory information 
5. J matrix 
6. J matrix correlations 
7. Parameter estimates and statistics 
8. Inverse of J matrix 
9. Covariance matrix 
10. Covariance matrix correlations
 
The following items are output on option:
 
1. Residuals, computed observables, weights, and 
frequencies
 
2. Residual statistics 
3. Pointing ephemeris 
4. Mapping matrix 
5. Mapped covariance matrix 
6. Position and velocity of probe at mapping times 
7. Encounter parameters and statistics 
8. Supplementary printout at data times--vectors and partials 
All items, with the exception of the supplementary partials printout, may be 
printed on the SC-3070 in SFOF Mode II operation. 
Any matrix which is printed by the ODP may also be punched on option. 
In this case the card images are written on the same BCD output tape for 
punching by the 1401. 
The ODP also writes a plotting tape for the SC-40Z0 plotter, containing 
plots of residuals versus time; and angle residuals versus angles. 
A binary tape for the Matrix Manipulation Program, containing data 
partials and mapping matrices, is generated on option. This capability does 
not exist in'Mode II operation. 
43 
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Error comments and status-of-program messages are printed on the 
administrative printer in Mode II and the on-line printer in Mode IV. Refer to 
Subroutine 28, ERROR, for a listing of these comments. 
A. DISK AND TAPE FORMATS 
The Planetary Ephemeris format is presented in Ref. 4, and the Matrix 
Manipulation Program tape format in Ref. 11 (Section IX). The other formats 
are covered in Section VI; the Prediction File is presented in Subroutine 30, 
FILL; the Data File in Subroutine 43, KINE; the Probe Ephemeris in Subroutine 
45, LOOKUP; and the Combined Ephemeris in Subroutine 86, RITEM. 
B. OUTPUT SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS 
The following symbols appear on the output listings. The correspond­
ing symbols used in this report and the definitions are given: 
Output symbol Report symbol Definition 
Y
Y xY( position of probe, geocentricequatorial true of date, km 
z z 
DX xvelocity of probe, geocentric 
DY equatorial true of date,
km/sec 
DZ 
KE GMe gravitational constant of Earth,km3/secz 
RE R e equatorial radius of Earth, km 
G YB solar pressure constant 
KM GM gravitational constant of Moon, 
km 3 /sec 2 
MV M mass of Venus, solar massesv 
MM M mass of Mars, solar masses 
r 
44 
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F C F 
co 
C c 
RI(I) R i 
LA(I) 4i 










C3 f 3 
D1 fdl 
mass of Jupiter, solar masses 
second harmonic coefficient 
third harmonic coefficient 
fourth harmonic coefficient 







speed of light, km/sec 
radius of Earth at station i, km 
geocentric latitude of station i, 
deg 
longitude of station i, deg 
slant range, km 
slant range rate, km/sec 
elevation angle, deg 
azimuth angle, deg 
declination, deg 
hour angle, deg 
one-way integrated doppler 
frequency, cps
 
coherent three-way integrateddoppler frequency, cps 
three-way integrated doppler 
frequency, cps 
diffefenced one-way integrateddoppler frequency, cps 
45 
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Output symbol Report symbol 
RU pDSIF 
B IBI 
B. RO B-0 
B-TO B.T 0 









DEL T a-t 
DEL B a'B 
DEL S a'S 
DEL BR a-B.R 














vector from target center of
 












linearized time of flight, hours 
(lunar missions) or days 
true time of flight, hours 
(lunar missions) or days 
semi-major axis of dispersion 
ellipse at target, km 
semi-minor axis, km 
inclination of dispersion ellipse 
to target orbital plane, deg 
standard deviation of linearized 
time of flight, sec 
standard deviation of B vector, 
km 
standard deviation of asymptote 
unit vector, km 
standard deviation of B-R, km 
standard deviation of B-T, km 
vis viva energy, km2/secZ 
doppler count time, sec 
transmitter index 
if q / 0, station frequency less 
29. 66 x 106 cps 
if q = 0, probe frequency less 
960 x 10 cps 
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VI. SUBROUTINES 
Section VI contains the documentation for the 104 Subroutines which were 
written primarily for use by the SPODP. Documentation is not included for 
JPL general-purpose routines and SFOF routines. 
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This subroutine forms the matrix product of two vectors. 
RESTRICTIONS 
Standard Fortran II arrays. 
USE
 
CALL 	 AAT (X, Y, PRO) 
X (1,6) 	 P
 
pT
Y (6, 1) 

PRO (6, 6) Product matrix
 
CODING INFORMATION 














ABDD computes the function. 
Zi(ax-+ by) - cz 
S= a 
the form of which has frequent application in ODP station location partial expressions. 
RESTRICTIONS 





















Length of subroutine is 24(10) or 30 (8) words. 
49 
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IDENTIFICATION 
ACE 
Melba Nead, JPL 
Fortran II, Version 3 
January 4, 1965 
PURPOSE 
To compute-the unit vector as needed in calculation of the attitude control effects partials 
in BMATRX. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON from ODP 






Computes R, X/R etc, and stores the result in DDX(I).
 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 57 (10) or 71 (8) words. 
50 
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Alfred Schoepke, JPL 
IBM 7094 Fap 
January 4, 1965 
PURPOSE 
ANGPLT plots hour angle residuals versus hour angle, and declination residuals versus 
declination. A tape containing the plotting information is written for the SC-4020. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 









IR station identification 
RVECD residual array 
RVEC data type array 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 383 (10) or 577 (8) words. 
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IDENTIFICATION 
AQUI/ALLI/BAQUI/BALLI 
Melba W. Nead, JPL 
IBM 7094 Fap 
January 4, 1965 
PURPOSE 
To format, list, and send, via TELTYP, predictions needed by the tracking stations. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 











In MODE 2, the predictions are transmitted in real time by TELTYP. In MODE 4, a 
magnetic tape (A9) is written by TELTYP. This tape is then processed to punch paper 
tape acceptable to the teleprinters. 
USE
 
CALL AQUI to list predictions 
CALL BAQUI to prepare for transmission 
CALL ALLI to list drive tape for Goldstone 
CALL BALLI to prepare drive tape for transmission 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 460 (10) or 714 (8) words. 
REFERENCE
 















BEER stores zeroes in certain ODP common locations prior to the data fit. It also
 
executes the reset entry of REJEC.
 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 46711 







COMMON output: zeroes in DINT, DINZ, QA, QB, TOBL, TOBL-1, TGINT, TGINT-l, 
XMU, RIGHT, RITEZ, XX, XC, XJ, XJZ, XK, XK2, IF2, IF4. BIGNO in IFI and IF5. 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutines is 57 (10) or 71 (8) words. 
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IDENTIFICATION 
BIBCD 







To convert the binary equivalent of 2 digit decimal numbers to BCD for print-out. 
RESTRICTION 
Range of numbers: I _<n < 99 
USE 




The BCD equivalent is in the accumulator on return.
 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 45 (10) or 55 (8) words. 
54
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BMATRX is written to compute the analytic partials of the physical constants when these 
parameters are being estimated or considered in the ODP. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. 	 COMMON break: 47675 
b. 	 When computing partials of the attitude control effects, partials of MJ, H, and D are 
inhibited, thus a maximum of 1I of the possible 14 can be computed at one time. 














Formulas for the partial derivatives of acceleration with respect to physical constants, 
OF/Oq, 	 are derived from the equations of motion. These are integrated to obtain ar/q. 
The 	equations for these partials follow: 
a3 -xgl 
aGM - 3 
e r 
-yg 1 
aGM = 3 
e r 
a"i -zg 2 
8GM 3 
e r 
=m-GM -	 -15 • - -n} 
55 
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8-2 of 4 
am 
S 
C1Ap(x - xs) 





= 1.031 x 108 
= surface area of probe, 





- x ] x 







3 -[ r vIrv-ril1 
Lv rv-i 
_r 
11 x- y, z 




x-(x y, z 
=
-GM --(x x y z 






\21 GM R2-'( e e i-n? 3_X 
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The partial derivatives 
given by 
of acceleration with respect to the attitude control effects are 
Ox 
OFAOm 
Ox-NOFM k Ox o 
=-

















where the unit vectors along the three body fixed axes are defined by 








= Unit vector directed from 
the probe toward Canopus 
= Unit vector directed from 
the probe toward the Sun 
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8-4 of 4USE 
CALL BMATRX
 
The subroutine checks lists in the COMMON area to determine what is requred.
 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 794(10) or 1432(8) words. 
REFERENCES
 
a. Anderson, John D., RFP 31Z-37, August 29,'1961. 
b. Null, George W., RFP 312-179, Addendum 3, December 11, 1963. 
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IDENTIFICATION 9-1 of 2 
CALL
 
Michael R. Warner, JPL
 





CALL serves as the logical control routine for the data fitting link, LA6. All steps from 
reading the ODG data file through computation of partials and residuals to writing the 
residual file are initiated by this routine. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 46711 
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IGNAZ data type delete flags (12 x 15)
 
PTFD-30 data start and stop times
 
LLIST physical constants solve flags (11)
 
EPOCH ODP epoch, d. p. sec past 1950.0
 
THETAI station longitude, deg
 
SIGX3 rejection sigmas (12 X 15)
 
DXDR-27 occultation-impact data flag
 
GOMMON output: 




TOBL previous observation time
 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 339 (10) or 528 (8) words. 
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IDENTIFICATION 10-1 of 5 
CATS
 
Michael R. Warner, JPL
 





CATS computes the partials of the ODP data types with respect to the station locations. 
Such a partial may be non-zero only if the tracking datum is from the same station as 
the specified station location. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 






X. = Ri cos(aG + X.)cos i 
Y. = Ri sin(aG + Ai)Cos 4i (station coordinates) 
Z. = R i sin 0i 
C1 L1 
Op. (slant
= Z [L x I . cos(aG + x.) + Ly sin(aG + Xi)] - L zR Cos . range 
. i z 1partials)y Zi 
dPi
 
-- = Y.L - X.L
axi I x 1 y 
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R. = 1 
station longitude 
station geocentric latitude 
station Earth radius 





cos(aG + A.) + L' 
y 
sin(a G + xi)] 
I 





































A.) + D 
1 
sin(a0 + i)]Gz0 - R cos 4 
(elevation 
anglepartials) 
=xi (Yi , X Y 
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-I 	 10-3 of 5 
= 
- -.-P-. (Ri. A)1 1 1 
ao I (azimuth 
- = - i cos(a + x+ 2 sin(a0 +X 1 )] - AR cos & angleSPj d++Xi 	 z4 partials) 
-- = -- Y~ - X) 
1 p i Ac X Y 
YS (D) - g? (D) (declination partials) 
I I 
- (A) - (A) (hour angle partials) 
as. 
where 
Dx - sin 5. cos(aG + Xi)= 
Dy = - sin 5i sin(aG + xi) 
D = cos 6. 
z I 
A x = - sin(a. + \ i )
 
Ay = cos(a G + x
 
A =0 
D=sin Y, [sin0a. sin(c 0 \i) + sxn&t +G+ co' cos(a 0 Xi)] 
+ cos *i cos(aG + xi)cos yi 
+Dy = - sin yi [sin ai cos(aG Ai Cos a. sin i sin(aG + Xi)] 
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D cos . cos 5. sin Y. + sin * cos 10-4 of 5Ti 
+A = -cos a. sin(aG +\ i) + sina i sin 0i cos(aG \x)
 
+ + +
A = cos ai cos(aG Xi) sin ai sin Oi sin(aG '\) 
A= - sin a. cos 4'i 
z 1 
The vectors A, D, A, and D, defined above, are computed by subroutine DICOS. 
aS 
- U S (one-way doppler partials) 
1 1 
8 fc3i, q "4 8 i
 
c S.- (two-way doppler receiver partials)
 






=- 5-- (differenced one-way doppler receiver i partials)as i c s i i i 
c3q Q q (two-way doppler transmitter partials)as =--T4" 
q q
 
f q 6 ao
CTSq= - a (three-way doppler transmitter partials 
q q 
is. - (differenced one-way doppler receiver j partials)j J 
where 
- one-way multiplier 
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DIM3 partials aL- (12 x 3 X 15) 
I 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 421 (10) or 645 (8) words. 
REFERENCES
 
a. Warner, M. R., Nead, M. W., Hudson, R. H., TM33-168, March 18, 1964. 
b. Anderson, John D., RFP 312-37, August 29, 1961. 
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IDENTIFICATION 11-1 of 5 
COEF 
Michael R. Warner, JPL
 





COEF calculates the coefficients used by the ODP ii doppler calculations. The sub­
routine is cognizant of band differences. All intermediate calculations are in double 
precision. 
RESTRICTIONS 














fT fT base + MfT (transponder frequency) 
fq= fq base + Afq (transmitter frequency) 
= m2W[fT + D(tob - t0 )] 
2 =.' + S2'1 
04 4 fq 
=Q3 w3 + &w 3 for predicts Q3 0 for data fitting 
U6 w6 f q 
=5 =w5 + Aa5 - U6 for predicts Q5 0 for data fitting 
66­
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where for L to S band, 11-2 of 5 
=fT base 2Z90. 0 x10 6 cps 
-220.0 X :D6 cps 
=fq base 
k I +f qbase Ak1 
w2= 0.3125 
Wi = 9. 375 X 106 cps 
w4 = 32.579185520
 




W5 = 9. 375 x 10c6 ps 
AcI = 30 k 1 
=
An 30 k1 
AW5 = 30 kI 
for L band,
 
fT=base 960.0 X 106 cps 
fqbase = 29. 66 x 106 cps 
w2 = 0. 96875 
W = 930. 15 X 106 cps 
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w6 = 31. 348314605 
5 = 930. 15 X 106 cps 
= 
A wl = A 3 A 5 = 0 
for S band, 
fT base = 2290.0 x 106 cps 
fq base = 20.00 X 106 cps 
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also 11-4 of 5 
D = transponder (beacon) drift 
tob = observation time 





EP-6 band indication 
EP-7 Ak 1 , cps 
EP-8 Aks, cps 








TOB observation time, d.p. sec past 1950.0
 
EPOCH ODP epoch, d. p. sec past 1950.0
 
CIO observed one-way doppler (flag)
 
CD}O observed differenced one-way doppler (flag)
 
CC30 observed two-way doppler (flag)
 
C30 observed three-way doppler (flag)
 















RNJ U5, d. p.
 
PHINJ 96' d. p.
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CODING INFORMATION 11-5 of 5 
Length of subroutine is 503 (10) or 767 (8) words. 
REFERENCES
 
a. Warner, M. R., Nead, M. W., Hudson, R. H., TM 33-168, March 18, 1964. 
b. Wollenhaupt, Wilber R., RFP 312-268, April 16, 1964. 
c. Wollenhaupt, Wilber R., RFP 31Z-319, September 3, 1964. 
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IDENTIFICATION 	 IZ-I of 3 
COL 
Michael R. Warner, JPL
 





COL calculates the G terms in the weighting function 
a SP2 GZ2
"=, S Gmaxi- tpjk I1I j pjk p ' 
p=l 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 








The computation of the g value depends on the value of the weight code group (p) and 




























. 5 1A 0 




f 7 2 2 1 c"­
z 
0p 
Q4 I Q4 (pi + pq)In % 
3i 9c9-92 2 12 T -6ri_ 6- dar"i + IAr bqP-­c 12 Q6c 42 
cdlinij c-(i -r)" "c (IArPiI + A A]j) 
0DSIF 1 1pArP1 
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where 12-3 of 3 
P = slant range
 
P = range rate
 




Ar p = refraction correction to slant range
 
Ar = refraction correction to range rate
 
Ar 6 = refraction correction to declinatiori
 
Arm = refraction correction to hour angle
 
2 = one-way doppler multiplierZ 

Q4 = two-way doppler multiplier
 
96 = three-way doppler multiplier
 
r = doppler averaging time
 



































GSQ gz (I x 6)
 
CODING INFORMATION 
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IDENTIFICATION 
COMAP 








COMAP checks the mapping requests which are made of the ODP. When step-mapping the 
product of the U matrices for mapping is computed, thus the U matrix which is used in the 
calculation of the closest approach parameters is: 
U=UIMP *U T * . *UTZ *UTI 
where UTN are the matrices computed for each step-map time and UIM P is evaluated at 
time of closest approach. Results of the mapping matrix calculations are stored on disk 
to be printed in a subsequent link. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. ERROR condition: disk error indicated by DC 
b. COMMON break: 47055 



















This link is called under control of the JPTRAJ Source Deck. 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 186(10) or 272(8) words. 
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IDENTIFICATION 14-1 of 2 
COMIMP
 
Melba W. Nead, JPL
 






To project the statistical information contained in the covariance matrix F(t 0 ) to any later 
time. 
RESTRICTIONS 















The procedure employs a mapping matrix 
Uto t = aQto0 
which 	is an extended matrix of variational partials representing all estimated parameters 
Qt0. If the parameter set Qt0 consists only of the six initial conditions, then this matrix 
is identical to the familiar U matrix. A similar mapping matrix is employed for including 
the effect of the considered parameter set to: 
OQt 
Vt0 ,t aQt 
The mapping operation is then accomplished by 
-
= UFt UT - VFUTJ -IUT _ U I vr-V  
T + VF-V T rt 
0 	 Q7 
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If no parameters are being considered, this reduces to 14-2 of 2 
F = urtoUT t 
The covariance matrix of estimated parameters is defined as 















the analogous vector of partials of considered parameters)Z= iw- Of (Oi is i=l 
USE 
CALL COMIMP 
The matrix thus generated is used in the calculation of the target centered covariance 
matrix (TACCOM) and the closest approach parameters. 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 750(10) or 1356(8) words. 
REFERENCE
 
Anderson, John D., RFP 312-37, August 29, 1961. 
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COMOUT writes the midcourse and trajectory information on the COMENT region of disk. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 









EP-63 midcourse COMENT buffer (29 words forward)
 
EP-104 trajectory COMENT buffer (17 words forward)
 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 14(10) or 16(8) words. 
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IDENTIFICATION 16-1 of 2 
COROP
 
Michael R. Warner, JPL
 






COROP computes the refraction corrections to) optically obtained.hour angle and declination. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 















(7/57. 2957795 + 0. 0598)2.42 
C 2 + R Z B = G - RZ sin2 - R sinY
 
V e e e
 
C = R + 51.2064 
e 
P = slant range 
R 
e 
= earth equatorial radius 
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USE 16-2 of 2 
CALL COROP 
COMMON input: 
RVEC P, krn 
EL y, deg 
RE Re , km 
COMMON output: 
DHA Ara, deg 
DDEC &rA, deg 
CODING INFORMATION 




Warner, M. R., Nead, M. W., Hudson, R. H., 
Cain, Dan L., TM 312-275, February 14, 1963. 
TM 33-168, March 18, 1964. 
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IDENTIFICATION 	 17-1 of 3 
CORR
 
Michael R. Warner, JPL
 






CORR calculates the refraction corrections and the vertical displacements for angular 
tracking data. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 








= 57.2957795 3n.0 blb2 	 Y < 0.3 radians 
Art = 57. 2957795 n x 10 - 6 cOS -Y Y 0.3 radians 
ArT cos 4 sin a	 ° Ara 	 5< 87 
cos 7 sing 
(sin 4 cos y - sin -ycos 40 cos )Ary 3<870 
r cos 6 
A = Ar6 = 0 	 6 --- 87' 
b = 	 1.0 - (1.216 x 10 5 b 3 rad) -(51.0- 300.0 yrad) y/b3 
[7.0 X i0- 4 /(0. 0589 + 7rad) - 1.26 X 10 - 3 b 2 
3 	 10 3(r 
- R ) 
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v 	 17-2 of 3 AV = 
­
AV,.Y = U COS T 
sinY7 
= u sin 0' s'-""Av 

Av = 0~fl 
where 
elevation angle (-rad = -y in radians) 
= azimuth angle 
a = hour angle 
= declination
 
6r = refraction correction
 
AV = vertical correction
 
n = index of refraction (nominally 340. 0) 
0 = geocentric latitude of station 
r = geocentric probe distance 
Y = 
R. 	 = Earth radius at station i 
u = north-south displacement of vertical 





SINEL sin y 
IFA-9 * 0 to bypass Ar and A calculation 
EL 
ELZ sin6 
X, Y, Z geocentric probe vector 
RI(i) Earth radius at station i 
FNI(i) index of refraction at station i 













north-south displacement, station i 
east-west displacement, station i 
17-3 of 3 
COMMON output: 
DEL At7 +6v 









Warner, M. R., Nead, M. W., Hudson, R. H., TM 33-168, 
Cain, Dan L., IOM to W. Hoover, July 6, 1960. 
Cain, Dan L., IOM to W. Hoover, October 4, 1960. 
March 18, 1964. 
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IDENTIFICATION 18-1 of 6 
CXPLOT/XXXFSR/CDC 
John R. Schoeni, JPL 





To generate on the computer plotting tapes to be displayed on the SC-4020 microfilm 
recorder. Controlled by a set of pseudo-operations, the routine will scale data, generate 
and label grid lines, and annotate the plotted information. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. ERROR return when incorrect calling sequence is given. 
b. Subroutine used: 
IOCS 
USE 
CXPLOT uses IOCS to control I/O buffering and the user before calling CXPLOT must 
open a reserve file for the subroutine's use. In defining the buffer pool to be attached to 
the plotting file, it is recommended that at least two buffers of up to 200 words in length 
be assigned. The entry into CXPLOT is from a FAP-calling sequence and consists of a 
call CXPLOT followed by pseudo-operations which specify the operations to be performed. 
The calling sequence is terminated by an error exit of the fozm, PZE A, where A is the 
location of the users error routine. Normal return is to the location following the error 
return. The following pseudo-operations are recognized. 
FVE N, T, D 
FVE O, 0, 0 
1 
1 
Selection of tape unit and indication of film advance 
SIX SX, L, SY Printing horizontal titles 
SIX F, SIZE, D P 
SVNSX, L, Sy Printing vertical titles 
SVN F, SIZE, D P 
PON Rx0,, Rx 
PON Ry 0 , , Ryn 
PON n, e, p 
PON m, e, q Generation and labelling of grid 
PON Fx,, Fy 
PON X , X 
PON Y0'' Yn 
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PT x 




Ly0 Generation of graph 
18-a of 6 
PTW N, A, CHAR 
PTH X, t, Y Generation of special grid line or form flash 
MZE 0, t, N Termination of plot 
PZE A, Error return 
CONTROL PSEUDO-OPERATIONS 
FVE N, T, D 
An FVE pseudo-operation must be the first pseudo-operation encountered in the first 
calling sequence to CXPLOT in a program because it causes various addresses through­
out the subroutine to be initialized. 
N In the FVE pseudo-operation, N indicates that every Nth point will be plotted. 
N= 0 = I 
T T = i will cause a film advance command to be generated. 
T = 0 indicates no frame advance. 
D is the symbolic location of the File Control Block that has been opened for this file. 
FVE 0, 0, 0 
A second FVE pseudo-operation is used when the output is to be written on the IBM 7094 
using a packed format and high density tape mode. The plot tape generated by the use 
of this option requires processing on the 1401 before being plotted on the SC-4020. The 
Standard SFOF mode of operation is high density and packed. 
MZE 0, T, N 
The MZE pseudo-operation gives information required to terminate a particular plot or 
set of plots. 
If N is zero, the instruction is treated as a skip, and control will pass to the next 
pseudo-operation. 
If N is non-zero, STOP PRINT and ADVANCE FRAME commands will be generated and 
written on the tape previously specified. 
T not used. 
PZE A 
The PZE pseudo-operation indicates the end of the calling sequence. Normal exit is to 
the instruction following this pseudo-operation. "A" is the address of a user supplied 
error routine. 
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HORIZONTAL TITLES 	 18-3 of 6 
SIX SX, L, SY 
SiX F, SIZE, D 
The SIX pseudo-operations give information required for printing horizontal titles. The 
first operation in the pair describes where the title is to be located. The second oper­
ation tells the location of the format statement and the letter size. Six pseudo-operations 
must always occur in pairs. 
L = 1 SX and SY designate the X and Y coordinates locating the center of the title. 
L = 0 SX and SY designate the X and Y coordinates locating the position at which the 
first character of the title is to be centered. 
F designates the location of the format statement to be used for the title. The for­
mat statement starting at location F must be of the form 
(xHyz ----------- ). 
x an integer indicating the number of hollerith characters which follow the H. 
y if blank the current frame will be used. This is the normal case. 
y if equal to 1, a film advance command is generated before printing this title. 
z_ is always a blank character. 
SIZE 	 designates the letter size and may have the values 0, 1, 2, 3 specifying that 
letters of 1, 2, 4, or 8 times normal size are to be used. (Caution: a character 
8 times normal size is 64 by 128 units in size. ) 
D 	 When printing normal size letters, SIZE is zero, D indicates whether the letters 
will be generated by the vector generator or by the plotting matrix.
 
D = 0: plotting matrix.
 
D = 1: vector generator.
 
VERTICAL TITLES 
SVNSX, L, SY 
SVN F, SIZE, D 
The SVN pseudo-operations give information required for printing titles vertically. 
They are analogous to the SIX pseudo-operations in format. 
GRIDS & LABELS 
PON 
The PON pseudo-operations specify the grid lines to be drawn, the exposure to be used 
in drawing them, the formats to control their labelling and the scaling to be used in the 
plot. 
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The first five PON pseudo-operations must be used as a group. 18-4 of 6 
PON Rx 0 I Rx n 
PON Ry O, , Ryn 
PON n, e, p 
PON m, e, q 
PON FX, , Fy 
PON Rx 0 , , Rx n
 
Rx 0 is the location of the lower end of the range of x values.
 
Rx is the location of the upper end of the range of x values.
 
The limits for the range will be in floating point form.
 
PON Ry 0 ,, Ry n
 
is analogous to the PON Rx 01, Rx n for the range of y. 
PON n, e, p 
contains an integer n specifying the number of uniform intervals in the x-direction 
(vertical grids) to be bounded by grid lines, and an integer p indicating that the first 
grid line and every pth grid line following will be labelled. If e = i, the labelled 
grid lines will be drawn heavy; otherwise they will be light (vertical grids). 
PONm, e, q 
This is analogous to the third PON but refers to the y-direction (horizontal grids). 
PON Fx,, Fy 
contains the locations of format statements to be used in labelling the horizontal and 
vertical grid lines, respectively. These should be of the form: 
FX BCI , (F c.d), 
where 
F indicates that a conversion from a floating point number to fixed point number
 
should be performed, and that the fixed point number should be printed.
 
cdesignates the "column width." (c 9)
 
d designates the number'of digits to be retained to the right of the decimal point.
 
d < (c-l) 
PON X 0 1 I Xn 
PON Y01I Yn 
The sixth and seventh PON pseudo-operations specify the area of the character on sur­
face (1023 X 1023) to be used for plotting. These two PON pseudo-operations may be 
omitted, and if so the standard case of 
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PON 96,,992 18-5 of 6 
PON 0,, 896 
will be assumed by the subroutine. 
PON X0 1, X, 
is the range of the horizontal positions to be used 
(0 < X0 < X 1023). 
PON Y0 1 I Yn 
contains the range of vertical positions to be used for the graph 
<(0 < Y0 < Ya 1023). 
GENERATION OF GRAPH 
PTW Lx 0 , EX, Ly 0 
PTW N, A, CHAR 
The PTW pseudo-operations specify the character and the exposure to be used in plot­
ting, the memory area containing the sets of (x, y) values to be plotted, and the scaling 
factors to be used. 
Lx 0 designates the starting memory location for the sequence of values of x to be 
plotted.
 
Ly 0 designates the starting location for the corresponding values of y.
 
N designates the number of pairs of values of x and y to be plotted.
 
Thus, locations Lx 0 to Lxo+N - I contain the values-of x corresponding to the values 
of y found in locations Ly0 to Ly 0 +N - 1. 
Note the special case where the data are in x, y pairs. N is the number of c and y 
values, and the address of the FVE pseudo-operation is set to 2. The same type of logic 
applies to triplets, etc. 
EX designates the exposure to be used in plotting. If EX = 0, the exposure will be 
heavy; otherwise, the light mode will be used. 
A=0 The scaling factors computed from the previous set of PON pseudo-operations will 
be used. 
AO The four locations following the pair of PTW instructions should contain the loca­
tion of floating point values of a, b, c, and d in that order. 
For each pair of values, x, y, a corresponding pair of coordinates (X, Y) is computed 
by the subroutine as follows: 
X = ax+b 
Y = cy+d 
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18-6 of 6 
a, b, c and d are the scaling parameters. They depend upon the range of coordinates 
to be used when plotting the range of values specified. 
If, in scaling, a point is either 0 > X > 1024 or 0 > Y > 10Z4, the point is discarded. 
CHAR The Hollerith character to be used for the plot is given in the six bit positions 
30 to 35 of location CHAR. 
where 
JOINING POINTS BY VECTORS 
If the character specified is the space the vector generator will be used for the plot, and 
successive points will be connected using straight line segments. 
PTH X, t, Y 
The PTH pseudo-operation allows the programmer two options: one to draw grid lines 
directly in either the x or y direction, and one to control usage of the form flash. 
t = 0 A horizontal grid line will be drawn beginning at X, Y and extending to the right 
edge of the frame. 
t = I A vertical grid line will be drawn from X, Y to the upper edge of the frame. 
t = 4 A form flash command will be generated. Care must be taken not to generate 
more than one form flash on the same plot. 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 1744(10) or 3320(8) words. 
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IDENTIFICATION 19-1 of 2 
DATAPE
 
Melba W. Nead, JPL
 






To generate a simulated data file for checking and for study programs. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 























Types of doppler are limited as follows:
 
If IX (transmitter) = 0, C3 and CC3 are zero.
 
If IX * 0, IR (receiver) t IX, Cl and CC3 are zero.
 




Data identified under the control card DATA TAPE SIGMA will be included on the file. 
Weights for each data type must be included under WEIGHTS BY DATA TYPE AND STA-
TION. The equation for the computation of the data value in the file is: 
R(I) = Rc(I) + AR(I) + F(I, IR) * A + B(, IR) 
where
 
=R(I) the array of data where I references the data type
 
lc(I), = calculated value of the data point
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19-2 of 2AR(I) = correction on calculated value 
F(I, IR) = noise factor on data by type and station. This provided by setting the data 
type under DATA TAPE SIGMA to a floating point number. 
A = random number 
B(I, IR) = bias. Obtained by value under DATA TAPE BIAS according type. 













Michael i. Warner, JPL 
IBM 7094 Fap 
January 4, 1965 
PURPOSE 
DECOD determines the group value for the given group number of the weight code word. 
This word consists of six 3-bit groups from bit S through bit 17. Each group may have 
a value from 0 through 7. DECOD also floats the data sample rate, which occupies the 
address portion of the weight code word. 
RESTRICTION 
COMMON break: 47675 
USE 
CALL DECOD 
PZE I group number 
PZE K group value 
COMMON input: 
RVECW weight code array (I x 11) 
ID data type identification 
COMMON output: 
TS sample rate, sec. 
CODING INFORMATION
 









Melba W. Nead, JPL
 
Fortran I, Version 3
 
January 4 , 1965
 
PURPOSE 
To compute standard, deviation of the mapped forward covariance matrix or standard 
deviation of input covariance matrix. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 






CALL DIAG Standard deviation of input covariance matrix
 
CALL DIAGO Standard deviation of mapped forward covariance matrix
 
CODING INFORMATION 









Michael R. Warner, JPL
 





DICOS computes the direction cosine vectors A, D, A, and D, which are defined in the 
documentation of subroutine CATS. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 
































Length of subroutine is 123 (10) or 173 (8) words. 
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IDENTIFICATION Z3-1 of 4 
(DISCBU) REDE/IITE/PISA 
Charles Coltharp, JPL 
IBM 7094 Fap 
January 4, 1965 
PURPOSE 







DISCBU uses DCP for reading and writing the disk. All physical records are 200 words 
in length. Each logical record is preceded on the disk by a control word, 
PZE 0, ,L 
where L is the number of words in the logical fecord. L may be zero, but L will 
never be greater than 200. 
A control word of 
MZE O,,O 
denotes a logical end of file. 
USE
 
To write CALL RITE 
PZE FILE,, ERREOF 
IOXY A,, N 
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To read CALL REDE 23-2 of 4 
PZE FILE,, ERREOF 
IOXY A,, N 
A is the 	location into which information is read, or from which it is written. 
TCH, transfer in channel, will be recognized by both read and write operations. 
The tag portion of all 1O commands is ignored. 
The address and decrement portions of IOCD commands are ignored. 




IOCD Rewind file; close file. When IOCD is used it must be the only command 
in the command list. 
IOCP Read N words, ignoring logical record marks, and proceed to next command. 
If this command precisely finishes a record, the logical end of record may be 
recognized by the next command. 
IOCT Read N words, ignoring logical record marks, and terminate 1O. Unread 
words in a partially read record will be lost. 
IORP 	 Read to logical record mark (read one whole record, or finish a record 
already started), and proceed to nextcommand. Put number of words read 
into the decrement portion of the IORP command- N is not interpreted. 
TORT 	 Same as IORP, but terminate TO. 
IOSP 	 Same as IORP if the number of words in the record is less than or equal to N. 
Otherwise, transmission is stopped after N words have been read. Unread 
words in this record will be lost. Control proceeds to the next command. 
IOST Same as OSP, but terminate TO. 
Write Operation 
IOCD Write logical EOF, rewind file; close file. When IOCD is used it must be the 
only command in the command list.
 
lOoP Write N words, and proceed to next command.
 
IOCT Write N words followed by a logical record mark, and terminate TO
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IORT Same as IOCT. 23-3 of 4 
IOSP Same as IORP. 
IOST Same as IORT. 
If at any time in writing, a record reaches a length of Z00 words before a logical 
record mark is indicated by the user, DISCBU will insert a logical record mark 
before continuing the transmission. 
File Block 
FILE BCI 1, XXXXXX
 
+1 PZE J (decrement = P)
 
+2 PZE K (decrement = Q)
 




XXXXXX an entry in the disk directory, defined as scratch
 
J that record in XXXXXX with which this file begins
 
K that record in XXXXXX with which this file ends
 
BUFFER the location of a 400 word block of core storage 
The decrements of FILE +1 through FILE +3 (the items in parentheses, above) will 
be used by DISCBU for bookkeeping. These items will be zero when the file is not 
open, and they should be set zero initially by the user. 
P 	 last disk record transmitted 
Q 	 buffer designation
 
0 = next disk transmission will be from (or into) BUFFER + 0
 
1 = next disk transmission will be from (or into) BUFFER + ZOO
 
R location of next word in BUFFER to be read or written.
 




Error - End of File Return 
Control is returned to ERREOF under the conditions described below. 
If an error is indicated by DCP, that indication will be in the AG on return. The
 
error codes are described in the design specifications for DCP.
 
If the user tries to exceed the self-imposed file bounds (K is the largest usable disk 
record in XXXXXX), the AC on return will be MZE 0, 0,-i. 
No provision is made for continuing if the condition occurs on a read operation.
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23-4 of 4 
If the condition occurs on a write operation, the user may continue, provided all 
seven index'registers are preserved, by executing 
TtA $PISA. 
However, K should be increased if the user wishes to read the material back at a 
later time. 
If a logical EOF is encountered by a read operation, the AC will be plus zero. 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 273 (10) or 421 (8) words. 
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DNAVIE contains a list of the BCD names of the eleven ODP data types. 
USE
 
The BCD names, one per word, are stored backward. The entry point, DNAME, is 
assigned to the first logical location (last physical location). 
CODING INFORMATION 
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25-1 of 5IDENTIFICATION 
DOPLR
 
Michael R. Warner, JPL
 





DOPLR obtains the calculated values of the ODP data types. 
RESTRICTIONS 





























r + Ert 
-t -t r-t 
t =t 
At PC++jtj 
= At' - At; the procedure is then repeated. 
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where 25-2 of 5 
At = coarse correction from subroutine TIMER
 
t' =t ob - At,
 
P = slant range at t'
 
= range rate at t'
 
c = speed of light
 
The eleven ODP data types are then obtained. DOPLR calls subroutine RATES to obtain 
slant range and its derivatives and all other leg-dependent quantities: 
p = Ir t - Ritob (slant range) 
where 
r = geocentric position vector of probe 
R. = geocentric position vector of station i 
-- i 
= - (range rate) 
P 
where 
p = topocentric position vector of probe
 
p = topocentric velocity vector of probe
 
-1 R. -- L 




R. = Earth radius at station i1 
r t geocentric position vector of Sun 
a= tan-I sina_(azimuth angle), 
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where 25-3 of 5 
= Lycos(aG + xi) - L sin(aG + xi) 
cos i 
=-L sin i cos(aG +X) - Ly sin(iaG + ,i)sin@i + Lz cos 0i x cos 'Y.1 
aG = Greenwich hour angle 
Ai = longitude of station i 
0i = geocentric latitude of station i 
n -
a = a + i ta 1(px (hour angle) 
6= sin - I L (declination)
z 
S + (one-way integrated 
doppler frequency) 





f = S5 + 9603 (three-way integrateddoppler frequency) 
where
 
6 defined in 
TPz 
Q1' Q2' are COEF writeup. 
Pi I 
c C 1 T ? 
,53 + 1A )1 . -
3c q - c i q) 24 
r = doppler counting interval 
q = transmitter index 
i = receiver index 
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-Pp p.(rr -trt) 25-4 of 5hI (T -rs) + -tio 
(itb s) 
h3 Pi + PqPi + -p. " ( i 
A U 
_q q tt ist itR k 
fdl fli - f. (differenced one-way doppler from dl stations i and j) 
where fl. and flj one-way doppler values which must be taken simultaneously atare 

stations i and j
 
--+ (DSIF ranging))PDSIF = 16c 
where 






DELT At', d- p. sec past 1950.0
 
X r(l x 3), km
 
XDOT _!(1 X 3), km/sec
 
XAC 5(l X 3), km/sec z
 




CZI, - - • Cz6 p2 .", " $6
 
RVECO observed values of ODP data types (1 x 11)
 




RVEC calculated values of ODP data types (I x 11)
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CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 715 (I0) or 1313 (8) words. 
25-5 of 5 
REFERENCE 
Warner, M. R-, Nead, M. W., Hudson, R. H., TM 33-168, March 18, 1964. 
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Z-6-1 of ZIDENTIFICATION 
ENDIT
 
Michael R. Warner, JPL
 





ENDIT sets up and solves the normal equations. The covariance matrix 
F = j-1 + J-1 Kj-1 
is obtained from the matrices accumulated by subroutine FORM. The AQ vector is
 
retained for subsequent output.
 
RESTRICTIONS 























KLIST attitude control estimate flags
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ILIST initial conditions estimate flags 26-2 of 2 
XNJ initial conditions 
LLIST physical constants estimate flags 
GRAVE physical constants 
MLIST velocity of light estimate flag 
VELC velocity of light 
NUST station locations estimate flags 
RI station locations 
a priori r I GFLIP 
QTILD nominal values corresponding to QTILD
 
NEST number of estimated parameters
 
NCON number of considered parameters
 
RIGHT accumulated right-hand side
 
XJ accumulated normal matrix
 
SOUR sum of squares
 
NTOT number of data points
 
XX accumulated consider matrix
 
XMU accumulated consider vector
 
COMMON output: 

















CAPQ Q sum of squares
 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 828 (10) or 1474 (8) words. 
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IDENTIFICATION 	 Z7 
EPPHEM
 
Melba W. Nead, JPL
 






To prepare an ephemeris tape with complete information required from the planetary 
ephemeris and the probe ephemeris for each time point of the ODP. This program 
checks the requirements of each iteration and interpolates and if necessary integrates 
the partials of the physical constants. The information is written on taDe A-4. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47055 




























EPPHEM is primarily a logical decision box, which accomplishes its task through
 






Length 	of subroutine is 361 (10) or 551 (8) words. 
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IDENTIFICATION 28-1 of Z 
ERROR 
Michael R. Warner, JPL 
IBM 7094 Fap 
January 4, 1965 
PURPOSE
 
ERROR prints ODP error condition messages. There are three versions of this 
subroutine in the ODP; the version in link LA9 prints recoverable error condition 
messages, the version in link LAIZ prints unrecoverable error messages, and 
the version in the other links stores the calling sequence for subsequent action by 
LAI2. 
RESTRICTIONS 
COMMON break: 47675 















PZE J Decrement integers 
PZE K 




INCORRECT RECORD NUMBER IN 
WEIGHT (J = ID) FOR STATION (K 
DISK STORAGE NOT ALLOCATED 
DISK CALLING SEQUEN
= IR) = 0 
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28-2 of a 
4 ESTIMATE OR CONSIDER LIST EXCEEDS 20 PARAMETERS LA9 
5 NO INPUT RECEIVED WITHIN TIME LIMIT LA9 
6 PROGRAM UNABLE TO READ/WRITE PROBE EPHEMERIS LA12 
7 FIRST PROBE EPHEMERIS TIME GREATER THAN 
LOOKUP ARGUMENT LA12 
8 LAST PROBE EPHEMERIS TIME LESS THAN LOOKUP 
ARGUMENT LAIZ 
9 INJECTION CONDITION = 0 LA9 
10 INPUT J MATRIX NOT N*-N LA9 
11 INADMISSIBLE SYMBOL OR DATA FIELD LA9 
12 INPUT CONSIDER MATRIX NOT M*M LA9 
13 POINTING TIME LESS THAN EPOCH + R/C LA9 
14 MAPPING TIME LESS THAN EPOCH LA9 
15 DISK TRANSMISSION ERROR LAI2,LA9 
16 DISK BUFFER ALLOCATION INSUFFICIENT LA12 
17 PLANETARY EPHEMERIS ERROR LA12 
18 DATA POINT OUT OF TIME SORT LA12 
19 ERROR IN CXPLOT CALLING SEQUENCE LA12 
20 ERROR IN DP SQRT SUBROUTINE LA12, LA9 
21 LOOKUP TIME FAILS TO MATCH TIME ON EPHEMERIS 
TAPE 

The second line of messages 1, 
RECOVERY IMPOSSIBLE. 
The second line of messages 4, 
USER MUST CORRECT AND 
LA12
 
2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, Zl, is 
JOB ABORTED. 
5, 9, 11, 13, 14, is 
RELOAD INPUT DECK WITHIN 3 MINUTES. 
The second line of messages 10, 12, is 
CONDITION IGNORED. JOB WILL CONTINUE. 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of the LA9 version is 286 (10) or 436 (8) words. 
Length of the LA12 version is 326 (10) or 506 (8) words. 
Length of the dummy version is 9 (10) or 11 (8)words. 
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IDENTIFICATION Z9 
FDATA 
Michael R. Warner, JPL 
IBM 7094 Fap 
January 4, 1965 
PURPOSE
 
FDATA stores the nominal values of the S and T weighting tables in COMMON arrays 
SSQ and TL, respectively. The S values are squared prior to their storage in SSQ. 
RESTRICTIONS 





Length of subroutine is 591 (10) or 1117 (8) words. 
REFERENCE
 
Hamilton, Thomas W., Inter-Office Memorandum to M. Warner, June 1962. 
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IDENTIFICATION 30-1 of 2 
FILL/FILT
 








FILL writes the ODP residual file on disk in the same physical format as the ODG­
generated data file. It is also used to write the tracking predictions on disk for
 
subsequent output. FILT writes simulated ODG data file on disk.
a Both entries
 
use the RITE entry of the buffered disk routine DISCBU.
 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 













TOB time of observation, d. p. sec past 1950.0
 
RVEC array of computed data types (I x 11)
 
RVECD array of residuals (I x 11)
 
RVECW array of weights (I x 11)
 








IR receiver ID, B17
 
iX transmitter ID, B17 
TAU doppler averaging time, sec 
Ito
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COMMON output: 	 30-2 of 2 
TAB-799 400 word output buffer for DISCBU 
The disk logical record format is as follows: 







3 XPREQ if IX# 0
 




5 bit S 1 if L - S band
 
0 if L or S band
 
1 1 if RVEC # 0
 
Z I if RVEC - 1 0
 
3 1 if RVEC - 2 0
 




16 1 if L - S or S band
 










6 first member of RVEC which is non-zero
 
7 bits S-17 RVECD corresponding to word 6
 
18-35 RVECW corresponding to word 6
 
8 second member of RVEC which is non-zero
 
9 second RVECD - RVECW word
 
ZN + 4 Nti member of RVEC which is non-zero
 
ZN + 5 Nth RVECD - RVECW word
 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 191 (10) or Z77 (8) words. 
111 
31 












Main program for link 1 of SFOF-JPTRAJ version of the JPL Orbit Determination
 
Program. FIRST clears COMMON and formats the rejection table on the disk.
 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. ERROR condition: disk error indicated by DCP 
b. COMMON break: 46711 








Initiates ODP by clearing COMMON and calling subroutines to store the permanent 
or semi-permanent information. This link is called only once per "run" of the ODP. 
CODING INFORMATION 
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IDENTIFICATION 
FIT 








Main program for link 6. The purpose of the routine is to control calculation of the
 
observables and the linkage.
 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. ERROR condition: disk error indicated by DCP 











When 	fitting data, this link is called by the JPTRAJ monitor. 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 476 (10) or 734 (8) words. 
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33 












Subroutine to check the I/O activity flags. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. ERROR exit to indicate disk I/O error 






CALL FLAT To check TAPIO flag
 
CALL FLAPR To check PROUT flag
 
CALL FLAK To identify disk error return
 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 64 (10) or 100 (8) words. 
REFERENCE
 
EPD - 125, Rev. 1, April 1, 1964 
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IDENTIFICATION 34-1 of 2 
FORM 
Michael R. Warner, JPL 
Fortran II, Version 3 
January 4, 1965 
PURPOSE
 
FORM sets up the column matrix of partials aF/aQ and accumulates the normal matrix J. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 







The partials 8F/dQ are obtained by the chain rule when Q is an initial condition or 
physical constant: 
OF 9FOr 
,9Q dr OQ 
If Q is the velocity of light or a station parameter, aF/8Q are computed analytically 
and input to FORM. 
USE 
A = 1.0 to execute entire routine 
CALL FORM 




RVECW weight for data type ID 
ID data type identification 
POBX partials oF/O r (6 X 12) 
GMAT partials ar/aq (6 X 11) 
U partials ar/dr 0 (6 x 6) 
ILIST initial conditions flags (6) 
LIST physical constants flags (11) 
115 























velocity of light flag (1) 34-2 of ? 
station locations flags (3 x 15) 
partials F/Bq from occultation-impact 
partials aF/r 0 from occultation-impact 
partials aF/dc 
partials aF/aSi 
number of estimated parameters 
number of considered parameters 
residual, data type ID 
phi vector output flag 
MMP output flag 
ordered partials OF/aQ 
ordered partials aF/aQ (considered) 
J matrix 
right-hand side of normal equations 
J matrix for considered parameters 
number of data points 
sum of squares 
CODING INFORMATION
 








Melba W. Nead, JPL
 





GG2 computes the gravity equations g, and gZ. 
RESTRICTION 
COMMON break: 47675 
METHOD 
= 1 + [3.- 42(!) + 63 (~4][ (Re)4] + [~3[ Q) 
7rrJ L
+ (R,)2] [1 5(,)2] 




CALL GIG2 (G1, G2) Results are stored in G1 and G2. 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 182 (10) or 266 (8) words. 
REFERENCE
 
Anderson, John D., TM 312-131, August 23, 1961. 
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IDENTIFICATION 36-1 of 4 
GAMAT
 
Melba W. Nead, JPL
 





To obtain the partials arIaq from the following integral using Simpson's rule: 
T(t) = U(ty 3 tU - l (t*)B(t*) dt* 
to 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 



















The partials of acceleration with respect to physical constants a/aq are evaluated in 
BMATRX. These partials are then numerically integrated to obtain r/Oq. 
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. . . 
... 
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and 	 36-3 of 4 
ax 	 ax 













aq 1 .qn 
8q1 	 03q 
then the partials r/Aq are obtained from the following integral using Simpson's method: 
T (t) = U(t) ul (t*)B(t*) dt* 
f0 
The Simpson procedure uses an integration step based on the data times; if no data times 
exist in the interval, the time steps employed in the trajectory integration are used. The 
inverse of the U matrix is obtained not by the usual numerical methods but by an inspec­
tion method as defined in the subroutine INSPC. 
USE 
CALL GAMAT 	 Result of the integration is placed on the combined ephemeris
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CODING INFORMATION 36-4 of 4 
Length of subroutine is 369 (10) or 561 (8) words. 
REFERENCE
 
Anderson, John D., RFP 312-37, August 29, 1961. 
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IDENTIFICATION 37 
GERTA/GREOF 
Michael R. Warner, 
IBM 7094 Fap 
January 4, 1965 
JPL 
PURPOSE 
GERTA writes the partials 3F/8Q (the "phi vector") on the MMP output tape, 


















partLals ar/eQ (I x 20) 
time, d. p. sec past 1950.0 
receiver ID 
transmitter ID 
data type ID 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 141 (10) or 215 (8) words. 
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IDENTIFICATION 38-1 of 2 
GHADP
 
Michael R. Warner, JPL
 






GHADP calculates the Greenwich hour angle for the time given in COMMON location
 





a. COMMON break: 47675 














= 100'.0755426 + 0°.985647346d + 20.9015 aG 

x i0 - 1 3 d + ws + AX cost (mod 360') 
where aG = Greenwich hour angle 
d = integer days past 1950.0
 
s = sec past 0 h of d th day
 




1X = nutation in longitude
 
The mean obliquity is given by 
6 T 3 
- 0'.88 x 10 - T + 0.5 Xl0
- 6 
T = Z30.445759 - 0. 1309404T 
where T = Julian centuries past 1950.0 
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TOB observation time, d. p. sec past 1950. 0
 
OMEGA Earth rotation rate, deg/sec
 




GHA Greenwich hour angle, deg
 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 208 (10) or 320 (8) words. 
REFERENCE
 
Holdridge, D. B., TR 32-223, March 2, 1962. 
'124 
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Michael R. Warner, JPL
 
















c)T 1 1 4 p
a Q -- _P 
where 




P = target centered probe position
 






PZE XTAR geocentric target position and velocity 
COMMON input:
 
X geocentric probe position and velocity (IX 6)
 
U partials p/cr 0 (6 X 6)
 
GMAT partials Ba/p9q (6 X 11)
 




QA partials 0T1 /dq (I X 11)
 
QB partials 8Tl/ar 0 (I X 6)
 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is It7 (10) or 177 (8) words. 
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Michael R. Warner, JPL
 
Fortran II, Version 3
 
January 4, 1965 
PURPOSE
 
INSPC inverts the U matrix of variational partials by inspection. 
RESTRICTIONS 
COMMON break: 47675 
METHOD
 
If the U matrix is partitioned r -1 
LU21 I 2 J 















Length of subroutine is 200 (10) or 310 (8) words. 
REFERENCE
 

















This version of INTRI uses the latest version of the JPL Ephemeris routines, EPHEM, 
to obtain the necessary planetary information. INTRI adjusts this output so it matches 
output from the original INTRI rotated to true of date for the ODP. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. 	 Portions of the ODP COMMON storage must be made available to the routine.
 
ERROR return for planetary ephemeris tape error.
 














CALL INTRI Time is used from COMMON
 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is Z188 (10) or 4214 (8) words. 
REFERENCES
 
a. 	 Holdridge, D. B., TR 32-Z23, Space Trajectories Program for the IBM 7090
 
Computer, March 2, 1962.
 
b. 	 Peabody, P. R., Scott, J. F., Orozco, E. G., TR 32-580, User's Description 















IXTAB does a lookup in the table of transmitter ID's and frequencies by means of a 
time argument. 
RESTRICTION 





N is the location of a flag which is zero for the initialization entry and non-zero for
 
the normal entry. The initialization entry returns the lookup pointer to the first
 




TOB lookup time, d. p. sec past 1950.0
 
EPOCH ODP epoch, d. p. sec past 1950.0
 
YYl table of times, sec past epoch (I X 90)
 
YY1-90 table of transmitter ID's (1 x 90)
 





XFREQ transmitter frequency if IX # 0
 
TFREQ transponder frequency if IX t 0
 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 54 (10) or 66 (8) words. 
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43-1 of 2IDENTIFICATION 
KINE
 







KINE reads the ODG data file or the ODP residual file from disk. Each entry loads 
COMMON with the contents of the next sequential logical record. KINE uses the 
REDE entry of the buffered disk routine DISCBU. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 
















PZE RVECO for ODG PZE RVEC for ODP
 
PZE RVECW data PZE RVECD residual
 
PZE = 1001 reading PZE = I reading
 
PZE = Z000 PZE = 1000
 




TOB observation time, d. p. sec past 1950.0
 
RVEC array of computed data types
 
RVECO array of observed data types
 
RVECW array of weight code-words
 




XFREQ transmitter frequency, cps
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The ODG logical record format is as follows: 	 43-2 of 2 






3 XFREQ if IX/ 0
 




5 bit S 1 if L - S band
 
0 if L or S band
 
1 1 if RVECO / 0
 
Z l if RVECO- 1/0
 






16 1 if L - S or S band
 
0 if L band
 







6 first member of RVECO which is non-zero 
7 bits S-17 weight codeword corresponding to word 6 
18-35 data sample rate, sec
 
8 second member of RVECO which is non-zero
 
9 second weight-sample rate word
 
ZN + 4 Nth member of RVECO which is non-zero
 
ZN + 5 Nth weight-sample rate word
 
The corresponding residual record format is found in the documentation of subroutine 
FILL. 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length 	of subroutine is 142 (10) or 216 (8) words. 
130 
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IDENTIFICATION 
LOCO 







This is the control routine for the link which restores the ODP COMMON from disk
 
following computation of the trajectory. In addition it controls preparation of the
 
combined ephemeris on tape A4.
 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. ERROR condition: disk error indicated by DCP 
b. COMMON break: 47675 














This is one of the basic links of the ODP in that it restores COMMON and prepares
 
the ephemeris. It is called under control of the JPTRAJ monitor.
 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 116 (10) or 164 (8) words. 
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45-1 of 2IDENTIFICATION 
LOOKUP/KOOL
 
Melba W. 	 Nead, JPL 





To perform look-up on the probe ephemeris generated by SPACE. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 
b. Subroutines used: 




The subroutine computes the coefficients for a 5th degree Lagrangian interpolation and 
provides values for the position, velocity, acceleration and jerk (3rd derivative) of the 
probe, variational equations, nutation in longitude and nutation in obliquity. (Flow 
chart is included) 
w 




(x - x.i)Tr'(x. 
(x.­ x0 ) O -
(x- X0)"... (x-(x i - x0) •... (xi 
Xi 
-
Xi -l)(Xi +l • - Xi+ I1) " -­•... (x i - xn ) 
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45-2 of 2 








U (36) Variational equations 
Ox/ax0 , ax/3y0 , Ox/0z 0 , ox/1x . . . a£/ax0 • iz0 . 	 0 
DLO Nutation in longitude 
DOB Nutation in obliquity 
XAC ) 










CALL LOOKUP (n) n = 	 number of items to be interpolated, 6 or 49. When 6, the 
probe vector only is given. 
CALL KOOL 	 to provide a logical reset on the probe ephemeris file and to set 
flag for LOOKUP to read 3 physical records needed on first 
entry to the subroutine. 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 314 	(10) or 47Z (8) words. 
REFERENCE
 
Hildebrand, F. B., Introduction to Numerical Analysis, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1956. 
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Melba W. Nead, JPL
 






To multiply two matrices and store in a third array. 
RESTRICTION 
Maximum array: 20 x 20 
USE 
CALL MAMUL (A, B, C, M, N, L)
 
A(M,L) * B(L,N) = C (M,N)
 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 87 (10) or 127 (8) words. 
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Melba W. Nead, JPL 





MAPOUT reads all matrices which were computed and stored on disk in Link Z. Here 
they are printed and in some cases punched. Also, the mapping information is saved for 
the MMP (MATRIX MANIPULATOR PROGRAM) input tape. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. ERROR condition: disk error indicated by DCP 
b. COMMON break: 47055 



















This link is called under control of the JPTRAJ Source Deck. 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 866 (10) or 1542 (8) words. 
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Checks data tape, mapping times, predictions, pointing times, etc. so that the
 





a. COMMON break: 47675 
































MOCT obtains the latest occultation or impact time for determining the traje'ctory link 
time stop. 
RESTRICTION 






















Melba W. Nead, JPL 
IBM 7094 Fap 
January 4, 1965 
PURPOSE 
This is a SHARE routine which has been modified so that it is possible to start at a pre­
determined portion of the random number generator. 
RESTRICTION 
COMMON break: 47675 
METHOD
 
RANO, an octal number, can be input into the ODP data.
 
This number is chosen from a pre-calculated set.
 
USE 
To provide noise on a simulated data tape. 
CODING INFORMATION 









Michael R. Warner, JPL
 





NOMNL stores the nominal values of all constants, other than the weighting tables and the 
target-dependent solar pressure constants. 
RESTRICTION 
COMMON break: 47675 
USE 
CALL NOMNL 
This subroutine outputs into approximately 150 COMMON locations. 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 499 (10) or 1051 (8) words. 
REFERENCES
 
a. Clarke, Victor C. , TR 32-604, March 6, 1964. 
















To normalize a matrix on its diagonal terms. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. Maximum matrix: 20 x 20 




CALL NORMAY (XMAT, YMAT, N) 
XMAT = matrix A be normalized 
YMAT = location to store normalized matrix 
N = order of matrix 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 169 (10) or 251 (8) words. 
140 
53 












NOUT prints comments indicating the rows and columns of the normal matrix which 
were deleted by subroutine STPREG during inversion: 










INOUT is a 1 x ZO 




 PROUT file control block for printing. 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 64 (10) or 100 C8) words. 
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IDENTIFICATION 	 54-1 of 3 
OBTOX
 
Michael R. Warner, JPL
 





OBTOX computes the partials of the ODP data types with respect to the probe position 
and velocity at the observation time. 
RESTRICTION 










- (g+ - (r roy rLa) 
1 
ai 1i . 
--
L1 (jr- coxi - A.Ly 
I 
(range rate partials) 
api 0 
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Oo- _ A 54-2 of 3 
5r p. 
(azimuth angle partials) 
a i 
aV 0 
a6. -cos ai sin 5. 
ax p 
as. -sin ri sin 6i 















-COS a . 
1 rl 
Pi Cos i 
= 
0 
(hour angle partials) 
aa 
1-­= 0 
ar --: c ar r -. _ (one-way doppler partials) 
c3iq 
ar 
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54-3 of 3 
31 q (6 i + 3 r ! (three-way doppler partials) 
a_ c \L oZ/ 
afdllij 9 Oi a. 
af 
- t j- 3 r -. r (differenced one-way 
C \T dr partials) 

































Length of subroutine is 189 (10) or 275 (8) words. 
REFERENCES
 
a. Warner, M. R., Nead, M. W., Hudson, R. H., TM 33-168, March 18, 1964. 
b. Anderson, John D., TM 312-409, March 24, 1964. 
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IDENTIFICATION 
OCIM 








OCIM reads the ODP combined ephemeris tape, extracting occultation and impact 
time parameters necessary for partials calculation. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 









c. Error conditions: 




DXDR-6 target (1 = Mars 2 = Moon 3 Venus) 
DXDR-Z7 IB17 = occultation time 2B17 = impact time
 
XMOO geocentric Moon vector
 
XVEN geocentric Venus vector
 
XMAR geocentric Mars vector
 
PTFD occultation-impact times input array
 
X 
 geocentric probe vector
 
XAC geocentric probe accelerations
 






DINT physical constants partials
 
T corrected occultation/impact time
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IDENTIFICATION 56-1 of 3 
OCPAR 
Michael R. Warner, JPL
 





OCPAR computes the partials of occultation time with respect to the estimated and 
considered parameters. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON'break: 47675 





" 8m "-I II sin 0 R 0 . 




-m -L P-mm 
Rrn = radius of target
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56-2 of 3 
Cos" -= m 
I±p =IM
 
P = topocentric probe vector 




PZE XTAR r km 
-m
 
PZE AA A = r
 
PZE AB B = •
 
PZE AC C = V2 2 1)2
 
PZE AX K =F + '5 I'
 
C / - R




PZE BETA jIj (ft=s_1
 










U partials ap/ar 0 (6 x 6)
 
GMAT partials aPIaq (6 x 11)
 
LLIST physical constants flags (II)
 
RI I.:iI , km
 
NLIST station locations flags (3 x 15) 
COSRAI cos a .
 














8T 0 /aq 




56-3 of 3 
CODING INFORMATION 




Warner, M. R., Nead, M. W., Hudson, R. 
Liu, Anthony, RFP 312-136, May 20, 1963. 
H., TM 33-168, March 18, 1964. 
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IDENTIFICATION 	 57-1 of 2 
ODATA/ONLIN/ ...... 
Michael R. Warner, JPL 
IBM 7094 Fap 
January 4, 1965 
PURPOSE 
ODATA performs the following functions: 
a. 	 In conjunction with the conversion subroutine CARDS, reads ODP control cards 
and the symbolic and/or numeric data cards. The cards may be read from the 
on-line reader or input tape AZ (mode 4) or the user area reader (mode Z). 
b. 	 Manipulates the symbolic and numeric data and stores them in the appropriate 
COMMON locations for subsequent ODP use. 
c. 	 Under sense switch (or console key) control, terminates ODP execution. 
d. 	 Prints the trajectory target on the administrative (or on-line) printer. 
e. 	 Stores the target-dependent solar pressure constants. 
f. 	 On option, reads the previously computed injection conditions, constants, and 
covariance matrix from disk. 
g. 	 Applies Gauss' constraint to the planetary masses: 
14 	 3X 10 - aGM = 3.9640160 
s 	 e 
M 
GM =- v GM 
v 	 M s 
S 
M 
GM = r GMr M s 
5 
M. 




a 	 = astronomical unit 
e 
s, v, 	r,j = subscripts denoting the Sun, Venus, Mars, Jupiter. 
h. 	 On option, applies the scaling constraint to the Earth radius: 
Rem = 86.315745 (GM e +3 
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where 57-Z of 2 
R em = earth radius for scaling the lunar ephemeris. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. 	 If any of the following error conditions are detected, ODATA calls subroutine ERROR 
for the appropriate comment printout and subsequent action: 
1. 	 Error in symbolic or numeric input. 
Z. 	Checksum or redundancy error. 
3. 	 Cards not received within time limit (mode 2). 
4. 	 Illegal card in deck (mode Z) 
5. 	 End-of-file indication (mode 4) 
6. 	 Data on input card inconsistent with ODP requirements. 
7. 	 Error in reading disk. 
b. 	 COMMON break: 47675 


























ODATA uses most of the ODP COMMON map. Section IVB has the COMMON listing.
 
The input descriptions are in Section IVA.
 




...... represents the entry point for the JPTRAJ program control block of LA9.
 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 1723 (10) or 3Z73 (8) words. 
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Michael R. Warner, JPL
 






ORBEQ rotates the encounter noise moment matrix from the ODP R, T plane to the 
midcourse program R, T plane. 
RESTRICTIONS 









0= tan-i - -rn/c tan-I odp 
B. m/c B odp 
Foso -sin G ] 
R inG0 Cos 





PZE BRO ODP B R, km
 
PZE BTO ODP B • T, km
 
PZE BRiv M/C B T,km
 
PZE BTM M/C B T, rn
 
PZE CNO ODP noise moment matrix (6 X 6)
 
PZE CNM M/C noise moment matrix (3 X 3)
 
CODING INFORMATION 
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IDENTIFICATION 
Oz 
Melba W. Nead, JPL 




OZ is the control program for the calculation of the closest approach parameters. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47055 








When impact or closest approach parameters are requested, this link is called 
under control of the JPTRAJ Source Deck. 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 766 (10) or 1376 (8) words. 
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IDENTIFICATION 60-1 of 2 
PARAM 
Michael R. Warner, JPL 
IBM 7094 Fap 
January 4, 1965 
PURPOSE
 
PARAM outputs the encounter parameters page of the ODP printout. It also loads the 
buffers for COMENT output. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47055 














PZE CNO noise moment matrix of encounter parameters (6 X 6)
 
PZE BRO B R, km (ODP plane)
 
PZE BTO B T, km (ODP plane)
 
PZE ELPS miss ellipse configuration (I X 3 - semi-major axis,
 
semi-minor axis, orientation angle)
 
PZE A semi-major axis of encounter conic
 
PZE UNJ 8M/d0 0 matrix of encounter partials
 
PZE TL linearized time of flight, days
 
PZE UT aM/dQ matrix of encounter partials 
COMMON input: 
DXDR-6 target identification 
DXDR-21 B R (midcourse plane) 
DXDR-20 B T (midcourse plane)
 
DXDR-2 COMENT update flag
 




GRAVV GMVenu s 
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GRAVM GMMoon 60-2 of z 
GRAVS GMsu n 
TFIN time of impact/closest approach, d.p. seconds past 1950.0
 
COMTS ODP page heading, BCD
 
PRIFIL PROUT file control block
 
XNJ ODP initial conditions (1 x 6), d. p.
 
EPOCH ODP epoch, d. p. sec past 1950.0
 




COMBU midcourse program GOMENT parameters
 
COMBW trajectory program COMENT parameters
 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 720 (10) or 1320 (8) words. 
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IDENTIFICATION 6I-1 of z 
PARLEY
 







To write time, partials, position and velocity of probe and planets, etc., on. 
tape for each data point while the data is being processed. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 
b. Cannot be used in SFOF MODE 2 (real-time mode). 








The following items are written on a scratch tape to be read and printed in a subsequent 
link: 
TOB Observation time 













U (36) Variational equations
 
DLO Nutation in longitude
 
DOB Nutation in obliquity
 
XAC ) 









XSUN (6) Sun vector 
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XVEN (6) Venus vector 61-z of 2 
XMOO (6) Moon vector XTARG vector only 
XMAR (6) Mars vector 
CPPHI (20) CAP PHI matrix of partials 
CPTHT (20) CAP THETA matrix of partials 
DELT Light time correction 












Length of subroutine is 30 (10) or 36 (8) words. 
REFERENCE
 
Null, George, W., RFP 312-179, August 15, 1963. 
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January 4, 1965 
PURPOSE
 
This link is called only when the COMENT region is to be updated, or when in
 
MODE 4, the printing of the partials is 
 requested. The program is called under
 
control of the JPTRAJ monitor.
 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 









Control program for writing COMENT on disk or printing partials. 
CODING INFORMATION 
















PERNOD accumulates statistics on data residuals. It is called during the processing of 
each residual. WOLF is called at the end-of-file for each station's residuals. It obtains 
the standard deviation, root-mean-square, mean, and second moment for each data type 
and each pass identification. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 









CALL PERNOD after each residual is read 
CALL WOLF after each station is completed 
COMMON input: 
TOB observation time, d. p. seconds past 1950.0
 








PRIFIL IOCS printing file control block
 
CODING INFORMATION 








Michael R. Warner, JPL 
Fortran I, Version 3 
January 4, 1965 
PURPOSE 
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IDENTIFICATION 	 65-1 of 2 
PNUT
 
Michael R. Warner, JPL
 





PNUT 	calculates the rotation matrix for nutation-precession. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 







1 -AX cos Z* -AX sin 
N = 	 AX cosi I -A 
A sin A I I 
3 T z 	 T 3 a11 = 	 I - 0.29697 x I0 - - 0.13 x 10
- 6 
5 T z 	 5 T 310­a12 = -0.02234988T - 0.676 x 10- + 0.ZZ1 > 
a 1 3 = 	 -0-00971711T + 0.207 x 10 
- 5 T 2 + 0.96 x 10-6 T 3 
a 2 = 	
-a 12 
T2 	 6 T 3 az = 	 1 - 0.Z4976 x 10- 3 - 0.15 x 10 
-
T 2 - 7 T 3 *23 = 	 -0.10859 x 10- 3 - 0.3 x 10 
a31 -­ a 1 3 
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=a 3 2 a2 3  65-Z of 2 
T2 7 T 3 = I - 0.4721 x 10- 4 + 0.2 X 10 ­a3 3 
where 
AX = nutation in longitude
 
Af = nutation in obliquity
 
T = mean obliquity (see writeup for GHADP)
 






T time, d. p. sec past 1950.0
 
DOB nutation in obliquity, deg
 




ROTMX nutation-precession matrix (NA)
 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 222 (10) or 336 (9) words. 
REFERENCE
 








Melba W. Nead, JPL
 





To generate the pointing predictions for the tracking stations. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 




















Length of subroutine is 196 (10) or 304 (8) words. 
REFERENCE
 








Melba W. Nead, JPL
 






To compute the times at which the combined ephemeris shall be written for a simulated 
data tape or predictions. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 




































To save the U matrix when it is calculated by COMIMP. Core space forces the
 
calculation and the print-out of these matrices to be done in separate links.
 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. ERROR condition: disk error indicated by DCP 

























This is the main program of the link which computes predictions for the DSIF stations 
or prepares a simulated data tape. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 










This link is called under control of the JPTRAJ Source Deck when predictions or a 
data tape are requested.
 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 39 (10) or 47 (8) words. 
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IDENTIFICATION 70-1 of 2 
PRIM/PRAM
 








To print any matrix up to 20 x 20 from a possible list of 63. Included is the capability 
of punching the array in a format acceptable as input back into the ODP. When step­
mapping, probe position and velocity and the mapping matrix are automatically punched. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 

































Input J matrix of estimated parameters 
Input covariance matrix of considered parameters 
J inverse 
Covariance matrix of estimated parameters
 
Correlation matrix of estimated parameters
 
Covariance matrix at impact
 
Covariance matrix mapped forward 
J matrix 
Input covariance matrix of estimated parameters 
Correlations based on J matrix 
U product matrix in step-mapping 
186 






Prints U matrix for mapping forward 
To punch a matrix PUNCH=n under OTHER PARAMETER 
data input. This will punch the matrix only one time. 
70-2 of 2 
VALUES in the 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 787 (10) or 1423 (8) words. 
REFERENCE 

















To write impact times, probe and target vectors and the mapping matrices on the 
MATRIX MANIPULATOR PROGRAM input tape. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 






CALL REFORM To read mapping times from preliminary storage tape. TFIN is 
added to those originally saved and all are written on the final 
MMP tape. 
CALL PRIME To write the mapping matrices on the MMP tape. 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 98 (10) or 142 (8) words. 
REFERENCE
 
















To print DQ's, new Q's, old Q's, standard deviation of covariance matrix of estimated 
parameters, etc. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 	 47675 













CALL PRINQ 	 Prints DQ's etc. of estimated parameter. 
CALL PRIT 	 Entered with double precision time in seconds in ACC and MQ. 
These are converted to year, month, day, hour, minute, second, 
and stored in COMMON. 
APRIOR 	 Buffer in which the standard deviation of the aprior covariance 
matrix is stored through the "WANT" capability of the JPTRAJ 
monitor. 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 259 (10) or 403 (3) words. 
REFERENCE
 
Trask, D.W., RFP 312-37, Addendum 6, April 4, 1962. 
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IDENTIFICATION 
PRINT 








PRINT controls the printing of the DQ's and the matrices which have been computed in 
the preceding link. Also, when occultation calculations are requested it reads this in­
formation from disk and prepares it for printing. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. ERROR condition: disk error indicated by DCP 
b. COMMON break: 47675 




















Upon completion of the calculation of the data fitting link, the print link is called under 
control of the JPTRAJ MONITOR. 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 1352 (10) or 2510 (8) words. 
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IDENTIFICATION 
PROM 
Melba W. Nead, JPL 





To multiply two square matrices and store in a third array. 
RESTRICTION 
Maximum array: 20 x Z0 
USE 
CALL 	 PROM (A, B, C, N)
 
A (N, N) * B(N, N) = C (N, N)
 
CODING INFORMATION 








Melba W. Nead, JPL
 





Checks to ascertain that the times specified are greater than EPOCH plus light time 
Exits with an error return if time is not compatible.correction, 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 









Length of subroutine is 117 (10) or 165 (8) words. 
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IDENTIFICATION 
QUIZ 







QUIZ allows a Fortran program to interrogate the COMMON location KEYS, which
 
contains the "key settings" specified by the input deck.
 
RESTRICTION 




B 	 A = (octal representation of desired key setting)
 




S 1 is the normal return indicating that the key is set
 




KEYS key setting word
 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 2 (10) or Z (8) words. 
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RATES
 
Michael R. Warner, JPL
 





RATES obtains the topocentric slant range and its first three derivatives. Both the
 
up-leg and down-leg are calculated using the light-time correction supplied by
 
subroutine DOPLR. Four other range-dependent quantities are also obtained.
 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 














ar. = Ai + aG - Zat (station right ascension) 
1 
X = R cos ti cos art 
Y. 	 I cos 0i sin ari 
Z. = R. sin e 
X. 	 =-WY. (station coordinates and 
1 1 derivatives) 
x. = -~Y. 
Y.i = 	 X. 
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A= r - iK 
-1 -- -­1 
Dl (R. 
-- -S 
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0.0018958 n. 

rP (sinY + 0.06483)1.4 340.0 

0 
o.0 0018958 1 1AI]An
"
 ArP r sinF + 0.06483)1.4 (sinG + 0.06483)1 -4j340.0 




Earth rotation rate 
light time correction 
geocentric latitude, station i 
Earth radius at station i 
geocentric probe coordinates 
geocentric sun coordinates 
elevation angle 
index of refraction, station i 
doppler averaging time 
-Y + --
RATES 
RHO P, km 
DRHO p, km/sec 
DDRHO i, km/sec2 
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COMMON input: 
THETAI 0 i , deg 
GHA aG , deg 
OMEGA Wa,deg/sec 
PHII i, deg 
RI R, km 
XN r, km 
DDXN Y, km/sec j light time corrected 
77-4 of 4 
DDDXN Y, km/sec
3 
XSUN r i s 
EL -y, deg 
FNI ni 
TAU r, sec 
COMMON output: 
RVEC P, km 
RDOT p, km/sec 
DRVEC Arp, km 
DRDOT ArP, km/sec 
CODING INFORMATION 




Warner, M. R., Nead, M. W., Hudson, R. H., TM 33-168, 
Anderson, John D., TM 312-409, March Z4, 1964. 
March 18, 1964. 
177 
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IDENTIFICATION 
RCAL 
Melba W. Nead, JPL
 





RCAL is to be used to compute the coefficients as required in BMATRX: 
(3I-V - -R1 - ). 
3B 
c = ' - -13) 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 	 47675 






CALL RCAL(RV) 	 RV, location of the body vector. Results are stored in
 
COMMON locations A, B, and C.
 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length 	of subroutine is 159 (10) or 237 (8) words. 
178 
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Melba W. Nead, JPL
 





RCOM 	computes the coefficients as defined in BMATRX: 
A = (T V -' 13 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 






CALL RCOM(RV) 	 RV, location of the body vector. Results are stored in
 
COMMON locations A and B.
 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 91 (10) or 133 (8) words. 
-179 
80 












READS is the main program of the link of the ODP which reads data. The routine 
also includes phasing for all three possible targets, Moon, Mars, and Venus. 
The target is checked and the phasing is moved so as to be available to the trajectory 
through the WANT capability of the JPTRAJ monitor. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 










Upon the completion of each iteration, the logic of the program causes it to cycle
 
back through READS, all under control of the Source Deck and the JPTRAJ monitor.
 
CALL ODOFF To end ODP and return to system as called from ODATA.
 
MOOPHI Entry to allow JPTRAJ "WANT" feature to save informa­





Length of subroutine is 704 (10) or 1300 (8) words. 
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IDENTIFICATION 81 
REAP/REAM 
Melba W. Nead, 
IBM 7094 Fap 
January 4, 1965 
JPL 
PURPOSE 
To read the combined ephemeris tape as it is written by the subroutine RITEM. 
RES TRIC TIONS 
a. ERROR indication received by encountering EOF on tape 





REAP-REAM read the combined ephemeris tape which has been written by RITEM. 







Compares TOB with that saved 




Length of subroutine is 1375(10) or 2537(8) words. 
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IDENTIFICATION 82 
REJEC 
Michael R. Warner, 
IBM 7094 Fap 
January 4, 1965 
JPL 
PURPOSE 
REJEC keeps a record of those residuals which 
bit in the rejection table represents a residual. 
were rejected by the 3-sigma test. 
The table is ordered sequentially. 
Each 
RESTRICTION 









I = 0 to initialize (set pointer at first bit) 
= 1 for normal entry 
J = 0 to determine rejection status of current point 
= 1 to update rejection status of current point 
K = 0 point not rejected] 
= I point rejected input if S = i, output if J = 0 
COMMON input and output: 
CAPU 500 word rejection table, with recording capability for 18, 000 residuals 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 46 (10) or 56 (8) words. 
182 
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IDENTIFICATION 
RESID 







Control program for the link which prints and plots residuals and prints statistics. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 









Upon request for residuals and statistics, this link is called by the JPTRAJ monitor. 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length 	of subroutine is 704 (10) or 1300 (8) words. 
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This subroutine is designed to provide both listings and plots of information from
 
the receiving stations. The plots are the residuals, observed minus calculated
 
values, for one, two, or three types versus time. Date, station number, time
 
at start of frame, and pass number are included on each frame. In addition to the 
above, the listings contain count time, sample time, computed values fQr the'data, 
and weights. Rejected data-points are starred. It is possible to list the residual 
in fixed (nominal) or floating point (FLRES = 1.0). 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 





















A maximum of 8 	data residuals can be plotted or listed on one iteration. 
USE 
CALL RESP 	 With each call to RESP a maximum of 3 residuals is plotted or listed. 
The routine must be called again for more; the maximum number is 8. 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 883 (10) or 1563 (8) words. 
REFERENCE
 
Trask, D. W., RFP 312-37, Addendum 6, April 4, 1962. 
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IDENTIFICATION 85-1 of 2 
RITEM/WREOF 
Melba W.' Nead, JPL 




To write the combined ephemeris tape. 
RES TRIC TIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 





RITEM uses TAPIO to write the combined ephemeris tape. The subroutine uses two buf­
fers alternately to provide efficient timing. Each buffer contains four logical records of 
156 words each. 
USE 
CALL RITEM Writes logical record on tape A4. Each record contains the following 
information: 
T (2) Time of data point 
TOB (2) Observation time 
XJUP (6) Jupiter vector 
XERM (6) 
XMAR (6) Mars vector 
XVEN (6) Venus vector 
XSUN (6) Sun vector 








U (36) Variational equations 
DLO Nutation in longitude 
DOB 185 Nutation in obliquity 
JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM NO. -33-204 
XAC ) 85-2 of 2 









GMAT (66) Gamma matrix
 
CALL WREOF To write end of file and rewind tape A4 when ephemeris is complete. 
CODING INFORMATION 








Michael R. Warner, JPL
 





ROT rotates the planetary ephemerides from the mean equator and equinox of 1950.0 to 
the true equator of equinox of date. 
RESTRICTION 
COMMON break: 47675 
METHOD 
; NA 
z of date 1950.0 
where
 








XSUN geocentric position and velocity of Sun, 1950. 0
 
XVEN geocentric position and velocity of Venus
 
XMAR geocentric position and velocity of Mars
 
XJUP geocentric position and velocity of Jupiter
 




XSUN, XVEN, XMAR, XJUP, XMOO rotated to true-of-date
 
CODING INFORMATION 
















The partial of AU is expressed as a sum of terms evaluated for SUN, VENUS, MARS, 
and JUPITER. RSIG evaluates and sums these terms as they are needed in BMATRX. 
4 ~ 	
- 3 (rZ r rk)( 
­
where 
k = I = Sun
 
k = 2 = Venus
 
k = 3 = Mars
 
k = 4 = Jupiter
 
RESTRICTION 
COMMON break: 47675 
USE
 
CALL RSIG(GRA, XPL, SIGX) 	where GRA is gravity of the body, XPL'position of 
body, and SIGX is the sum. The -routine is called 
for the four bodies and SIGX is accumulated. 
CODING INFORMATION 















Control for the program to save COMMON. This routine also prints the input matrices 
when the ODP is initiated and checks the times supplied so the trajectory can be run only 
for the required period. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. ERROR condition; disk error indicated by DCP 
b. COMMON break: 47675 



















To save COMMON during the trajectory link, this routine is under control of the JPTRAJ 
monitor. 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 1118 (10) or Z136 (8) words. 
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Melba W. Nead, JPL
 





When the target is Mars or Venus, the target vector is divided by AU as required in
 
calculation of the target centered covariance matrix.
 
USE 
CALL SCALE (XPOS, P) XPOS is the target vector, the quotient is stored in P. 
CODING INFORMATION 















Time sorted predictions are prepared in Link 4. This is the main program in which 
these predicts are station sorted and prepared for transmission to the tracking stations. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 










Link 5 is called under control of the JPTRAY Source Deck. 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 1069 (10) or Z055 (8) words. 
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SFHX
 
Michael R. Warner, JPL
 





SPHX converts Earth-fixed spherical coordinates to geocentric equatorial cartesian
 
coordinates. No provision is made for nutations: thus, the output is in the mean
 
equator and equinox of date.
 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 










Cos 0 	cos(aG +x 0 = r 0 c	 N0 ) 
Y0 = r0 cos 00 sin(aG + '0) 
z0 W 
0= (U - wV)cos a0 - (V + fU)sin aC 
o= ( - cV)sin aG + (V + wU)cos aG 
£0=
 
U = r 0 cos 0 cos X0 
V = r 0 cos €0 sin X0 
W = sin 0r 0 
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Uj = v0 (sin 0 cos G0 X0 - cos 70 sin -0 o 91-2 of 2Cos sin 
- Cos 0 sin 0Cos )^Y G aS 
V = v0 (sin m0 Cos 00 sin X0 + Cos os sin g0 
- Cos To sin 00 sin X0 Cos go) 
= v 0 (siny 0 sin 0 + Cos '0ocos 0 Cos a0) 
where 
Y0 , o, =x0 ' z 0 *k' 0' t 0 geocentric equatorial position and velocity 
r0' 90 X0 ' V0 T 0 go = Earth-fixedspherical coordinates 
GG = Greenwich hour angle 










THTNJ AO , deg 
VNJ V o , km/sec
 










XNJ x01 z 0 , o' x
Y0 , 0, t 0 (I 6) 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 211 (10) or 323 (8) words. 
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Michael R. Warner, JPL
 





STARP determines whether an observed time point should'be deleted or retained on the 
basis of input data start and stop times. 
RESTRICTION 




PZE I I 	= 0 for point outside allowed range
 









Length of subroutine is 24 (10) or 30 (8) words. 
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STPREG
 
Charles L. Lawson/Terry Kinney, JPL
 






Double precision solution of the normal equations of'a linear least squares regression 
problem using the stepwise procedure of M.A. Efroymson.
 
This subroutine is particularly intended for use, in least-squares, problems in which
 
the user is aware of a large number of basic functions which.might bear a linear
 
relationship to the object function but expects that only..someof-these basic functions 
make 	a significant contribution to the determination of the object function. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 








In an n-parameter problem this subroutine provides successively a l-ptarameter fit, a 
2-parameter fit, ... a k-parameter fit, where the new parameter introduced at each 
step is the one which will make the greatest reduction in the sum of squares of residuals. 
This criterion is equivalent to the requirement that the, ne! parameter be selected as 
the one which will have the highest statistical significance in the sense that the ratio of 
its magnitude to its standard deviation will belargest or equivalently its "F" value will 
be largest (see Ref. c). The termination level k, which will be < n, is determined by the 
subroutine on the basis of tolerance parameters SDIN, SDOUT. and CD provided by the 
user. 
For an exposition of this procedure, see Ref. a of this subroutine. For a complete 
single precision regression package which incorporates this procedure in its system 
solving subroutine,' see Ref. b. For a discussion of thisc.procedure including details 
of its implementation in this program see Ref. c. 
USE
 
Let the overdetermined system of linear equations which expresses the linear regression 
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where G is an m by n matrix (m > n), c is an n-vector, f is an m-vector. The elements 
of G and f are known and the coefficient vector c is to be computed as a weighted least 
squares solution. 
The normal equations Ac = b are formed from the overdetermined system by pre-multi­
phcation by G*W, (*denotes transposition) where W is an m by m non-negative definite 
weighting matrix (W may be the identity matrix). 
This computation, as well as the computation of the scalar quantity s = f*Wf, is to be 
done by the user's program. STPREG may then. be called as follows: 








The parameters are defined as follows: 
A(I,J), I = 1, N; J = 1, N 
On entry: The matrix A, computed by the user as A = G*WG.
 
A is normalized by STPREG before inversion.
 
On return: A - I if NIN = N. If NIN < N then only an NIN by NIN submatrix of A
 
will have been inverted and the elements of this inverse will be in the locations
 
A (I, J) corresponding to those values of I and S for which both INOUT (I) - + 1 and
 
INOUT (J) = + 1. The other A (I, 5) locations for I S5 N, J _ N will contain zero.
 
- IA is unnormalized before the return. 
B(I), I = 1, N 
On entry: The vector b, computed by the user as o = G*Wf. 
On return: The solution vector c if NIN = N. If NIN< N then only NIN components 
of c will have been computed and they will be those in the locations B (I) for which 
INOUT (I) = + 1. The other B (I) locations for I < N will contain zero. 
S 
On entry: The scalar s, computed by the user as s = f*Wf.
 
On return: The weighted sum of squares of residuals:
 
(f -	 Gc)*W(f - Gc) = (f - Gc)*Wf 
= f*Wf - (Gc)!'Wf = f*Wf - c*b 
N 	 The dimension, n, of the normal system. 
M 	 The dimension, m, of the f vector. 
SDIN, SDOUT
 
If DSIN> 0., these two numbers will be used by the "significance" logic of the
 
program. A coefficient will be permitted to enter the solution if the ratio of its
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93-3 of 3 
magnitude to its standard deviation will exceed SDIN. If this ratio subsequently 
drops below SDOUT this coefficient will be removed from the solution. To avoid 
looping, SDIN should exceed SDOUT. 
Typical values for SDIN and SDOUT might be SDIN = 1. 96, SDOUT = 1. 64, which 
could be interpreted as meaning that a coefficient will be permitted to enter the 
solution if there is a 95% probability that it is different from zero and will later be 
removed from the solution if this probability falls below 90%. 
If SDIN 0 all significance tests will be skipped. This permits use of the program 
with meaningless data in B and S, as may be the case when only matrix inversion 
is desired.
 
CD Tolerance for relative reduction in magnitude of diagonal elements. The ith 
coefficient will not be entered into the solution if the it h diagonal element becomes 
smaller than CD times the original i t h diagonal element of the matrix A. For 
example if CD = 10. **(-l2) then a potential pivot element will not be used if it has 
lost more than its first 12 significant decimal places. 
NIN On return: The number of coefficients in the final solution. INOUT (I), I = 1, N 
On return: Flags to indicate final status of each coefficient. 
+1 Included in solution. 
-1 Rejected by diagonal test. 
-Z Rejected by significance tests. 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 1069 (10) or 2055 (8) words. 
REFERENCES 
a. 	 Efroymson, M. A., Multiple Regression Analysis, Mathematical Methods for 
Digital Computers, ed. Ralston and Will, Wiley, 1960, pp. 191-203. 
b. 	 Efroymson, M. A., Stepwise Multiple Regression with Variable Transformations, 
SHARE Distribution No. 1194, October, 1961. 
c. 	 Lawson, C. L., Computation of the Most Significant Coefficients in Least-Squares 
Estimation, JPL Section Report No. 372-5, August, 1962. 
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IDENTIFICATION 	 94-1 of 2 
TACCOM
 
Melba W. Nead, JPL
 





To 	evaluate the target-centered cartesian Covariance Matrix. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. 	 COMMON break: 47055 












In the following, A will represent the ephemeris scaling factor. Thus, A = REM when 
target = MOON, and A = AU when target = MARS or VENUS. 
a. 	 When A is among the estimated parameters, compute the target centered covariance 
matrix as 
E = r. + ppT 2 rxPT PxT 
-PXAE 	 x+P GA~ XA 
where 
Fx = upper left hand 6 x 6 sub-matrix of the geocentric covariance matrix r 
6P = -vector giving the geocentric position and velocity of the target in units of A 
and A/sec, referred to the Earth equatorial system 
2
 
aA = diagonal element of F corresponding to A
 
FXA = first 6 elements of the column of r corresponding to A 
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b. When A is not among the estimated parameters 94-Z of Z 
FE = rX 
USE 
CALL TACCOM (GAME, ITAR) 
GAME contains F E as calculated in TACCOM 
ITAR contains the target reference 
ITAR = 1 MARS
 
ITAR = 2 MOON
 
ITAR = 3 VENUS
 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 938 (10) or 165Z (8) words. 
REFERENCE
 








Melba W. Nead, JPL 





Writes mapping times on scratch tape A7 to be saved for matrix manipulation program 
input tape. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 








EPOX 	 provides space for storage of injection conditions which are
 
saved through the WANT cards feature of JPTRAJ
 
CODING INFORMATION 








Michael R. Warner, JPL 
IBM 7094 Fap 
January 4, 1965 
PURPOSE 
THARP 	serves as the logical control routine for the-predictions and residuals output 
links, LA5 and LAS. It sets up lists of desired stations-and calls the output subroutines 
AQUI, PERNOD, RESP, and ANGPLT. PKINE is called:by these output routines in 
order to obtain a meaningful logical record from, the.-disk read routine KINE. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 
















PZE SUBR = 1 if called from ANGPLT 
= 2 if called from AQUI 
= 3 if called from PERNOD 
= 4 if called from RESP 
COMMON input: 
IF3 ODP option flags
 
IRES residual output flags (8 x 15)
 




PT pointing times (used as flags)
 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length 	of subroutine is 379 (10) or 573 (8) words. 
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IDENTIFICATION 	 97-1 of 2 
TIMER
 
Michael R. Warner, JPL
 





TIMER obtains the primary light time correction which adjusts the observation time for 
ephemeris lookup purposes. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 









At = 0 
t =t - At 
2 y2 2 
+2 + z r 
r -R 
C eAt = 
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COMMON output: 97-Z of 2 
T t, d. p. sec past 1950.0 
DELT At, d. p. sec 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 98 (10) or 142 (8) words. 
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IDENTIFICATION 
TNORM 
Melba W. Nead/Michael R. 
Fortran II, Version 3 




TNORM normalizes an N x N matrix on its diagonal terms. 
the matrix must be stored in a 6 x 6 array. 














output normalized matrix 
N 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 170 (10) or ZZ (8) words. 
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IDENTIFICATION 99-1 of 3 
TOCIM 
Michael R. Warner, JPL 




TOCIM computes occultation time and impact time, and obtains the residual. It writes 
a record on the combined ephemeris tape for each observable, and outputs on disk for 
subsequent printing. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 
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1p cos 
p- p 99-2 of 3 
d(0 0m) p a ,Fa a\ 
a , 2 m-









a 2 ,"- mr 
a 3 m -Pm 
a4 =-" -m+ -Pm--A 















DXDK-6 target identification 
IFA-4 Rm, km 
PTFD occultation-impact data buffer 
DXDR-27 5ccultation-impact buffer 
LLIST physical constants estimate flags 
RI station Earth radius, km 
PHIl station geocentric latitude, deg 
THETAI station longitude, deg 
EPOCH ODP epoch, d. p. sec past 1950.0 
OMEGA Earth rotation rate, deg/sec 
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CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 998 (10) or 1746 (8) words. 
99-3 of 3 
REFERENCE 
Warner, M. R., Nead, M. W., Hudson, R. H., TM33-168, March 18, 1964. 
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IDENTIFICATION 
100-1 of 9 
UMIAT
 
Kenneth Oslund/ Michael R. Warner, JPL
 
Fortran II, Version 3
 
January 4 , 1965
 
PURPOSE 
UIAT computes the encounter conic, rotating from the geocentric equatorial system to 
the target-centered R, T system. All encounter parameters and statistics are obtained 













The following inputs are in the UMAT calling sequence: 
.rtp ti p 	 target centered probe position and velocity at time of encounter 
--ct' -ct 	 position and velocity of target, centered at that body's primary, at time 
of encounter 
r 	 covariance matrix at encounter (7X 7) 
Ue 	 mapping matrix to encounter (7 X 7) 
O Mtarget 
tf 	 time of flight 
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, , 
l0-Z of 9 










r' s - r.I 
a 3 3 =\/(upr + Vpyy + (UpyVpx) - 1 
2 
2 
a2 3 = pz pz 
S1 I [vpz(u + VpY) + upz(y- vpx)]a3 3
1 + a3 3 [vpu - v) - n(u + v)] 
a12 a2 3 
a2 1  a 1 2 a 3 3 
a2 =a a32 2 
a 2 a11 a33 
a3 1 =a 2 a2 3 
=-aa32 1 1 a2 3 
The target-centered probe vector is then rotated: 
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and the following column vectors are formed: 100-3 of 9 
x o :(/ ') 
X =x tp -v tp 
(the seventh member of these vectors is in each case zero) 
The encounter conic is then obtained: 
2 









22 - (semi-major axis) 
r JA 
2 2 
e 1 r - ) 2 (eccentricity) 
e sinh F = rr
,Vf-Ala 
e cosh F = 1 - r 
a 
e exp F = e sinh F + e cos F 
F = log (exp F) (hyperbolic anomaly) 
=
ep =z Xpzx e coshr F •-pz e sinh FF A 
z -e sin4s = y xp -)exp F + pe ­
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100-4 of 9 
B • T cos P = (XpXX - XX)
Ss , U- pZ py py px 
B • R cos a = a(sin a- ep.) 
Ta = - (esinh F - F + log e) 
(esinhF+ 1a/--
Te 





tL = tf + (F - e sinh F - loge) (linearized time of flight)
n 
The next step is to obtain the encounter partials. The encounter parameter set (i is 
B R as defined above 
B • T as defined above 
t L linearized time of flight 
S.R
 I-dot products of incoming asymptote unit vector S 
S -T with standard R and T vectors 
C3 vis-viva energy 
These parameters are related to the position and velocity of the probe at encounter and 
the target gravitational constant. This set is called Q. 
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e cosh F 
r 





cy =J px 
F . =X 
cx py 
F . 
cy -X px 
Sx = r-
-( px -A X x p -
x 
ex 












R sy =-T Ssx z 
R = cos 4s 
Aa= Za2 + 
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100-6 of 9a 2 (1 + e cosh F) 
rA
 
e esinhF(X +X 
[ ;~] csF r 
______ 
e sinh F+ 
ab 
+ r e coshl1)1
2 
6e,, = eg + - (-! e' sinhZF + -- e cdsh F + r2 r 26a
 
= 2a2 + a3
 
sinh F X+ cosh F(Xp +e X ) 




6Im = - 1 e sinh F r e sinh F a A
3+ 2 Zpe coshF 2 e cosh Fa 




6 L- ep + kp (exp F -e) 
16~~~er7 
-S ~ P a 
+( ak -s be -1 l cPX -(xp )Fx bF+r] 
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100-7 of 9 
E 
p 
e sinh F - TP 
_­






=eP(eP)-,4 3 +Z 







e 6P = (e 6 Z ) + Epz 
The program now computes the variational matrix 
[ vlt] = [s(esp ­ e~pz)ba - a e Pine 
V9 




- a e2 6P 1 
e cos p 
x:vj e cosp< Ta + B - T e sin$pas> - V ee p 







bSx + T as 
sy 
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+I6:[vi d R,sx Sx 6S~ + sz S..z 100-8 of 9a +6  RRs5 Y y R 5 
v 
-vit 
B " T' 




v5p ­ v5, 
v56Y v5, 
The following matrix manipulations are then performed: 
N = VTA r CATv (noise moment matrix) 
V =VAU am matrix)V e 0- aQO 
Finally, the configuration of the miss ellipse is obtained: 
n 1 n22
r = (/- + n1Z 
nri1 + n 2 
si 2 
a.am /s + r (semi-major axis) 
=\/ - r (semi-minor axis)bm 
2 Inl\n=I-ta (inclination) 
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USE 
CALL UMAT 









(I x 6) 











p of target 
tf, sec 
(7 x 7) 
(7 X 7) in (Z0 X 20) array 
CODING INFORMATION 





Warner, M. R., Nead, M. W., Hudson, R. H., TM 33-168, 
Anderson, John D., RFP 312-83, October 196Z. 



















VEC computes the standard dot product of two 1 X 3 vectors, A = X Y. 
RESTRICTION 













Length of subroutine is 15 (10) or 17 (8) words. 
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IDENTIFICA TION 102-1 of Z 
WAIT
 
Michael R. Warner, JPL
 
Fortran II, Version 3
 




WAIT obtains the a priori weight for each data point used in the normal equations. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 





















= 1 when not weighting azimuth or hour angle
 
I 
=- when weighting azimuth anglecos 7 
S--- when weighting hpur angle 
2= 1 when weighting azimnuth angle 
= 1+ 1 when not weighting azimuth angle 
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T = data sample rate 102-2 of 2 
B = declination 
-1 = elevation angle 
Method aZ. 
If octal weight codes are input to the ODP a priori coefficient table, the program uses 
Method b. 
Methodb. 
If octal weight codes are input by the ODG data file, and if no input was made to the 
ODP coefficient array, the calculated sigma is 
S g max T P 1i 






BALNC (12 x 15)
 
ID data type identification 
IR receiver identification 
SzSSQ (12 x 6 x4)pjk
 
TL TPik (Zx 6 X 4)
 
GS pjk (6) 
TAU T (doppler averaging time, sec) 
IF0 phi vector output flag 
DEC 6, deg 
EL I, deg 
TS T sec 
COMMON output:
 
RVECW array of weights
 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is 230 (10) or 346 (8) words. 
REFERENCE
 
















WASH prints certain time-dependent quantities which are calculated by the ODP (see 
list below). The subroutine is operative only in Mode-IV or the JPTRAJ production 
mode. 
RESTRICTIONS 
a. COMMON break: 47675 












TOB observation time, d. p. sec past 1950.0
 
GHA Greenwich hour angle, deg
 
X geocentric probe vector
 
XSUN geocentric Sun vector
 
XMOO geocentric Moon vector
 
XVEN geocentric Venus vector
 




























WOCT determines whether an input a priori weight represents a floating point quantity 
or an octal weight code. 
USE 
CALL WOCT 
PZE WT a priori weight word
 
PZE CODE output if octal code
 
PZE TEST = 0 if floating point
 
0 if octal code 
CODING INFORMATION 
Length of subroutine is I1 (10) or 13 (8) words. 
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VII. OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
The ODP may be operated in three modes: SFOF Mode I, SFOF 
Mode IV, and the JPTRAJ Production Mode. Mode II requires the full SFOF 
hardware configuration, namely, the 7094-disk-7040, with associated user­
area equipment. Mode IV requires the 7094 and disk, properly initialized for 
SFOF operation. The JPTRAJ Production Mode is independent of the SFOF 
system, requiring only the 7094 and disk. 
A. MODE II OPERATION 
1. After the system has been initialized and the user programs loaded on 
disk, 	ask the operator to mount the following tapes: 
A3 scratch for 1401 output 
A4 scratch for combined ephemerides 
B6 EPHEM system tape 
B9 scratch for 4020 plot output (optional) 
2. Type PSIX$ at the user area 7 console. 
3. Depress the TURN ON button, then the TRANSMIT MESSAGE button. 
4. When requested by the administrative printer, enter the ODPX source 
deck via the user area card reader.
 
5. At the 	conclusion of PSIX, type ODPX$ at the user-area 5 console. 
6. Depress the TURN ON button, then the TRANSMIT MESSAGE button. 
7. At the beginning of ODPX execution, the message ENTER SWITCHES. 
22 = TERMINATE, 23 = DELAY, NONE = PROCEED will be printed by the 
administrative printer. To proceed, clear the switches and type ODPX$ at 
the user area console. 
8. Depress the OPTION SWITCH ENTRY button, then the TRANSMIT 
MESSAGE button. 
9. When requested by the administrative printer, enter the input deck, as 
described in Section IVA, via the user area card reader. The program will 
then execute the options requested by the input deck. 
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10. To obtain the full SC-3070 printout, type 1$ at the console, depress the 
AUTO ON button, then the TRANSMIT MESSAGE button. 
11. The message described in step 7 will be printed between iterations. The 
user has the opportunity to read a new deck for the next iteration, or terminate 
ODP execution. 
B. MODE IV 	OPERATION 
1. After the system has been initialized and the user programs loaded on 
disk, 	mount the following tapes: 
A3 scratch for 1401 output 
A4 scratch for combined ephemeris 
B6 EPHEM system tape 
B7 scratch for MMl output (optional) 
BI scratch for supplementary partials output (optional) 
B9 scratch for 4020 plot output (optional) 
2. While the system is at the idle stop, depress sense switch 1 and depress 
START at the 7094 console. 
3. At the 	card reader select, enter the card TURN ON, PSlX9. 
4. Raise 	sense switch 1. 
5. At the 	card reader select, enter the ODPX source deck. 
6. At the conclusion of PSlX (idle stop), depress sense switch 1 and 
depress START. 
7. At the 	card reader select, enter the card TURN ON, ODPX$. 
8. Raise sense switch 1. 
9. At the card reader select, enter the input deck, as described. The 
program will then execute the options requested by the input deck. 
10. To obtain on-line printout, depress sense switch 6. 
11. The card reader will select between iterations for additional input. If 
console key ZZ is depressed at the end of an iteration, the execution will be 
terminated. 
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C. JPTRAJ PRODUCTION MODE'OPERATION 
1. 	 Mount the following tapes: 
Al JPTRAJ system tape 
AZ input tape (see below) 
A3 scratch ror 1401 output 
A4 scratch for combined ephemeris 
A5 JPTRAJ program tape 
Bi scratch for system operation 
B6 EPHEM system tape 
B7 scratch for MMP output (optional) 
B9 scratch for 40Z0 plot output (optional) 
2. 	 The input tape should contain the following card images: 
gJOB 	 MRW, 2116000, 542-70285-1-3170, FC (example of 




* 	 DATA 
deck]sourceODPX 
[ODPX input deck 
Lfor iteration i j 
ODPX input deck 
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3. To start the system, depress the LOAD TAPE button at the 7094 console. 
4. Once the program has been restored on disk, the $RESTORE card and 
the A5 tape need not be used. 
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PROGRAMFOR THE ODP PROVIDES 
THE BA SIC LDIC Of THE FULLOITWING 
ANALYSES OF THE .JRTBAJ SOUJRCE 
THE PROGRAM. IN THE STARBED 
ITEMS AREIRIECTLY.S THIOURCEINGM PSODRAMWHICH Is GIVEN IN COMPLETE POE N I A AFEPNII NON-STANARDNEXITS FOR 
















"15 	 LAz 
Nt 
X 








.14 	 LA4 
N& 
NIX 



































USE S AME FMRE EFHNERI,SRIITAJ THIS PASS 
RESTART FEATURE, TO RESET TO NOMINAL INPUT 
USE S AMEDCOMBINEDEFE7HENOS, SKIF TO LINK 4 
TREE CAST S51' WILL C AUSE rEl OEP DO READ THE INPUT 





IITTO REDICT-TATA TAPE LIMA 
TOOT TO DATA POITING LINK 
HU EDINK"A IU EROR, THEN TOA 
NIX,.
 
EXIT T0 LINK COMMENT, THIN TOX
IX FOR ERRORN 
TERRINATE JIB 
?R9,1S1 
STEP NAP COMPFEED CHECKFIR 8ORE INPUT 
EXIT TO LINK t2 FO OR THEN TO ERR. .
79B.O 
INT ESO TO LINK 4)
IMFTl WARPOINI COMPLEE CHECKFOR MORE INPUT 
COMMENT OPT R ESTARTED 
N6.RIS 
ND ISETONG NEZESSARY, GO TO DATA FITTING LINK 
EXIT TO LINK 12 FOR ERROR 
N9.NIS 
ENOROUXT TO INK 61 
FREDOTTS SORTEFDCHECK FOR MORE INPUT 








RET-In P31 MORE INPRIT. NED RESIDUALS. STATISTICS REOUESTED
 






IND EXIT TO LINK 101
 












NOTOTHERYREOBESS RETURN TO INPUT LINK
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SOURCEPROGRAML"ST1.1 
01 LAO ,0,OEH 





CIETC *1, EA1*T :EPOCHI.IJTI. ,IEPOCNO.(OA.lA2) A.S1 
* ETC 10,CELE ;.PlWENoOMHI,0l~ 
* ETC C00.HAR"5H41 * 1. tO..ANAI 
* ETC (ERAVJ,5EAVEO.1,(S1T"EPPIA
* ETC CTOE.AEC,1IRA.A0T3. 
* ETC IO.RAG03T,4),0I:NSJ: AOOT0I. I 
.... Do.
* VEC PAOAopT'90 OSoPTA021 
* ETC (PCO,GASapTA500.FI.ASPT 
* ETC RDAOTII,IFC.GAROOPT 
*140 
* ETC tPC,OASlPT*03,,I OO.GASOP,I 
* Etc (JETOMt,CASOrIT.). CJETONIF,GASO0POETI
* O6,Etc taETopp.TASOFPT+SIE.(ETOP-1.ASL '. 
* R' It(FNSS,GASOPI. 6I,1 
GASOPT'1 ICANDOI 
HAPOPT..I00109 
* WANT N9.CCIIIIhI 
* MANI Wl13.ICLTTfAOEIlOLPOAEIb1 
* ETC tCLPOTCTRAOE+2I.OLP0C.RAOE*311 
* ETC CCLP~T T,TRAOE S I ,I0CLP3Rf ,TRAD6.'?.I
 





* WANT lIIOEPOIS1.E4N 
flROA LA A N9.003113 LAI U9.000 
..5 LAS H'A02 
:NS LAS 9.d0 
'HZ 'A. *194.NI 
140I LAID W9.01 
THERE USRE NO GLARI'4G SOURCEDECK ERR0RS. 
THE OBJECT STRINS HAS 00516 3CTAL OR 334 DECIMAELW~OS. 
0G00 03450 V0605 CHECK CASE - FIT SIMUL.ATEDOATA. THEN0'API 
0000 13450A INOCH tot 
0000 134S0 A4102M15.0757000 




0000 13450 ox0.18203Z4TEI OY.0976654E2 00.-120054000 
0000 13B50 
0oo00 3450 
OTHEROPTIONS AND CONGTNTIIM G(0 
TAOTEIMEE"I 
G 0003450 VITMAOE ITCS PAANCTEER0I 







COVARIANCEMATRIX OP ESTIHATEO PAOAOITES10 
OIAT.00.,1E0.001,O ,.~;0L .OE TITS. 
POIOTNO TIME.SMPEET. ON TM 
0.000 1410A OJT61080.. 3030.­ 60. 
DOU0 tB45t DATA POLE SIGNtI021 
0000 114B50 HAI4).O0-DI OECI4I..0OZ CCSI4I..000 
0000 03400 HASO..000 0RE .0 C 211.0 
0000 13400 
000 03490 
ETITICE. ENo ARSIOLAL PB 










ICAS).0I 0EC5Y.O.1 CCORI-.0I 
WEIGHITSBY DATIATYPE ATo SAIN HAtI.5 OtCIN).5 CCOCWPI!.0 (16 
000 0 (35 







0000 :3450 KEYt12l XEYhAl KEYTllE 
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INPUT COVARTANCE MATRIX OF ESTIMATE. PARAMETERS ITERATION NUMBER 0 
.0000000 02.00000000 00 .00000000 o .00000000O0 .00060000 0 .00000000 00 .00000000 0 00000000 0 
.00000000 00 .0000000 02 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 0.000000 00 .00000000 00 
2 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .0100000002 . 00000000 00 .00000000 00 .0000000.0000000 0000 .00000000.00000000 00 .00000000. 0 0 
.O0000000 00 . 9999999.-02 .00000000 00 0. .0000000 00 .00000000 00 
9999990-02 . 0000000 
01 .00000000 00 .0000000 00 .0000000 00 .00000000 0 .9999999-02 .0000000O0 .00000000 0 
MM .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .0000000D 00 .0000000D 00 .0000000 00 .00000000 00 .9999999 -10.0000000 0 
AU .00000000 00 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 
o .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .. .0 0 0 0 .00000 00 
0D .. ..0000000 00 .25000000 020 00 D000 000 D 
INpuT J MATRIX OF ESTIMATED PARAMETaS ITERATION NUMBER 0 
AU 
o99999999-00 00000000 0 .00000000 0 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 .00000D00 00 .00000000 00 .0000000 0 
.. 000000 00 .99q9999-. -. 0000000O0 -. 00000000 00 -. 0000000 00 .0000 0000 - 00 -.000000 00 
.00000000 0 -. 000 00 00 999 9 -01 -.. 0000000 00 -.00000000 00 -. 00 00000 O-.00000000 00 0 000000 00 
0 .00000000 0-.0000000 00 -. 0000000 0 .0000000 00 -. 0000000 00 -. 0000000 0 -. 0000000 00 0 0O000000 0 
CY oXA XI OX 01 
OR .00000000 000-. 0 0 0 00 -. 00000000 00 .G0000000 03 -. 00000000O 0 -. 00000000 00 -.00000000 00 
D0 .00000000 00 -. 0000000 00 -. 00000000 o0 -o00000000 00 -. 0000000 0 .O0000000 00 -. 00000000 00 -.00000000 00 
oz .00000000 0 -. 0O000000 00 -. 00O000 00 -. O000000 00 -. 00000000 00 -.0000000 00.99 10 00 0 
AU .00000000 00 -.00000000 00 -.00000000 00 -. 00000000 00 -.00000000 00 -. 0000000 00 -. 000000 00 I999999-01 
CASE I 0BSYS-JPTRAJ-SPACE 022265 
0OUBLE PRECISION EPHEMERIS TAPE - EPHEMI 
ONE .39860060 06 J .06234500-02 H- 74990 0 la?149999-05 RE .63701650 04 REM .63703102 04 
1 .66709998-19 A .0B70196 29 1 a80DOL94 29 C .08600906 29 OE .4780741-02 Al .0495900 09 
OWN .49026293 04 INS .03271410 12 CRY .32476627 06 004 .42977366 05 0, 07900100 0CHI .032670935 09.NC 00 
609 .39060320 06 MOM .490ZT779 04 JA .29200000-02 OE .00000000 00 A .O0000000 00 0 .14170000 O 
RADIATION PRESSURE "9PUT 
ARA .11120000 02 G .95999999-01 $AS.25900000 03 OE .0000000 00 0D20 .0000000 0 SC .00310000 09 
ZNJECTION COND104S MARS 2357005514232OZ200000000 J.- 2430728.13052003 NOV. 20,1964 1507 57.000 
GEOCENTRIC X0 .56582222 04 TO .21466726 04 Z0-.3403748 04 0X0-.8039477 01 DO .1097 654 02 00-.12280548 01 
CARTESIAN tO .5"66999 05 GHA .294152970 3 GN .66920165 02 
DATE IF ION 0202654 03460 EARTH OS 060 CENTA. EO0Y TOR IHOE0RION C0W111 EQUAIRIOS OF MOTION 
PROBE IS IN EARTH'S SHADOW 
0 DAYS 0 HRS. 0 0I. 0.000 SEC. 2357005514232020000000 J..- 243872.13052083 NOV. ZI,0964 15 07 57.000 
GEOCENTRIC EQUATORIALCOORDINATES 
A .56602219 04 V .2146672 04 -. 32403747 04 OX -. 10039476 01 0 .009763 02 of -. 02Z00541 00 
K .60729157 0O EC -. 00129a7 02 NA .20742711 0 V .10206614 00 PN .126 50650 02 A .9042 39 02 
.6.729154 04 tAT -. 20129772 02 LON .06213015 02 VE .00775806 oz PTE .13165310 02 AlE .90439129 02 
25 -. 5.991519.00 YS -. 02408705 09 IS -.5381046 08 GXS .27792202 OZ 00S -. 10840364 02 01E -. 47011071 01 
X2 -.38523466 06 VM -.44 6395 05 IN .10645579 05 D2 .37050146-01 DYM -.9203371 00 O0 -. 14097053 00 
XT -. 19750066 09 YT .5801766 00 IT .3854926 08 OXT .07219090 01 OT -. 11590059 OZ 01T -. 91209471 0± 
AS .1475581 09 VS .00199675 02 AN .3002704 06 99 .000290 I0 IT .20033364 09 VT .25010665 02 
GEO -. 28291811 02 ALT .49950940 03 LOS .31004216 03 RAS .24457006 03 MAR .0662395 03 LON .25209425 03 
ouT .35000000 02 OT .37500000 00 OR .24543145 01 SHA .62350061 04 DES -. 213022 02 OEM .27525167 01 
CCL .190304 03 NCL .21144471 03 1t1 .2L574659 03 
GEOCENTRICCOMIC 
EPOCH OF PERICENTER PASSAGE 235700551326202354642400 J.0. 2430720.02770659 NOV. 2,116A 17 03 53.050 
0HA -.41536075 05 0CC ..1.02o 0 1 . 24259727 05 SLR .1A169237 05 APO .00000000 00 RCA .65656922 04 
VH .30978206 01 C3 .96964924 01 C .75157290 05 TFP .2434906 03 TF -.2814234-02 LTF -:25895L-01 
TA .23551647 00 ITA .1497123303 EA .64722200 01 MA .10390285 01 TPI .00000000 00 
ALL VECTORS R F'IENCEO.To EA.TN EQUATOR PLANE 
.56682219 04 1 .21466724 O Z -. 32403747 04 OX -. 8539476 01 0Y .1097653 02 D -. 2200547 01 
INEC .28032666 02 LAN .11163640 03 APP .24566020 03 MOX -. 35740500 00 MY .93392694 00 RE -. 64057359-02 
WX .43029295 00 MY .17385475 00 1 .8.I..1 o0 PX .6803014 00 PY -. 654062-01 -. 96:20662 0P2 -.4296020 0  
OX .19040406 2O QY .9093365 00 0z -. 19403340 
BK .46496172 00 BY .0032361000 61 -. 0047554 00 IX .59221295 00 I9 .005715 00 2Z .00000000 0 
520 .77710303 D SIT .41972693 00 SZ -.46897637 00 111 -.27967872 02 RAO .28374231 02
 
6X -.77518326 00 110 .56972462 00 5I0 .27295540 00 OAO .1640210 00 RAO .14360579 03
 
00 MX -. 2199 47 00 Ry .664177 00 
020 .24222576 05 0R0 .03420740 04 8 .24259727 05 Ti .3112020 0± 7 VECTOR IN EARTH EQUAOR PLANE 
ALL VECTORS REFERENCED TO ECLIPTIC PLANE 
A .5660219 04 1 .68027003 03 Z -.30269391 04 DX -. 0839476 01 09 .95037711 01 0z -. 59.600 01 
INC .12271030 02 LA .13931430 03 APP .2123137 03 ME -. 3570509 00 MY .05425011 00 MZ -.37751597 00 
WX .4029294 00 MY .5±035292 00 WE .73909141 00 PX .89683011 00 PY -25060393 00 PZ -. 35950S6 00 
0R .19040406-02 QT .2261062 00 0O-.Z 554 00 IS -180420"6-01 0Y .15001224-01 At -. 9910170l 00 
8 .45496171 00 0Y .56396060 00 01 -o67230614 00 TX .63146777 00 TY .77540212 00 TZ .00000000 00 
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CASE 0 	 0OSYS-JPTAAJ-SPACE022265 
S.. .:710350 00 170 .19849447 CO0 Sf1 -. 59726159 00 0AT -:36673309I 02 0AO .4326600 02 
520 -. 7516323 00 170 .63120952 CO 20 -23756120_01 0*0 .13612515 01 tA .:010 03D 
ETC -22379497 05 BAC -.03644235 04 . .2S971 1R 7666R.33729373 03 r VECTOR IN ECLIPTIC PLANE 
6EUIOCINUIC ECLIPTIC COORDINATES 
RE 
.9001217 0: 
A 1766 9 
.58995549 06 
7 .13 227 09 
LS-161 4094721 
YE .1352520 9 
C -:41570000 04 
O 66431750 02 
E _330 0000 03 
ITS-. 29676149 
V .36997370 




Dy .21399603 02 
PTrO 2*2000890 02 
DCE .11815832 02 
0LL-. 54944024 01 
* .155 02E 
:l156 l20 




























657 .24S60294 09 






Err .3078 520 02 -T243018rEP .14020340 03 IPS .23946 02 ASP .5933486 02 SIP .36782563 02 
SEX .58590 56 .36781868 02 EST .57931519 02 RA 39431A0 06 RO 2630 09 ITE -. 29894700 01 
SAC .22280D601-09 
OIE .24098695 03 OCr .2675355 03 SIP .852833019 02 CTX .04320569 02 SINt .84328642 02 
.721 7R04 VIE 11206614 02 CEE .1208,551003 CES .11091 0 
0D0YS 0 6805. 0 MNI. 49.244 SEC. 235700660646202437064334 4.0.. 2436726.13734078 NOV. 26,1964 15 17 46.244 
PR0BE IS LEAVING EARTH'S 561000 
2 0AYS 0 6805. 52 HUE., 3.000 SEC. 23670067340202000000000 4.0.. 2438730.16666666 NOV. 30,1964 16 00 00.000
 
2 0AYS 0 6005. 52 PIN. 18.000 SEC. 235700677343202600000000 4.0.' 2438730.16684028 NOV. 30,0964 16 00 05.000
 
215542322602 2144020060141 614626030437 601731456722 204537405524 600471557032 EARTH8
 
Z20189006005 174855072 000000000000 .1N1AL 
623"53473151 223570732535 222507660544 602504407707 20074157741 200705435057 EARTH230703671343 2026000030000 	 END 
J AtRI. 	 ITERATION NUMBER 0 
2 V I OR Dy 02T.E A. 
11 -. 15116493 00 .23125263 07 -. 77005333-040 .79 01 .13770335 
.340A452 	07 6560 07 -.005I2049 01 -2859875S7 00 .54135596 10 -. 62224241 09 .90247442 06 -. 30475400:01 
-. 3975 07 .400780 
.05646 .30445 07B-. 090A07 
00 -. 0062030 10 .02506914 09DX -. 5060535 07 _.9029040 07 .29600390 07 .12750564 0 2 -34 665072 13.3774309 12 -. 68-091003 00 . 0037106201 0L-2728 0 .55875S37 09 .12058064 10 .54958336 07 .03770335 10 .64035506 10 -60622030 00 -. 34665872 13 .209002 37 04 -. 2G516133 103 .36716555 10 -. 12253034 00 
01 -06806403 10 -. 6222.241 00 .925.600A 09 -39774309 12 -. 2S051332 03 .2809286152 -. 42327556 09 . 1414906901L 
00 .2325263 07 .90247442 06 -. 13509765 07 0OI .36716555 00 -:4232755B 9 .00080 .00060__58003 9 
-. 1225 33 00 .14049 09 1-.206930960 -:23999090 AD' _.7708533-04 -. 30475400-04 .45340773-04 .0031062-00 
*00 NUBE.
CORRELATIONSBASED 0N9 .. T 	 IIEFLTIN ... I 
ox DY DCX00 MR AD
 
00 .9001687 00 -.0999658a2 00 .099692.55 00 -. 18556077-06 .1311 5346-06A -. 10000:000 00 -. 99961436 03 .95900208 	 164060-705776 .00.0426 00 .9835 
1 .94000 .0000 00.9000 00.9090A6223 00 _00007574 00 -. 990636 00 -. 7835453-06 13Y -90062436 00 -10000000 01 
.9004600 00:9763 0 07190-0m
 
00 .76360040-06 :.065524000 ST008962 0 -. 000800002 00 .999171 00 -. 9785440 
01 a0606,0.073 0S0 999362Z 00 -0080440 00 .99L557 00 000 -1 0003 -71730945-0 .305676-06 
046 -. 781 5897706 - .36707-0 .6350430 
Ox :99994,8t 00 .357625 
.706900 '-.7856606 .76723525-06 -. 10000000 00 .14796609-02 
AU.3036-06.13165040-06 -. 3071971-0 .1 306552-6 .03002157-06 -131676-06 .14796500_-12 -. 10000000 01 
MARS CHECKCASE - FIT SIRO3LATID0ATA. 1TH1N NO6 
ITERATION NUMBER A EPOCH 64/11/28 150757.000 CLOCK 135050 S0S .S60 00 0505 .20501 00 
0 00 STI3EVDOQ 0.10"I 
5706700 





.06235090 1 7 13 00 .31622376 00 
.13752066-0 G25300 .3627 1 
-. 57554049-02 .77465761 00 .3062:T2776B0 
-. 15225409-04 .57259186-03 .999900000 -01 
-. 74520106-06 .T7001-03 .19000-0 
-. 12002572 05 746613 .00090 
-34 015613: 11 .900 997-00 .9909997-09 
.660.. 0 .5000000o 00 .30000000. 00 
.56662222 04 
.0676 04 
.32 400740 04 













.6222 4 -156801 
.20466726 04 .37M200 
-. 32403748 04 -. 57678223'02 
-188306009.6547T01 -062260.,67-04 
.5 02 -. 11525574-06 
.28580 .26910 
.32383410-0 .52161
.00 005 10 -0000000 003-1 
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J INVERSE |TERAT[I UMBER I
 
x 3' 1 0. ITT o2 N0 AU 
.o62999675-01 -. 5952458-00 .1556153 00 1...TO03-03 .47341748-04 . R002.577-03-:12224223-06 .16363926-07.
 
-. 5952 1-01 .65409'07-00 -. 673663 -00 -. 8619571-04 -.229 37-048 -. 465590 304 -. 239555-6 .1869573-07 
:.01556153 00 -. 6736665-3 .60009450 00 .421L7703-03 -29749136-03 .57407415-03 -.27951063-15 .26668629-06 
AT Q_* -86971-4910000 .4211 713:03 .32786490-06 .20092135S-06 :.447369-06 -. 14904260-1IS.14775477-09 
07 .4734174?4. 543-04 .2.53,: .921390 .28756925-06 -1 4411435-0 .03669769-09749,TV00 .00980 
DA2 ID02.577-03 -. 46559043-04 .57401415-03 .39A47369-06 .28756925061 .56P03910-06 -. 28010333-38 .25951601-09 
MIT8 -. 1224223-06 -. 20395465-I6 -. 27951063-15 .-14904260-08 -:441435-08a -. 2000333-0f .99999340 .20093486-22 
AU .106363926-07 -.15269573-07 .2666862V-06 .45770 -1666-9 .25951601-09 .211"5486-22 .25000000 02 
COVARTMCE41MATRIX OF ESTIX 'PARAKETERS ITERATION NUMBUER 
A IX I Y DZ Au 
:163613926-07 
-.59524518-01 .6540907-0 1.73663 00 .3619571-04 -. 229148037-04 -. 465590 -. 2835555-06 .08269573-07 
I .1556053 00 -. 67366365-0 60009450 00 .4117711-13 29741136-01 .57407405-03 .27951063-15 26668629-06 
X .1470-03 __08693S1-04. 207 0 .37690-06 .20192139-06 
-. 0223223-0 ­x .62999675-01 -. 5540-0 .11551 00 .1470-.1 .47340748.44 .10028577-03 
-39447369-06 -. 190426008a .04T75477-09 
01 .47341748-04 Q22904 7704 .29749036-03 .20192139-06 .105039510-06 .28756925-06 -. 14410435-08 .13669769-09 
0A .459404 .39447369-06 .28756925-0b .56503910-06 -. 25010333-18.10870 .574074250 .25951601-09 
MM8 -. 12224223-16 .T:39455-I6-. 2791 03 .1 4504260-1 8-.411435-18 -- 28000333-18 .99999998-18 .21095486-22 
AU - 16363926-07 -108269573071 .26668629-06 .04775477-09 .13669769-09 .25500-09 .211095486-22 .25000000 02 
CORELAl0D 5A00 OF ESTIMATES PA69E|ERS ITERAT0N NUBER I 
A T z DX 0Y BE NA AD 
A .99999999 00 -.. 927269A8 00 M54339 00 799637 00 .4R635924 00 .52966234 00 .4873259407 .03039022-07 
V -9272694S 00 .000000 00 .02630 00 -. 60514773 00 -23103514 00 -. 2403305 00 -. 11026.1-6 -142860807 
2 .59433910 00 -. 34002630 00 .D000000 01 .94952738 .99025392 00 -9823972000 00 -. 0603086 -06 6882612.-07OR 96 00 .60514773 00 4 2738 o00 .0000000 00 .90932032 00 .913270 00 260 327:0 6 :606 8834-0 
B0 48635924 00.231t3504 00 .99025392 00 .90912032 00 .10000000 O1 .98299978 00 -. 3711160-06 -70497407-07 
.52966234 00 .24033050 00 .98239720 00 .91327070 00 .98299978 00 .10000000 01 -. 370904-06 6805492-030E 
-:.0002686:06 .300866 -. 26029317-06 -. 37060,060-06 -. 37131904-06 .999899999 00 .40390971-04.. -. 48702554.7 
.08 0 .68005492-07AD .03122-07 8 . 268-0711600034-07 .70497407-07 .438910k-4 .99999999 00 
41 IR I5886 000000 ISTATION MONGER 64, 10/0 O NUMB-ER5 1 PASS NUMBER PAGE 
FR0UENCY2038506.0
 
FIRE 7C 0 DEC HA 03 
.0002 284560 0. 
-. 0009 .3208200 03 .65-01 160000 60 41 .10835.78431404 0201 0016 03 .664-00 .00071 :B. 6 .130-00' 
180000 60 41 -02099763 02 .652-00 .0006 .34646760 03 .667-00 .0005 .20835252 05 .070-01 .0005 
190000 60 41 .12793096 02 .652-01 -. 02 .3597023A 03 .667-00 -. 0025 .2094627 05 .030-01 .0030 
200000 60 4 103208797 02 .612-01 .0000 .035432 02 .6901 .0000 .20512530 05 .130-01 .0002 
210000 60 40 .18479367 02 .654-01 .0007 .27772787 02 .671-01 -. 0000 .20302005 05 .030-00 -. 0007 
7 .652-01.652-01 .33477567 0 -. 000 
220000 60 41 .09639556 02 .657-01 .005 .42085743 02 .676-01 -. 0000 .20195438 05 .132-01 .0007 
230000 60 40 .0373202t 02 .674-00 -. 0003 .56446052 00 .693-01 -. 0006 .2000605 05 .035-01 -. 0005 
000000 60 40 .03762374 02 .774:00 -. .7078039706 02 .796-00 
-.
.00100007 .2000604176360.5-0 05 .155-00 .0005150000 60 41 .148 55866 02 :.8400 .00 Q28953924 03130 
060000 60 41 .14917504 02 .674-01 .0024 .30453431 03 .696-00 .000 .14W6591 05 .035-01 .0005 
FREQUENCY .0 
070000 60 0 .15058219 02 .657-00 .0033 .31962303 05 .680-01 -. 0019 
080000 60 0 .15017300 02 .654-00T .00 .33475542 03 .676-00 -. 0007 
090000 60 0 .05057664 02 .652-01 -. 0009 .34990900 03 .676-00 .0006 
20000, 60 0 .180406 - O 00 .00130 .65-0 00091 .50660299 .674-00 

2000 60 TO.908 .500 .0027 .20210603 02 .676-00 .0010
T702 
FR6800890203850 6.0 
220000 60 51 .S1500 02 B657-00 -. 0023 .35328527 02 .679-00 -. 0004 
230000 60 51 .15156356 02 .667-01 -0002 .50400009 02.900 .0006 
64101130 
0104 02 .705-01 .0000 .65417919 02 .740-01 -. 0003 000000 60 51 .14809789 02 .01 01 :.00 .79975700 02 .114 01 -. 00030000605 0 
FREQUENCY? .0 
150000 60 0 .05275558 02 .798-01 -. 0000 .28933294 03 .828-01 -. 0008 
160000 60 0 .0535607' 02 A674-0T .0035 .10433643 03 .698-ct -. 0008 
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MARINER STATISTICS STATIOIE4 
PASS OATA TYPE EGINIG END NUMBER OF STO DEV 50S FIRST MOMENT SCOND MOMENT 















DEC i1128-160000 11,30-160000 22 .158-02 .165-02 .459-03 .271-05 




TIME It Q DEC HA CC3
 
220000 60 41 13129207 02 .735-01 OI1 .28461228 03 754 00 .0004 
230000 60 41 .13S32427 02 .667-0 .0005 -30329097 03 .686,0 -0046 
6W21229
 
000000 60 41 .13033208 02 .654-01 -. o0009 -3818084 03 .674-01 -. 0044
 
010000 60 0 .14068252 02 .652-01 .0000 .33319524 03 .671-01 .O26
 
020000 60 0 .14235436 IT .649-01 -.00. -34821415 03 .671101 .0035
 
030000 60 0 .14349870 OZ .649-01 .0002 -53738108 01 .671-01 .0035
 
040000 60 0 .1442109 02 .652-01 .0005 .16457121 0Z .671-01 -.0048
 
050000 60 0 -14456847 02 .652-01 .0009 .33490143 02 .674-00 B0IDS
 
060000 60 0 -14465484 02 .659 0 -.OOO .477201 02 .601-01 .0005
 
07000D 63 0 .1 61425 O -684-01 .0015 .63393083 02 .706-01 .0007
 




220000 63 51 .14953242 02 .857-0 -.002 .509L2 03 -.0014 .14302250 05 .172-01 0009
 




000000 63 51 .15137918 02 .657-01 .0019 .31513791 03 .661-01 .0009 -14135 3 05 .13Z-00 -. 0002 
010000 63 51 .1519322 02 .652-0 -. 0002 .33026529 03 .676-01 -.0031 .1510619 05 .013-01 .0021 
020000 6D 51 .15225421 02 .649-01 .0009 .34541624 03 .674-01 .0017 .15546950 05 .130-01 -.0020 
030000 63 31 0O.6901 .00 .5145905 00 .614-01. .0002 .1602B49I 03O3N .0007
CUB402 0 

040000 63 51 .05254266 02 .652-01 .04 157T2120 02 .67-0 .0012 .1649762 05 .130-00 -.0017
 
050000 S3 51 .15248872 02 .652-01 .0009 .30059974 0Z .676-01 -.DO03 .1693745 05 .131-01 .0B2
 
060000 63 51 .15231611 O .659-00 .003 .45560994 02 .681-01 .0005 .17309151 05 .032-01 .0002
 
OO00O 63 51 .15200640 OZ .679-01 -.0001 .6103895 02 .703-01 -.0045 .7585710 O05 .35-01 -.0B12
 
000000 63 51 .15z0052 02 .925-01 -.0006 .75933573 02 -959-01 -. 002 .1774691 01 -aS-01 .O0O
 
MARINER STATISTICS STATION 51 I71IO. I
 




000000 CC3 11129-220000 1130030000 11 - 4-02 .146-02 .255-03 203-05 
HA 11/28-2200GO 1113O-00 0O0 22 .267-02 .769-02 .334.03 .722-05
 
... EIII-220000D 130 0000 27....B.74-03 .0S0-03 .303-01 .723-06 
0000 135230 OEELONE CONTROL .21 
0000 13523 REYIS) 
0000 13523 END DATA 0. 
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CASE I 	 BSYS-JPTkAJ-SPACE 022265 
DOUBLE PRECISION EPHEMERIS TAPE - EPHEMI 
HE .39060o63 06 . . 8 .623500-02 H -°57499999.05 .7E74999905 RE .6315650 04 RE .637*312 09 
0.66709998.09 A .8761796 29 B .RE500194 29 C .88836976 29 DlE .41780T40-02 AU .04959650 09 
IN .4906293 04 G$ .13271411 12 RY .324176627 06 GA .42977367 05 OGt .37908700 0 GJ .12670935 09 
GH .398.6030 06 MGM .49027779 04 JA .29200000-02 NA .00000000 00 0A .00000000 00 RA .34170000 04 
RA0IATION PRESSURE 14PUT 
A60 .01020000 02 8 .95999999-01 MAS .25900000 03 .00000000 G82 .00000000 00 StG81 00 	 .10310000 09 
INJECTION CONDITIONS MARS 235700551423202200000000 J.E.- 2435728.13052083 NOV. 28,1964 15 07 57.OO0 
GOCEONRIC 20 .56652105 04 0 .20466663 04 Z0-3240305 04 0X0-.1839629 0L DO .10970653 02 01-0.2280560 01 
CARTESIAN 70 .5447699 05 GH .29452970 03 0D .66920 65 02 
DATE OF RUN 0222696 13525 EARTH 0S THE CENTRAL 00Y FOR INTEGRATION COELL EOUAT O S OF OTEION 
PROBE IS IN EARTH'S SHADON 
23570 5 423202200000000 J.O.- 243726.03052083 NOV. 26,964 15 07 57.0000 DAYS 0 MRS. 0 MEN. 0.000 SEC. 
EQUATORIALCOORDINATESGEOCENRIC 
0' -3240 04 .. 839629 01 DY .10976583 02 .2 -.12280559 00 
A .6872910 DEC-. 20029057 0 R6 .204287 02 .1I2066 
.5662103 04 .466862 
'V 02 .. 02 Az .90421329PIN 2650726 02 
04A.6729029LOT-. 26029838 02 LON .86215 02 QV .:107 811 02 PIE . V165397 02 AIR -90439077 02 
As -. 8995549 O8 YS -.12408705 09 1S -5 810146 05 005 .2792202 02 OYS -. 10640364 02 01$ -.4701T107 00 
AN -. 38523466 05 YM -473 6395 05 ZN .I86458 9 05 BAN .37056146-01 GYM -. 92038371 00 OM -. 41497653 00 
IT -. 1750066 09 TT .58117TY6 08 IT . 38592.6 08 DOXT .8Z9895006 OYT -. 1590059 02 0T -9020941 .1
 
MS .04755860 09 VS .30199675 02 AH .38.82714 06 YR .10102904 00 OT .20603364 09 VT .250566 02
 
CEO -.20291938 02 ALT .49950689 03 LOS .31004216 03 RA$ .24451066 03 8AM .066239 03 LOH .25209425 03
 
02 OT .3750000 01 DR 2441294 01 50A .62355610 04 085 -. 21387223 02 OEM .27528067 00 
CCCL 1 .211447 03 CL .21574675 03
OUT .35000000 
GEOCENTRIC CONIC 
EPOCH OF PERICINTER PASSAGE 235700551326202354532500 JD.- 2436720-12770658 NOV. 28,1964 15 03 53.849
 
SMA -. 41"536060 05 CC .0158019I . B .24259711 05 SR .14169223 05 APO .00000000 00 RCA .65656862 0
 
VH .30978261 01 C3 q964959 00 CI .75152253 5 T P .24 15096 03 IF -. 26E42471-02 LIF -. 25588937-01
 
TA .23550786 02 SARA .0497234 03 CA .64722590 01 MA .00390338 01 1F1 .00000000 0
 
ALL VECTORS REFERENCEO 70 EARTH EQUATOR PLANE 
.56652003 04 21852 $ 04 2 -. 32403604 04 02 -16 39629 01 0Y 410968653 02 DZ -.12280559 01 
INC .2803233 02 LAN .1 63647 03 APP .24566016 03 MX -.35140735 00 BY .93392608 OD SC -. 64649760-02 
43829370 00 MYT .173555 00 WE 88665631 00 P× .8955291 00 PY -O684 203-0 P -. 42960603 O0 
00 .09036494-02 Y .950933 52 00 02 -0943341.800 -. 21994273 00 RY .66795 00 IT -. 96202634 0 
60 .45491100 00 BY .0323605 00 -:.47660 TI 00 ..0578l50 00 .00000000 00G. 00 .59221295 TY TA 
5.1 	.770339 00 STE .4197266' 00 5I -. 46897143 00 DAT -275967940 02 RAI .26374226 Oz
 
XO -_1756320 O0 SYO .56972458 00 510 .27295579 00 0A0 15840229 02 RA6 .14366579 03
 
BI .242225 0.5 800 .13420647 04 6 .24259710 05 TWA .3TI70632 Ol T VECTOR IN EARTH 0QUATO0PLANE 
ALL VECTORS REFERENCED TO ECLIP7IC PLANE 
XO -. 5945669 01 
INC .22779 02 LAN .1393486 03 APF .21231139 03 MX -.357A0735 00 MY .85424963 00 MY -. 37750494 0 
43629370 00 8Y .51035333 03 82 .73989060 00 P0 .69682980 00 Y .15001476-01 8 -. 
X .866103 04 Y .68028036 03 .9499 8396901 .953799 00 01 
PT -°25060437 00 PA 395565099 7 75 00 0 R R-. 205S-OL Y .82264020 0 Q0 -56:5910 00 8 





SI . 0 SY . 96 4936 00 1I5 -. 5972Z243 O0 GAI -. 3667369 02 RA .04328550 02 
RAO 4084150520 -. 78328 00 590 .63028954B10 00 . 23755 901 060 .03612746 01 8 03 
RTC .2Z379481 05 RBC -. 93644400 04 8 .242971 06 IA .33729368 03 T VECTOR IN ECLIPTIC PLANE 
ECLIPTIC COORDINATES
HELIOCENTRIC 
09 1 -. 4170000 04 OR -. 2966165 02 05 .2139602 02 02 -054944032 01 
1 .14756869 09 LIT -. 06040947-02 LON 3175 02 
N .59001210 0 .R352276 
V .36997382 02 P36 .520884 02 A .98735358 02 
RE .5599549 05 YE .63528209 09 08 -. 3000000 03 DE -.27792202 O DY .1815832 02 OZ .05556512-03 
IT -L03.85'2 09 Yr .Z026787 09 Zr .76614060 07 DXT -. 1902307 02 DY -. 11620746 02 01T .22082012 00 
LTE -. 02803605-03 LOE .66433669 02 LTI .17875805 01 LOT .12434771 03 RST .24560294 09 VT .22326273 02 
IFS .65134159 02 ESP .13988227-01 SEP .1486342 03 1PM .2249846 02 IMp .47990058 00 NEP .1527010 03 
lP$ .61567005 02 545 .13807860 0 SMP .1n829616 03 SEN .61571416 02 6S .11829583 03 ESN .13270400 00 
EPT .39705456 02 ErP .27453512-10 1EF .14021333 03 TPS .85283946 02 ISP .57933486 02 STP .36782563 02 
20880693 9 SPI -. 29895868 O 7 .65266588 02 S1 .3678088 02 EST .5793119 02 RPM .394310 06 P 
SAC .22280601-09
 
DIE .24098679 	 CPS .8439569 02 0203 OCT .27673355 05 SIP .85283009 02 CPT .0010091 03 SIN -84A8402 CP .02055585 03 REP .66729031 04 VEP .11206616 
NOV- 2541964 15 17 46.241 
P0.. I0 LEAVING EARTH'S SHAOW0 DATS 0 MIRS. 9 0006. 49.240 SEC. 235700551646202436644705 
... 2430728.103734015 
OA0y TVRS. 24 MIS. 2.979 sEC. 235101335107202775352514 J.D.- 243876.9368665 DEC. 7,1964 10 31 59.980 
" OAYS 09 MRS. 24 "EC.MIS  2.979 23570I3507202778352I54 J.D.- 2438736.9388a865 DEC. 7,1964 10 3t 59.980 
CHANGEOP PHAS OCCURS 0 0'855 POINT SUN IS THE CETRAL S00T FOR INEGRATION COWELL EOUATIONSOP MOI.ON 
225 DAYS Z MRS. 44 MON. 314060 SEC. 235723202427202007527522 J.O.- 2438953.24476920 JULY 111.965 17 52 28.060 
EQUATORIALCOORDINATESGEOCENTRIC 
1 -. 20952635 09 108V -. 22337626 -.94660789 02 OR -. 133681 OY -. 2327366 02 0 -. 1014055 02 
.20092624 09 DEC -. 28722458 00 IA .066053 03 V .28690692 02 Pr .343T7 02 A. .1E345038 03 
.20092624 09 LAT -. 25722458a01 tON .34854236 3 IR PE AR .26996480 03.0534377205 60490716-01 
XS -.50004426 08 VS .13176278 09 IS .57140092 08 0X5 -. 27634650 02 0S -. 606130 00 015 -.38556931 OL 
T 6 05 5 -.56660200 I -. 6854550 DIM .9720775 00 OVO -. 20357310-01 OI -. 1023120 00-.16125000 06 0 
OTT 22096207 02 017 Z4922 0202AT -o21150180 09 VT -. 22632994 08 2T -. 9365949 07 023 -. .97?712292234842 O00 03 .2029,149 O9 VT -. 0.26010227 
.05207509 09 VS .5 IN .40336780 06 VM29283987 02 
06 -. 25097503 01 ALT .20090986 05 LOS .27323090 03 065 .107 09305 RAN .26747809 03 LON 6993 0508102 
oUr .35000000 02 03 .86399999 05 OR .16199062 02 S1 -. 0555269 09 015 .22069798 02 OEM -. 24696652 02 
CCL .00306468 03 MCL .8000385 03 TCL .92561081 O 
234 
JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM NO. 33-204 
CASE L 080Y0-JP76AJ-SACS 022265 3 
OI2LOCEPTRJCECLIPTIC COORDIN8ATES 
4-.15'952193 09 1 -. 16767896 09 C .212100 06 OX .04266OT31 2 0? -:!5698'053 02 04 -. 43642342L-00 
.2LS0L5528909 tAT 0 tl 03 R P7! 00 Z .0P 02.5013S0026-0 8 .22 646218 V .201S605 2 .19699 G 0121614 
XE .5042 NE -1 09 0 :L'06 4360901 .20000002 OX 00C .26465 02 DEU 96 69 01 0I1 .... R00660X .16149745 o9 yr -. 16810964 09 Zr .40261.50 06 01 :"1611166 02 -YT.. 9581 02 OfT -. 76102304 00 
LTC .001973761l-04 LOG .2809679 03 I11 .00140465 00 L0T .22614924 03 ROT .233114&T 09 VIT .2088 2 
2 sp .7476 0 P 1002 0 lP .107411196 02 6S 60T 16OSF .30G9N2SP .2341IS .39965850 02 MOP .6267190.7 02 SIP .72355039 02 SE.4 .15047546 03 EIX .21468911 02 ES8 .55952909-01 
SF7 -17402787 03 ClOR 624 00I TEP .546 2577 5_0 T 7P0 .03982710 03 7SF .31713545 00 S7P .39855161 02 
SETI .77400304 04 STE .35409 02 05T 63047593 02 RPM .21006426 09 AFO .19999992 07 SF0 .39055862 02 
S AC .00460o970-40 
ICE .25793531 03 OCT .826419 02 SIP .03973033 03 CP1 .99377102 02 SIN .03040928 02 
REP .20092624 09 EIP .161.2 02 CPE -91069014 02 CPX .20024 7 0 2 
HSL0OIC6I870C CONIC 
CPBR O MIENTR J.0.- NDV. 23.1064 20 57TAROT740PSTERIG570040660202547527522 2430123.37336585 30.0
.23179031 09S RCA00 8 .10568449 09 SR .1086375 09 APO 
INK .20956964 02 CS -. 6671 03 CO:14030 F 190688 
TA .6337 0 17 000000 03 E .659514 0 8A .157409649 08 7FF .2201"0424 03 
01.90635377 09 ECC .22638500 0:T .1503 1 E 504070 
ALL.VECTOXSREFERENCED T0 EARTH E0UAT0R PLANEX-.1595219'3 09 V -. 5400060 09 L -.66606276 08 OX .14266770 02 DYY -. 14304853 02 0 -:.620591 00 
INC .3492309 02 LAPS .062009 00 1FF .60043576 02 "X .2491614 00 MY 1.31,2 16 00 N41.20995 00 
VT .2044673 9-02 -38 0 2 .97T 5 00 PX .42705 0 YF .351820 00 F .34000702 00 
06 -. 0756.406 00 y .4200871 00 01 .09420068 00 OX .17930470 00 MY .29038205 00 IL -. 340086R 00 
OX .87568416 00 SY -.. 0086 0D 82 -. 19420890 00 OR .65703001 00 0Y --50509447 00 T .0000000 00 
0809 .20372 0I4 02 RP .0905064 0? 
010 .18165617 09 800 .30467694 08 d .066449 09 781A .11956381 02 7 VECTDR INl EARTH EQUATORPLANE 
ALL VE COORS REPERENCEDT0 ECLIPTIC PLANEC 
X-.059521193 09 Y-.16787890 09 2 -20262100 06 00 .04266770 02 BY -.0569.053 02 01 -. 431423R2-.0 
iNC .30,77922 00 LAN .68820102 APP .352305 0 80 .2963 00.Y039 0 8 -. 20170140-02 
80 .1446737-02 8Y -83096782-0' 8 .9:99 09736 00 "1 .42849 00 PT .075666471 00 Ft-31 9200 
D-076391 00 0? .482:787 00 011222911-02 OX -. 14070399-03 At St 009096I.66 00 00 
OX .0500 00 0 42769 00 1 R.279316-02 OX .87560673 00 TV -. 48267863 00 72 .00000000 00 
ETC .1.568398 09 DOCG .42323406 06 .0568446 09 7INA .03059492 00 T VECTOR IN ECLIPTIC PLANE 
REFERENCEDO 3R00I0 PLANE OF OR5MONE 
.07224305 09 V -. 15479960 09 Z -. 16642050 06 0R 
ALL VENCEORS 
.05694 02 OO0601 2 0 .00600 
iN.2650000 LAN 39401926103 APP .132973803 010 .66605475 00 MY .4040242 00 MC -3012110I 
3I_19B6B . PC :.69293208-020.C 90000 , .. 041 1 -86005 00 PY .45647026 002260960 9995460 
00 -. 01060 0 ? ... "14000 00 0Z -. 29000061-01T R. .6056179-02 RY -. 31769657-02 02 -. 9997507 00 
Ar .458036 00 Or :88841151200 62 -. 910065-01T ORX 45E4.O35 00 TY .8870403 00 TI 000000 
OAF -. 39702438 00 RAP .0E271004 03A 
870 .08560465 09 800 -. 54442264 07 B .06566440 080 -N35501086 03 7 VECTOR ". ORBIT PLANE OF TARGET 
225 DAYS 2 H445. 44 MON. 30-050 SEC. 235723202423202007527522 J.0.- 2430953.24416020 JULIV01.1961 17 52 2.060 
IB86AM,8OF PHASE5OCCURSAT THIS FOorT MANS OX 7006CENTRAL BOOY FOR I08SORA70ION CO47LL E013A7109X OP N0O10I 
CASE 1 IOSVS4JPTRAJ4GPACS 022265 4 
225 DAYS 2 FIRS. 44 MIN1.30.060 SIC. 230723202427202001527522 .0.' 2436953-24476920 JULV 10.1069 17 52 28.060 
GEOCENTRIC EQUATORIALCOORDINATES 
X -:20652635 09 
O .26 24 9 
O .20092624 09 
XX -50004427 08 
AN IT' .02005 
XT -. 21150188 09 
RS .00207019 09 
V-.22077 04 
DEC -. 2 5 181 IAl .S460 37 
SAT -. 2672246 1 LO .38436 
YS .130176278 09 IS .57140097 
VI7-:36611200 06 OR -. 16004537 
YT -22632905 00 ET -. 936S2049 







9X 03680SV .264906920E 
.1343772 05 
020S -. 27634650 02 
011 .972 074151 0 
0C1 -. 9:2234642 00 
G. .9777090 00 
H06107-2 765 2
PT .333 .32 
P0E .60490716-01 
DYS -:.3,806 29 00 
01 -. 235370-01 
OTT -. 22096207 02 















01 -.5970 01 
-35000000 02 
At.090986 09 





6AS .11010003 03 
SINA-. 20585G260 00 
6RA0 .26740093201012 03 LON .69093A92 5 02 00 -. 24698632 02 
CCL .10206468 03 ONCE1.180003.5 03 Ct .9281003 01B 
HELIOCENTRIC ECLIPTIC COOROINATS 
2 ... 293 09 
X -700828 09 
XE .6 004427 00 
AT -1619745 09 
LI 130870 
V-6169 00O LA O503026-00 
YE -. 04361900 09 
YT'-. 16610964 09 
LO 2997 3 
2 2262000 06 
L.' .22646218 03 
LE .25000 02 
27 .4'02000 06 
t7 .0006 8 
00C .14266770 02 
V .212605 02 
OE .276065 02 
0T20 0816 02L 
LT .2104 03 
OY -. 1569053 02 
P70 .41960292 1 
Y .9866 01 
YT O-. 4209 02 
OTT .2:1479 09 
O2 -. 43642342-00 
81 .08120074 07 
ORI .00016 
Et-.71020 00 
OT .230 32 




























X .9648 07 .2080 06 1 -. 20199099 06 OX -:41443161 00 DY :.97225593 00 02 .T7131064 00 
M .200000 0710 OE -. 260085 01 A5 .666072256100.4 V:360 00 - .7 .620502R R2 .29,0448A9 03.4169362 
ALT .19966220 07" 088 _..0170 07 AlP .0728476 00 D -. 420101024 00 VP I.10B75-04 ASO .0677T3534-Il 
HOE .32004240 03 O..916 100 O 100.400088303 SI. .173900108 03 
SAC .90460971-10 
00 -. 10090937 00
.17361 07 2.650060 06 02 .00730620 011 0Y -. 40344328 00 O 9 .00999 07 SEC .08967591 02 A .98060966 02 V .430169362 097N04 02 ALZ:.1309252 032 -. 85'035 06 V 01 -.820660 
AO1OCENX4ICCONIC 
588 -. 3004060 04RH.3095 0 EC'.:10178.C9 .0526 032 .25734764C 10716 0607 1 S 2865161T7FF -4590409 08Ar APIF .0000.23042721 03 00 3RC?.5 0640LTF .23539796 0 
7k1 -. 02990 1 9540 2 28-.1 730 03 MA -. 40063444 05 710 .72S1424 00 
CIE .06048501 03 ZAP .145.7674 03 LAC .96962530 02 OSF .00293681 01 [R .51907771L 04 GF .0474A9242 01 
235 
JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM NO. 33-204 
CASE I 181T5-JPTRAJ-SPACE 022265 5 
ALL VECTOfRS l IS TATN IE...TOMPLANE8CRENCO 
:1975524. 87 1 .251681 8S I -80088414 06 .. -. 4844396 4 C 01 _.81t774092 01I 01 .271337581 00
.73711 ILAN .835.2 HI 0ZT- 0I 03 APP .56389054 OZ AS2 -152019A 0 O TN-. 9"1323. 00 .9982844Z-01WX -. 34 867100 07__ 0279 0 -. 0 29 P 115 CO .93023576-ClNY 9322 P 0 .55092 PC 

CX -. 962673 00 CT --264E110. 00 01 .62027644-01 R% -. 60466938-01 8-.11813-8 8 .9027C
 
82, 27 8 00 1 -:9678109 00 80T .9251f7A15-0 7S -27353"71 00 TV .96191359 00 TL .00000000 0
52 .601800 17 -. *3903 10 .26 0 ! C1 .36040509 08 RAI .10585392 03
 
120 -. 68594 00 500 -. 25159374 C0 S20 .611$9193-01 080 .35080731 0I RAO .19483720 03
 STE .32002128 02 ITS . 14294957 03 ETC .2328165A 03 
870 -- 25623962 06 850 -23*5108 05 B .25734764 06 TNA .18531872 03 1 VECTOR IN EARTH ECUATOR PLANS 
ALLt VECrTONSRECP-RMNTE.TO ECLIPTI C PIANE 
A .92552'4 8 07 7.36630 3 06 C -. 20999099 I6 ox -4843964 AT 0Y -97225593 00 02 .7173806A4 00 L SS 03 .70857026 OCX .15201045 
mx -. 343267758I-01 0Y -- 49206372 C0 Wl -. 8694061 00 P2 .2914808 00 PT -842250 00 P2 .48677369 00 
IC053950 A.59333 AP 02 00 MT -. 86242885 00 ME .48 2*81090 00 
0-. 624679 00 0?-27200 .602702 00I Ix 00 BT -. 3972899A-01 01 -:986069900-11870 0 1 .00000 0 
600900 1285 01 
80 Z277809 CO BY -81043626 00 8C .4663.00 00C TX -22845947 0. IT 97554 
12 -. S" -. 258080 SE 00 088. .95676999 RAI .19320638 03
 
52 .9445400IO .104950 50 .5702811 00 08D .90808550 01 8A0 .19228744 03
 
Cr0 .54838743 02 Cr5 .16520618 03 ETC .25565315 03
 
ETC -. 22689608 06 SAC -. 12143308 06 8 .25734764 06 711A .20815534 03 r VECTOR IN ECLIPrIC PLANE 
ALL VECTORS REFERENOCEDTO ORBIT PLANE OP TARGET
 
2 -. 8598 0 7.19730736 07 2 -. 16631353 06 OX .8 0731639 08 Cr -. 41327579 08 0T .63605730 00
 
INC .125'252 03 LA :A.900471 02 APP .73760504 02 ASX .84781787 00 BYT .16353827 00 TI :064371 0
 
AT .51125'324 00 MT .4869528303 
 .1 -. 85942896 00 P2 .02 487204 00 PT .28043826 00 PC .49085607T 000. .24128624 00 07 -. 95987887 0 01 -14297356 00 T .3009-08 CT -84264339 00 82 -. 98908047 00 
8A -82267265 00 BT .28904839 00 81 .48955889 CO IT _.9678838900 T-.5434 O T 00000 0 
586 ZA48655I7 00 ST0 -931 436 03 III .84737649 00 0A0 .84749191 01 RAI .28455039 03
 
5*0 .23383784 00 570 -96235803 00 5EO .1t.55914 00 0A0 .196447860.1 RAO .28365 738a03
 
ElI .56350 21102 S .8672 9 771 03 ETC .25716468 03
 
BTO -. 22361396 06 8R0 -. 12737582 06 8 .25734764 06 7096 .20966606 03 T VECTORIN 08007 PLANC OP rARGCT 
ALL VECTORSREFERENCCDTO 8REOCCNTR8CEQUA70R PLANEA-.28189081 06 .18703260 Z 06 0 A 02 989137V or .65006682 D00 .107 3 1639 ST 01 1.0 01~4044 
INC .14172193 05 LAN 132411005 APa8472 3 M 8718 0 T.54220 I.238902 .5257 00 M 00 M -. 00 .. 14727:8 00 .5667865-0' P't ' CO 
88 822737409C .605601 82 .6786C x96770 T -. 00 .00000000 
.5980 7085 PR PY .56469 
5126 20 80 '1 2851 5!-.3547C .5506649 CO CAS .1444945 02 88 .28489939. 03 4 0
 
O00 .23383781 00 TO -.13510115 GO 
 50 - . 0 0 000 80 -. 5S 4 9 02_0:2 4 33 5 0 
.62406562102 05 -23209.83340 ECo 03 67 
.25994 

AT -. 089002 06 Or -15'037- 05 81 .2573476 06 TA .28570 03ACO I  N ETRU11T 00 04. AD
 
6S.8$990
CSE 387, , 5V0-1 11 S 08S: JPT451S A8 02226 5 
GEOCENTRIC EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
3 212950 7.333T&439 08 A -.14273306 08 OX -.8681 0S ST -. 24713026 02 ZL-. 007975 02 
.83859 00 .3748166 00 R8 .1M8002 03 V .93822669 02 PINl 32988.16 02 AL .03386240
 
ft.0318 09 Y~ .378070 tO .23 176 03 yE .85863328 05 P7E .7782545-01 ALE .26996476 03
 01 -.62405360 08 vs .32786259 09 Is 00S -.26664940 02 02 0 4 01
.55144967 00 Sr1 _I,22 -42487140 

2M .3507500 06 AM06 I.6755* 1054600 06 0AN .45401406 00 OTM .7961352 00 02" 3272515 00
 
27 -.28534786 09 07 -.13,Z7602 08 00D OTT -.23530404 02
*7 -.042982 Dir -.74922993 01 
 OtT -.1105258A202
AS .8520 3851 09 VS .292929 A 02. 8 .4A0425820 06 IT .91316541 00 AT .2883496 09 VIB .27089815 02
 
080 .3:B7740790 01 ALT Z21831067 09 LOS :.5192545503 RAS .11616865 03 RAT 1337820 03 LOT .18409902
 
OUT .55000000 02 07 -95999999 05 00 .0599799 02 
 5118-. 211174.87.9 DCS .2233E 70 .56890
 
CCL .10115299 03 CL .08001457 03 OL :32.01724 03
 
HEICOCENTRIC ECLIPTIC COORDINATES 
2.8245 09A V 7900 10206950 06 OR 84986720 02 B.. ... 07 -.14836227 02 -.57264804-08
L LON .T3567.498 9 2.2248I 09A .44908739-08 .22885904 03 V.1075 02 PEZ 08 At' g 8C69 

BE .624085360 08 TO -1.8360480 09 28 .36930000 03 OAS -264940 02 078 .82126416 02 0AS .25510788-01
 
87 .8262 0'0 09 06 02 97.1O 02 OT -. 18580 YT -. 1141.B2. .669600 .09264 I 396  02.5 01-.68288" 00L" 894230 0 242664 03 LTI .15469524-08 LOT .22888184 03 0S7 .23282549 09 VIT .265690850 02
 
EPS .592a9430 02 EC .6 5407 6181 02 SIP .75302954 02 EPM .671L959.-01. EI .30905525 02 AE0 .848027A 0 3
 02 .8583: 850.19020MPI.935840 02 RIP .65497911 02 SlIP .75846666 SIN 3 CS63806 2 

P7.9130 2 SP .0013. 02 TOP .65610602-01 TPS .6288482 2 TP .5T7T3 SP .00950
 




AC .25824700 03 ICT .4626.44 02 SlP .62058,24 02 OPT .4739598 02 SIN ."69769 02 P 9RE 7 2382266 02 CPI .91L5433 02 CIS .209 02.28880A9 
.. ECCENTRIC ECLIPTIC COORDINATES 
.67905585 05 -:21129D133 .1 1 118940061 os ox -. 19201 01 0Y -. 93974701 00 81 .090804 00 
5 06 TC 28105064 02 08 .28760 963 03 V 43476369 00 PIN .00003080 00 CZ .8 24 0-23730 
ALT .2499535 06 168 .22A6661 06 ALP .13254 03 O .462509816-07 OP :.833903-03 50 .639518 0





1 JA1g .A606 OX .10420695 001 7-4611 8 0 .18670 
.2 3351 06 00 34488 02 TA .133387 08 V .43476368 01 PT0 .9466 472-06 AZ .25864103 03
 At .2S337355 06 LAT .34468285,02 LIN 54251868 02 VP -1192457 02 P7P _.4497698.1-07 AlP .26686305 03
 
RA 03 08* .26181 02 0 1.4 29398 03 05 017370 02 .152 76519 LOS 03
 
A :20344761 06 Y .136358 05 

824728 LOC 03 .89343784 
AROOCENT6ICCONIC 
EPOCHOP PERICENTECAPASSAGE 235T23542666202651074600 J.0.- 2438958.561797710 JILT 17.I15 00 20 59 19SMA -. 230152 535 04 ECC .00043655 03 8 .2567801 06 StR .8235053 08 AP O .00300 88 .33350 
VN .43084458 01 13 .85670 I2 S1017587 O P 65103445-03 77 .23043127 03 ITE .340208 03.F 

.260320-06 .23043 127 

LAE .86978730 03 LAP .14521025 03 ZAC .955 1 017 .18t376917 01 IA .52012245 04 OP .84832144 08
 
78 : AIA .9058881T 02 EA .0000000 00 NA .69404259-04 TF1 03 
236 
JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM NO. 33-204 
CASE I P ACE0 
ALL VECTORS REFERENCED TO EARTH E0UATOR PLANE 
.67005505 05 P -. 24283751 06 2 .2835520 05 ox -. 41859201 01 07 -.1026220 01 0 .22282742 00INC .1733160 03 H.0.34286734 03 APP .5772230 02 X -. A620351 00 .1-.26251448 00 MZ .62753035-0 
X -. 34382693-01 Ty -.119170 00 WC -.99320403 00 IX 2680B603 00 PI -.95.41791 00 PZ ..0.9490-01 Q0 -.9"28035 00 03 -.26280 9 00 01 .62153035-01 RX -. 61230094 -00 MY -. 031167-00 0Z -. 99797304 00 
111 .27631320 00 BY -. 9551900G 00. 2 .974:147246-00 TX -. 27203356 00 27 .6228727 00 22 .00000000 00 
$O -. 96519082 00 SYO -. 25k2526 00 .35146741352 6OA62..-0 00 1 .1 RA .L9475065 03 
ITS .46388492 02 605 .14403840 03 ETC .233.035 03 
82 -.25445631 06 8R0 -. 24965733 05 . 2556780 06 RA8 .18560358 03 f VECTOR IN EARTH EQUATOR PLNE 
ALL VECTORS REFERENCED TO ECLIPTIC PLANE 
.C:6958 05 75-. 0 1.1 06 06 X .85200,90301 0Y -930 74101 00 BE .70490004 00IN S050000 0 .3 LAN 35604388 03 APP .71013729 0Z MR -06280350 0S0 09 -.2 1615121 00 Nt -106213590 00 
WX _-34302693-01 R, -49706055 03 8 00 -26800602 P7 4029800KI 697247 FX 00 -. 00 PI 47124377 00
X-.62 031 00 07 .16151121 00 02 .6713590 U00 I03584 00E - 3AY 7720 82:. 08040 
02 .27671319 00 BY -303 30711 00 .4 75632 00 X -. 2269t466 00 TY .97301465 00 71 .0000000000SX, -. 9603725 00 5yI -. 2237523 OD 5I .163 9635 00 0AT .95783617 01 RAI .19311549 03 
SXO -. 965982 00 $70 -. 20533'47 50 .150'62S. 00 lAO .90028306 01 A .19210059 0302 ETS .1669522 03 EC .555117 03 E82 .6923505 
SIC -. 22479983 06 etc -. 12180449 06 8 .25567800 06 0616 .20845039 03 T VECTOR IN ECLIPTIC PLANE 
ALL VECTORS REFERENCEO 0O ORBIT PLAE OF TARGET 
.20844761 06 1 .072213805 2 .12519 6 0 .042093 00 0I -. 2840 0 01 6 0 0 
IMC .1486456 03 LAN .10114076 02 APP .78199 02 MX .23968636 00 N -. 96025503 00 01 .029034 00 
N10.505 NS3 :I7 5A937 P0 .. 0000 .02310-21. 00 . 8 5 'T US9240 PS .49Z5014 00 
00 - 0I .3650-0 .04009-00 -895910 00OX .23966636 07 05502 0 Q .14504701 00 87 82 
OX .820454500 87 .270509 03 82 .59346100 TX -. 68209 0 25 24905965 00 TZ _00000000 00 
51 .4702597 00 5Y -. 957620 00 516 0W596 00 OAk .04832027 01 RA1 .20446920 03 
530 .23222700 O 500 -9617130 O S' .13550865 00 DS -. 7063985 01 O0 .203560 03 
ETC .705006 02 8$ .6853 3 E .25"6398 03 
810 -. 221051246 06 88 -. 278055 06 8 .25561878 06 663 -20996021 03 2 VECTOR IN ORBIT PLANE OP TARGET 
ALL VECTORSREFERENCEDT0 AOEOCENTROC 038308 P A0600 
.20441616 06 1 .0305 05 .1 4339664 06 D0 0. 2 1U80 S b0 -. 40675714 01 02 -11t7267 00 
INC .148 794 03 A .412029 03 AP 11464694 03 M 23 0638 00 MY -.93547864 00 .1 -. 25561318 00 
00 P . 822 .893 0 0 P . 36899554-0 1 Z . 5694 9 7 0 00 0 MFY .3492 0920 W1 - .124 77 4U0 5 A4 9 3 O -. 935063 01 
OX .20-"45 ON 87 .62058080-01 6 568278900 00 X1 966774 -.00 TY -. 15554284 00 TZ .0000000 0O 
AT 14 46201 02 I0 .284 0575 03 
l .5.23916863 07 0000 -. 2596303 00 OX o-65045327-01l .14608663 0 C _:9676219 00 
.23227100 00 
78 .7614032 02? 005 .07452404 03 ETC .26589299 03 
5000 . 25 00 00 D0 -9359264 00 5S -. 2641879 D0 -. 15354307 02 80O .20393051003 
BTT -. 20687420 06 TRT -. 15024402 06 8 .255671 06 2006 -21598922 03 7 VECTOR IN 0008 TARGETCR02. PLANE 
23O 0AS 10 893. 50HIM. 30.060 SEC. 2357735430472020058322 J.D 2438958.5699043 JULY 17.1965 01 36 2a.060 
CASE I IAEYS-JP081JXPACE 0222650 
GEOCENTRIC EOQUATORIALCOORDINATES 
0.21520519 09 Y -. 33301530 08 1 -14270223 08 0X -. 11676525 02 037 -. 24704024 02 00 -070385 02 






















AZ oO133638 03 
ALE.69460 



















071 -. 23571790 
00 
02 





DE M.3172356 1 
hU 300002CCL .10175288 03 
V'S . 56 02 
A,: P5.2138 6 09 












K .21924 0 
865 .3S860 38 03 











LO .0039501OEM-. 54690.2 
02 
02 







7 -. 1493584 09 



























20 538 09 72 .14695
.03924677-01 H3L08.94776001L2T 
.3 92.85 02 85 640230 
.393547 8 02 0010 .6550065 2 
.0669318 02 60 .8202 




























077 - 94802 
AST A210l4l 09 
IMP .38047295 02 
6095 .6060782T 02 
I50 .555 05741 
RPT .25330079 06 
21 -76207318 00 
Y0 2 3368093 02 
FP0 .34108816 03 
ElMR . 1092l-00 
SP .1752649 0 






















21~Z331091 06tUlC .28195282 02 






00 -.40860809 00V .4347637 00 
08 .3382460.-01 
07 -.93949460 00021 .470955 0 
OP .93005-03 
UP .147653081 .3605170 
A50 .76307304 00 
0016 .32070084 03 SAL -.28189059 02 FIN0 .58510008 02 506 .959'293840 
ARE3CENTRIC EQUATORIAL COORDINATES5
 
:20891517 06 7 .0774605 2 142B90000 02,11.10418224 001 7-4617 1 0 .19350
 
.25331810 06 DEC : .3224 02 88 .3:226068 P06H .43709955 00 AL .25835458 03
1601 V .43476371 01 

8A .25387 P6 LP 5930 .S0.4721 .002142 02 PIE .800283 00 800 .2650052 03
7 2 VP 





EPOCH OP PEOICEOOTERPASSAGE 235723542666202651705T22 J.0.- 2430958.56119777 JULY 17.1965 01 28 59.327 
5"8 -. 2301520 04 [CC .00043662 03 6 .2557808 06 ILI .28285069 8l0 00 RCA .25373508 .03000 0. 
IMP .400 101 .0527 I 02, CI :188575 07 10 .48*29 03 IF .23043127 03 LO :234210 
TA ."41153'93 00 NIA .95188117 02 88 .31569 00 111 .470459 02F2 .23043647 03 
18 3 .1320022 03 AC .957 0. OEP 0378332 01 IS .5Z002236 04 OP .84832033 010902 LP 2 .
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CASE I EASVS-JPORAJ-0PACE022265 	 9 
ALL VECTORS REFERENCED TO BARTH EQUATORPLANE 
I. :6027106 05 7 -. 24331024 06 Z .24957948 05 O2 -- 41000 01 :114335 0 0 .17770
 
IN130641 03 LAN .34281140 03 
 APF 57372 99 02 MI -. 96463854 00 .Y -. 5427 2 00 HE .1996301-01
 
VX -. 34382542-01 BY -. 11119066 IS- 0 P 260530
00 9240 MY -954960 P -9094-0
 
OR -. 962-0352 00 BY -:212.L11 02 0S2 .62752869-00. RX -. 6123793k-01 . AY -. 17311698-01 52 -. 99797302Z 00
 
8A .21671L310 00 BY -. 9 55990590 00 5BE 97 4249-00 
 TX -. 27203341 00 TV .9228779 00 TI .000 00000 00
 
330 -. 96033726 00 37 .114 0 0 31 .6337859-1 00 .36486RC0 01 A6 19578130 03
 




EE .46403.53 02 ITS .04403949 03 ETC .23260735 03
 
BID -. 25445630I 06 IRS)-. 24965732 05 8 .25567B11 06 70A .10560358 03 T VECTOR IN EARTH1EQUATOR PLANE 
ALL VECTORS REFERENCED TO ECLIPTIC PLANE 
Oz 00 
.6078 0 V - 23070 
.71003749 02 N -. 96463853 00 BY-2976
09-93949460 00 -704765731.119 169 0 06 02 .418060009 01 0 i.55240 
IN1010870 03 LN S.439 03 APP 

.C1::.332B64301 BY -. 49T716 53 00 Wl _.086697250 
 00 PA .6009 0 PY -.. 4079B81 .. PE .4 7124R37a 00 
0-96835 V-.0002 !.1621352 00 E1 -. 00 8 -. 37757728-00 Zl-. 90605895 000 0 	 16 
II .713 	 00 ST8 -331...13 0. AZ . 46975634 00 14 -. 2269165 00 R" .973911465 00 TZ .0000000 0 
lA 1 9578S31501 RA' .193115R903S 16-960131270 70 .22375123-0 $11 ..66...17 00 00 050 .90821300 NAO.0920II05903
 
ETA .69250666 02 110 .06698631 03 AETC .25565417 03
 
030 -. 965'980 070 -. 20353311 00 010.1769 
BEC -. 22479982 06 AMC -. 02180449 06 a .25567801 06 ES .20045039 07 I VECTORZN ECLIPTIC PLANE 
ALL VECTORS AEPERENCEOTO ORIT PLANE OP 750067 
O . 0.415234 00 BY :.41749240 00 01 .62074067 00 E .6164..66 05 2 .12576220 06' 	 00.20900566 	 APP 02 M 330 00 I7 -96237565 0 M .392333.7305938 "AIN0565 3 LN 01410. 02 	 00 t.970000 :929.S026400NX :2.5192 0 0 M I1869640 2.269 PTY 
0 .2 906 00 07 -. 16021.48 00 0C .1430... 00 RX 33913-1E.1243 0 !-90950 
AX .8084 0 0 2700 0 8 4 93. 0 T .. 820 00 FY .249599 00 F OOO 0
 
Rt 24422 3
03 0! .4793 00 05A ._43 9800320 .24702624 00 AT -. 571600 
03
 
ATE .70760412 02 ETS .66849600 03 ETC .25706397 03
 
B70 .27222739 00 190 -. 96274305 00 50 .55045 00 06 .763976 01 RA .2835049 
ITO -. 2201248 06 0I0 -. 12765523 06 B .25567811 06 1095 .20996020 03 T VECTOR IN 008IT PLANE OP TARGET 
ALL VICTORASREEENCE. Eo AREO-CENTRIECEQUATORPLANE
 
IA 28110 V 
 5 .17505 1 .12900 2 .1046204R 01 07 -. 40671372 00 1 B E1290355 01
 
INC .01404893 LA. 03 .004569C5 MA 00 00
03 .12432032 APP 03 .233745EV MY -. 935.1417 Il -. 2"02324 00
 
"1 .19222 02 AT .3452120 03 . -. 78247710 00 P2 .12261953 00 IT .53689705-01 IF .56594993 00
 
03 1 0R 02 00 I -. 54544 6-00 .24600678 00 I 67 S.600
.2360600 -. 93481 -. 25967335 _: BY 
8IX .8206546 00 67 .62 158233-01 II .56527807 00 EA -. 16619766A 00 TV -. 25 54313001 .0 0000 00-HODOOD 
330 .2412624 03 SYS _.974959 03 12 .2553804 00 0A, -14746214 02 A, .48057 03
 
S00 .3 2238 02 STO -. 93592631 00 520 -. 2647073, 00 050 -. 15T5431V 02 RAG .25393503 03
 
801 .76789494 02 ASS .17452503 03 ETC .263 19299 03
 
BEE -. 20617620 06 EATE-. 15024491 06 8 .25567800 06 TEA .20595922 03 1 VECTOR ON TRUE TA0061 8013. PLANE 
205542322304 204402007 045 614626131734 600731460721 204537405516 601471557251 EARTEH
 
2081980o8915 17'.1. 902 010018810000 
 INITIAL 
220775513340 622233565354 217604317240 60540410140 60644062206 T177435553067 	 MA'RS
2357235430 41 202001527522 	 650 
$678TRIFOR MAPPINGFORWARD 	 ITERATION NOMIER I 
T I SIOX 0Y 01 SIR AU
 
:542406280 06 .32833775 05 .02743440 05 L.2'0790 842500 -. 77240 0000 3 
 0000 00 
.. 50790905 .55440404 .177082-01 .73202989-02 -. 26537464-02 .0100 0.00000.04475605 
-. 20762461 B.1101 .11731-01 10989078001 -43940406:02 .03000000S 00 .0000000 00:22.8 00993 05 05 4 -. 0A .720230 0a -5214 0 1 -. 3553 01 .0090345 00-47950245 01 .16743353 01 .0300000 0.I 00000100 00
 
2 .29795080 02 -. 11093539 02 .0000000.0000 0
 07 -. 225293023 09 -. 544732 08 .10065 0-5215 007.9942635 07 .5901261 00 -. 33589278 01 .103106 01 .03000 00 0000 . 0 
MIS 010 0.01010 
01.50880 6336 
.2148436 11 .1146389 12 .74625055 11 -. 04336000 06 18944000 05 -.075136000 05 .000001 I D R001000 
AN! -. 46875000 00 -. 71875030 00 -. 29687500 00 . 13R11.41-06 -. 92150_5206:8. 
COVAROICE MATRIX AT IMPACT 	 61600760W NUMBER I 
2 Y 1 01 BY BE M AU 
205590 12474894-07 -. 1171800 02 
.20325 5 .12501384 05 -. 29614010-02 .05642850-02 
.22202505 .43661405-.03942-0 - 26 70 -. 01830 .15460361t-06 -. 07968171 02
.106368 05 
.834757051250038405 4301 0 3729 05 -. 173876-00 .7828-2 -9098615-02 .74625093-07 -. 74219049 01 
0IX -. 29601403002 -. 8379473-01 -. 1111387Y-01 .20712808-07 -. 0200.4298-0 7 655 08 -. 14335"99-12 T31521526-.G 
6V .16209363-00 -. 120042980 0 62 2001548002 .75071235-02 _ 23800-0 .94943-7545-5 
SE -.2 8560890_0 -. 00830 -- 808050 .2651-1 . 6600 .2291 1-08 -1536001-17 -. 0455 01
 
MM .20474.94-0 7 .0486 .74625093-01-.:14335999-12 .02943994-13 IS .200195486- 22
-. 1753611G3- 99999980 
5AD -. 10700600 02 -. 079 61 02 -. 474219649 01 .3527526-05 -. 73574456-05 -. 14550667_06 .21958-2 
.50000 
238 
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ENCOUNTER PARAMIETERS AN0 STATISTICS 651O7/17 012859.322 











































































.. U M8.0 
I.I0RRRR99900 -. 5482367Z 00 
6.70 -. 54823674 00 .0000000 01 
IL. -. 45105351 00 f6lO0T78500 
03 .17967001 00 -37065500 00 
.11 _4.463370 0. -4612197 00 
1.08 .58562357 00 -.75884738 DO 
11 
-. 451053.1 00 











































.80 .6.0 IL 
.24530506 05 .49954 05 -. 29677574 
.9866698 0 4 .2701637 05 -. 11300281 
-. 13503961 05 -. 40737216 0 .1 6I913777 
OK.339 06 .1 3 0740 08 79610682 
.380196933 06 .0113111, 09 -. 46808109 
I.98330-122482 06 -5302L1 





























.. 7565422 08 








-. 14297395 00 
-. 28136354-TI 
-. 99564855 00 
-63706974 04 
-. 55946945 04 
.109941 05 
.2477832 01 
-. 615231 00 
.96867020E 00 
- .32867216-02 
-. 16846420 04 
.40628272 04 
-.61039706 03 






-. a550326 04 
.23160731-01 
.25314226-06 .43595943-87 
-. 21551-05 -. 4703943287T 
.663067t1-06 .55314040-07 
I.46470.62308 
-1392037 01 .105366673-02 
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0000 1410O IYEIUS IHECR CASE - IIEI MApT
 
0000 14100 EPDE.H 






0000 14100 GA. ENTAI, DESIT..N ... VELOCITY AT EPOCH (oz
 
0000 14100 J;-o!42 52qTE7 Y;- I9IAB610E7 fZ.SG(T723E
 
GOOD 14100 0 1ol460'E, _. 3y-Z2ITT,
DZ.-oIOIIIIIE.
 





0000 14100 ESTIMAIE THESE PARAMETERS 
 (04
 
0000 14100 R , I .XBY BE NV AU
 
0000 14100 COVARIANCE MATI[X OF ESTIMATED PARAMETERS Ito
 
ODD0 14LOO D AD oI 1'.00 1O
ODI.OIoO.Bo0-0Z1
 




0000 14100 OFFL[NE CONTROL 
 127
 
0000 14100 END DATAYI.
 
INPUT COVARIANCE MATRIX OF ESTINATED pAXANEIER$ ITERATION NUMBER
 









0 990999-01 RNA9,00000 .0000000 0

y .00000000 00 . 9A WN-02 .: 00' GO' *020"N"0 000 .00000000 00 .O000000D DO o......0 .0 
0000 O o000O .000 O
 
99- o0000
Z .00000000 Do :.0900000 .0000O 0000 0o00DOO
 
EX .000 0000 00 
 .0.0 .00 :9oO00 O 

By o...UOO0 o .....000 . .O 0000 Go .. Go Q0. 9 99 .00000000 Go .00000000 O0 -00000000 00
... .. 

DA .00000000 00 .O0D0O .00000 000N...O O 
 .19991.1-0A .00000000 00 .000000.DO
 
.V .00000000 00 .0000000 00 .00000000 00.-00000000 Do .00000000 00 .00000000 00 o91999.9-I. .0000000 0
 
AU .00000000 O00.00000000 00 .00000000 00 oDOPOO .00000000 00 

00000000 00 D 00000 GO 0 

Do.000000 00 .00000000 00 .21000002
 
INPUT J MATRIX OF ESTIMATED PARAMETERS ISAR. ON NUMBER 0 
00D 000 G0O0 00 o0 00 
1.°I 0 . .2 o.0 000 00 00 0 0 0 .00 00 11DIN . 000 0000 00 o00000000 E D O B BBBB.OO .. ..Do D
 
... On _O00.. 0. _:0.000000 00 -.0O000000 00 -. 0000.00. Do
 
I OOOOOO 00 -,.BOG.0 0. TOO0..00002 -.00000000 00 -.00000000 00 -.OOOGOOOD 00 -.00000o00 0 -000 00000 on
 
OR .00000OU0 00 -,s OND. on -.000B0000 00 

Y .00000000 00 .10 00000 02 -.00000000 00 O00O On 0. 

O .10000000 05 -.00000000 00 -.00000000 00 -.00000000 sO -. 00000000 00
 
BY .0000000 00 -oN... .0000000 05 -ODOD
0 .BBDOD -0.  00O .1000000*IO 0000 00 -. 0000000 00 -*00000000 00
 
.A .0000000 Do -.00000000 00 -o0000000G Do -..00000D 
 o -.00000000 00 .10000000 05 -. 0000000 00 -o.00OKI0H 00
 
.N .O00000000On -.O0000000 00 -.O0000000000 -.0000000O 00 -.00000000 00 -.00000D 
00 .9999998is-.0000,000 00
 
AnU *00000000 -. 000000 00 -.00000000 00 -.00000000 DO -.00000000 00 -*00000000 00 -.00000000 00 
-3999999-01
 
"BSE F Ha$Y$-JPrRAJ-SPACE 022265 
DOUBLE PRECISION EPHEMERIS TAPE - EPHEM!
 
*37.0B O8 GWJ oI21O.I5 09 
EGH .3986030 06 MGM -49027779 O JA o29200000-02 .00000000 00 *000000 O0 A 
BRA .49026293 % GW5 .13271411 12 GMV *32 6427 06 GMA o4"t?7368 05 GMC 




Got .000000 00 ..1 *OG00OG Do Sc .10310000 09
ARA .36300000 Ot GS .36300090 00 WAS .1982200D 03 

VENUS Z35571 4 2UOOODOO00 J.9-, 243912.11634260 SEPT. 5,1962 00 23 3Z.000
INJECTION CONDITIONS 





GEOCENTRIC X0-o14245297 07 

10 -1412000D 04 CHA .349S1BT3 03 CHO .34361929 03
 
DATE OF RUN 022265A 14103 EARTH IS THE CENTRAL BODY FOR INTEGRATION COWELL EQUTIONS OF MOTION
 
PARE IS OUT OF EAAHK'$ SWA...
 
GEOCENTRIC EQUATORIALCOORDINATES 
X --144526 07 Y -ol31ZH619 01 Z -:100713 11 IB -:I0B 011 DY -.4AIIII' .1 .1 -, 1414 1 01 
R *24088380 07 
XS -.143432270B 
LAT -o:B93.A3J 0. 





VE .1754981 03 
DXN -.87210607 
PYE 119''.: .0 
2'Y-. 5 1, OZ 
ATE .27000472 03 
B B -*I1|23 41 0 
.1 -...1115.2 0. 
NS -15083166 09 
YT -.41412272 03 







y ::B .. "BT-*08 , 
RT oI0DOJD94 09 
BK, ::2719625 
VT .oZ1 40 .2 






01 .. 0,3 S'R .1 71, Oj;/ Gp *OB OO CA .6TABS11I .1

EPOCH OF PERICENEF PASSAGE Z3557462TI'73GZ3100O00!0 Jo~o 4,1791A3ob553 1 U.0o27,19 Z 03 43 

SWA -_.63T6B.5 EC' .1I16119 

ITT ..so...GO
TA °L5OI1236 03 MIA t50724?7 03 EA -25931L07 03 M. .27 604 

ALL VECTORS REFERENCE TO EARTH{EQUATOR PLANE 
A --14245296 07 1 -o1931.11N OF 1 -. 10071723 06 BE -.17446090 01 .Y -.24232.71 .1 ZO0AZ-. D 

IF -. 19121377 DO
WX -.39026894 00 BY .24044364 DO WE -..AA.194 O0. X .1610540 00 ,py .9A.21SIR .. 

SZI -11T051435 00 DAI -.21747342 OZ MA 1o0NOA4 U3
SRI -.30283033 0GO SyI oBT824137 00 

ALL VECTORS REFE C 0OTO ECLIPTIC PLANE 
A -142296~ 07 Y -o|190IHI 07 1 .67933540 06 11 -:.|7461IS 1. DY -:Z2'62 1 01 01 oI 2N NLOD 
00 PI 061043 00
8X -.3902905 00 MY o 07 l0.0 NZ -.'19 H O0 PX -161542 .0 P o 06[ 

240 
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CASE I BSYS-JPTRAJ-SPACE 022261 2 
SRI .3502E3033 00D 570 .6502549900 ..E -689211400 00 OAt1-. 43573456 02 ART 14T046O 03 
320 .5379930 0 SEP7-. T5880365 00 510 20678253 00 0* -16785081 02 AM .23242646I 03 
SIC 425820250 05 8AC -A09777056 04 B .25992357 05 781A .35342171 03 1 VECTOR IN ECLIP71C PLANE 
Q 210047606 07 I .99300253 06 1 A62163..l06 0R -.21151 3 010MIS0 201 0 725430 
8INC .4652A416 02 LAN .a40195 03 APP 03 A.1-14006 00.2 .1 3 2 00 I T972514 300 
103 .4E5 3257 GO NY7 .55641604 00 At 0 INS90 P7 .8230393 00 P, .777ISV-02 PA _S6172140 00 
00 _.1406365 00 Or .8080683 00 1 BE.45931920 00 AX -. 24062291 00 AY .11130159 00 RI -:9641605 00 
8 6 .10669 FRE 00 01 -. 67545940 Y 00 .I07740A7 TA .00000000 00 
-23072292 BE 
00 .7265 00 .41153216 17 00 

I .5682335 00 SI 00 00 02 4 02
.40812293 SRI -71463701 0AL _.4561345 " .3669712'2AD0-. 87571. 0P I0 -40445869 00 I20 00 0GO5793 0. ... Y887302 660 10404903 
870 .25569498 05 BAO -. 46.34718 04 B .5994920 05 1810 .34962039 03 1 081704 IN ORBIT PLANE OP TARGET 
0 0AYS 8 MRS. 28 MIN9.56.404, SEC. 235575412863202063552055 3.0.. 2437912.06i97731 SEPT. 5.1962 06 52 28-404 
0 0AYS 8 HAS. IS 8109. 56.464 SEC. 2355754173563202063552055 2.0.. 24T7912.66977389 SEPT. 5,0962 08 92 20-.0
 
CHANGE OP PHASE 0CCURS AT TH05 POINT7 SUN 0I THE CENTRAL00DY FOR INTEGoRATION COWELLEQUATIONS uP M0T00N
 
95 0571 14 0605. 14 AI8N. 19.059 SEC. 235605301817202607404611 J..- 2430008.009638T3 EEC. 9,01.L 84 37 51.09
 
.ELOOCEOJTNIC EQUATORIAL COORINATES 
14001567 07 7 .9263067 08 .438104 oRA .692702 0 .809001 0 .26720A.0968494 09 LAO .25067435 00 tOL. 228 02 R .37004845 02 P1 -. 58031960 01 AZ 39260030 03VA 0XE 33114806 .00790 1 91230 00. 2 .X-9E01 031H .6080032 01 01 469330 IT02 
Xt .-57926326 07 : AT.4304 OI-3094201 .98640 08 T7-. 26941798 01 317 .0045251 08LE22812463 00 L1 -7908 LIT 02 .9376102 .0762945 VI102T tar I2355 T 09 .352090V60 
EPS .12880 05 L0 .0590950 LIT -35562 A11 03 EN 245610 6079415565 5 

SIT L3905F4 03 63 416RIT20 02 TI 7051401 01A 
 3368 S 07SI SP a7037 A0SP 44610 38A 
.. 9014-0
 
IC. 7 2 9 5 1 2 1C 3 9 57 03 S P 3 4 7 2 2 02 I PI 2 8 02 0
SIA75 7 1 0 
REP .5012637 08 VII .41430 02 11 1-606537J5 02 FPS .00006690 03 EP-541M0 E :4V81P
 
EPOC OP LM O PSSAE ET-606032024274461 47037.0134N74 07.0963128.19 268GEORP 235.180 51S.. JAN.00 
9E81 ... 063 02 IS13 .131.98 04 10 .- 030195 0 lCPS .2291 02 P -8491 7 Pg .04150 
EPOC O.276F 02R 811 .0000 0ASAG 052 A(1TA.-03E ...3963 -. 36333921 027 ,1OA. 125593224 07 
AL L YETRS RIAEOE O 30.1EAST. 800800 PLANE 
1.51022567 07 7 .99263157 08 1 .46385104 08 RX-. 36494 2 07 -. 500146 01 D1 -. 132121201 [MC .25099883 00 LAN .15791332A 03 APP .04666950 03 NA -. 9 9609 00 A,7 .36. 169-O0 ME -. 3379934-00 
2333 SO R --. .67570 I3 .0 
01 -. 57575346 00 or -. 7368004 00 01 -. 38442347 00 81 --09593895 00 8A .22580 R .74690 
.8755345IF 00 5 .6 203 00 61- 35 4236 00 IS .14159204 00 77 .84064094 00 72 :.000 00 
GAP .13478637 BF RAP .14720706. 03 
N.04 49280.0_0 NYv -. 00 I GO A09960 14.10. 00U Pr 00 .2808201 
BI0 .1128279 09 8N0 -. 4550967 08 8 .12407166 09 1IRA -33862552 03 1 V0C0OR ON EARTH E0U330R PLANE 
CASE I IBS7S-JPOAAJ.SPAIR 022265 3 
ALL 9617065 RREEEGCAO TO ECLIPTIC PLANE 
Q .502567 07 1 .00952328 09 A -30665900 07 OX._3649270 2 -6632 1 0 .37040 
SNC .5284 01 tl .323103 PP.72640 .9A54 0070 47IT OF 1 -. 762064-001O 6.40 
INA491 005-01 WY7-. 260930-01 NZ .99947717 00 PA .038105S 00G PT .. 3930J 00 71 .433W42-01 
OR -. 7575334 0 07 .8692 0 1A -- 32043274.01 AX -. 352.05.4-02 81 .181230 1 A.9959054 0087 .536753139 0 BY .099527 00 "' -A3043227-01 EX .57593606 00 07 .41743474 00 IT .0D000OO0 00 
OAP .24732883 00 RAP .0448E3476 03 
OTC .02R00754 09F ABC -. 40013342 07 A -12437166 09 7806 .35816372 03 1 VECTOR ON ECLIPTIC PLANE 
-ALL VECTMRSREPBENCE O PLANE OP TARGETT51
70006IT 
0N .1022015 IN 7 .30951092 08 A .02362223 07 OX -,IS093336 02 07 .3385S201 02 01 a.71280011.277940 01 LAN .20504000 03 APP -22340356 0358S.-.28065725 00 MY7 .95702555 00 ME .73031397'F01 
ICA .31394514-00 N7 .66895422-01 t.l 9972669V 00 P2 .36657532 00 IT .92M017" 00 P1 -. 5.1136340SO .36397899 01 5368776-01 A02 ' ".395650 0R 00 -- 6 .. A8333-00 A7 -.40232232-0l0O1-.59 8700 00 
A. .9295"5 GO 51 .-.3639790 00 LE1 -S367770-01 74.3206 0 07 -. 6641 0 7F .. 0301. 0 
PAP -. Z910520 3 A II .4600 000 . 2710 
610 .1246910009 8R0 -.67127396 07 a .12487166 09 70A .35691045 03 1 VIEOUS IN1 ORBIT PLANE IF 337111 
98 DAY5 14 HAS. 04 810N. 19.059 SEC1., V23605308817202607404661t J.0.- 243800.0096367. 001. 9,196A 84 37 50.059 
CHANGEOP PHASE8011055 AT THIS PED VEUS IS THE CENTRAL8007 FOR INTEDRAIIOT COHIELLEQUATI0NS 0F MIOTION 
95 0AYS 84 800. 04,.18. 09.089 SEC. 23360530087202607404610 J.0.- 2438008.10"61673 0EC. 9.062 04 37 51-059 
GEOCENTRIC EQUATORIALCOORDINATES 
A 3811480 08M 7O-32466730 06 1 -. 36197 08 1. 6.. 3M4601 IT -1103899 02 01 -551,0 C00 
4 -58206374 05 061 -. 010273602O AS -22042403 03 V .04570609 02 PER .60707168 02 31 .81344806703 
A.51206 373 0S tAT -. 00273 03 tON .18300597 03 YE .364675 0 4 P71 . 111900 ALE .20995160 03 
0S -. 33012548 08 I5 -. 3728 09 5-5 I 2E30 08 0G.25731.69490 02:S-6073 0 
AMS .219150 06 15 .23089500 06 EM .B7959625 05 A70 00 ON.977I00 0T 1 9.80055 00XE -. 30005100 00 yr -. 33873445 05 T -02684154 080 XI -. 8521601.07 .3800 01F 021 0.8 SA .6425 
RI.432764 09 VS 4107600 02 00. .76844041 06 VN .0077700OF201 RT .5304046 00S AT .0072500 02DE-. 1227T 02 ALT .5099996 00 LOS -300112Z 03S 86 -25593098 03 1308 -60843267 02 LIA .00452040 03Z 
0UT .380000500 02 07 .30400000 04, 00 13551460 00 SHdA-29672879 00 DES -,22812463 02 OEM .03921854 02 
CCL .27278050 03 NGIL .13 997 03q IlLW -61833203 02 
MEL80C8041RC EQU2ATORIALCOORDINATES 
.52256 07 .992633I608S 1 02 -. 56201510 BE - 081 -46004 A.34941 07 01 .716 LA 02 tN 2 44 PIK -. 7f4 00AI900500.0649 09 .20143 .2923 31 02RE .350 154 IS6 ES 1 .10290 9 09 ZE .570121301 08 DIE -. 09507273 02 071 .0107030 01 028 .Z6091429 08 
AT-.796326 07 IT .:3816442 08 2 4440 08 07 -:.35091 02 077 -. I479 01 17 .10515 05. LIE $ 02 .7530901 ILL 02.2146 600 02 7IT .438856 O T 93 0601 02L EA .161945 09 P5 .50096 02EPS .128890857 IS ESP . 19704 02 SEP .35413715 02 1PM .7019662-01 IMP1 .00090073 02 MEP .6023057 03 
MOO .1L896.21 G3 IP 0A7:45 1 06I .332706 OX, 380 :33036 03 EM . 006 02 IMS 336550APT .03682645 03 OLD .4606422 02 FEP S1830001 01 IPS .14320389 02 ISP .7103191E 00 IP .19000 03 
SAC .22900040-09 
241 
JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM NO. 33-204 
CASE I 	 085t5-JPIAJ-SPACE 022265 
APNO08OCENIC 	 EOQUATORIALCOORIN8ATES 
I .629037591 06 3' .1406718 07 1 .19 479566 07 OR -. 14027647 01 BY -. 31260163 01 02 -. 43307926 01 
1*.35440 02 .2485D7600I 1E 5222 01 PTH -:86*64816 At 06200000 07 .5189ALT243808 7 S"A .14365062 07 ALP .5023565 02 A6-55208 1o201960 5 840400
 





EPOCHOF PE.8CN TEA PASSAGE 2356056 34232202751404611 .D..- 2438083.28235961 DEC. 14,L962 19 00 5N E71 
IMA 10741861 05 ECC .51573869 01 B .65761494 05 St. .30911540 06 APO .00080000 00 RCA .1.758 05 VH .54986978 01 MC3 .30235677 02 CL .36672 06 REP -. 1417..t8106 F7 .80077602 03 LIP - 90013765 03 
TFA-. 992'4059, 02 ETA .800 55 03 ED -. 25498362 03 MA -13134227 05 TF .95593214 02 03 .A72681574 GP -.GAB .77 9 AP .1,44310863 01 tI 02 017 .Z811T1f7 02 R. .83800778 05 29764390 02 
ALL VECTORS REFERENCED rO EARTH E8UAT0R PLANE 
.6903590 6 7 .1111111. 0? 1 .19479566 07 01 -. 1 4027647 01 02 -. 31261163 08 0E -. 43307926 08 
INC .11256,504 03 LAN .063163 03 	 APT .20564144 03 MY .96106589 00 7. 05408769 00 "1 -:12933116 08.6% -. 98234216-02 MY :812176814 00 IT .5332922 00 P1 .9044851 00 PT ::.424 51 00 Pt -._358,48357 00 
02~ .. 284002-5042 0 0 .3237 00 I .222 00 At .71553653 00 IL -. 62044383 00 El .96116951 00 87 -. 84800654 00 8E -. 21135770 00 I -. 9,238207 00 T1 40933966 00 14 .0000000 00B 
00 048 -. 5165A409 02 BA! .24583663 03 
?ASl 00 10IS 0 SIT9792 -. 56608189 03 SZI -. 78425148510 -. 5853638 00 .20 -. 47722978 00 -. 65439 45 080 -. 40952910 0? .21918946 03
 
808 .30676B50 03 ITS .41834750 02 ETC 12h5173A03
 
BOG -. 54178344 05 8m .89630094 05 8 .57624974 05 7881 .86008323 03 T VECTOR 14 EARTH EQUIATORPLANE 
ALL VEC TORS REFERENCEDTO ECLIPTIC PLANE 
.037598 D S OF I58 1 .8 I 0 DY -. 45909100 08 27297031 0806 .2 07 S731607 -84021764 7 08 	 02 -. 
C.419 03 L,.8024 03 APP .20683286 03 EX .96007505 00U BY -. 23260884 00 HT -84980889 00 
H4 -. 89821391-02 .7 .5130186 00 . 529* 00D '. .042574 00 PVI-. 66 4 00 PZ 1.7602173 00 03 -42689N38 00. 0Y -. 778*848 00 02 -. 409866 00 OR .144202 00 BY .47240 00 R .62300 
ES.96868 00',Itl -. 1.44 00 8 -. 3 .493 00 TI -. 95636865 00 73' .2928A6260 00 11 .00000000 00 S!-3397899 00 SI -. 83135503 00 Si! -. 49438472 00 OAR -.29624573 02 RI .25300253 03 
S0 .6..536812 00 520 -..6587 00S2D .... T -40848834 03 0A0 -. 242,97925 02 KAU .23003940 03 
071 .31766:582 03 ITS .52632071 02 TC .26230466 03 
GE -. 56896602 05 AIC .91330802 04 B .57624970 05 IlA .87088060 03 7 VECTOR IN4 ECLIPTIC PLANE 
ALL VECTORS REPEIENCEO TO ORBIT PLANE OF TARGET 
S .28108731 07 V -. 81003964 06 Z .823622090. D% -47923328 00 02 .801675437 00 BE -. 7058 8 
INC 	 .04982375 03 LEN .99025410 07 87F 1-89958978 03 M. R4529R.E003 MY -. 99591691 00 :2-907210 
.4.44364 00 7 08 00 00 00 S.16I535060B ,:78854661 Wi -4.864325 PI -.034638115 PI -. 97592482 2 
00 -. 8569555 7 00 07 .2036746 00 01.:4,7357037 00 RI .962$792 00 AN -. 12062964-01 RA.6071 00 
8S .0890-08 BY -9966294 00 BE -. 70903140-08l TX .24299205-01 IT .99970473 00 IT .00000 D0 
51! -. 86788754 80 S21 .2109361201 110 -. 49643450 00 OAF -. 29764388 03 RAI .17860762 03
 
180 -. 81707303 00 20 .3 1155 00 1 0 .4369000 02 .85582990 03
. - 06A2 -. 25764239 810IC .7865 3BIB 	 .31229757 03 T :785102 
B10 -. 573*6433 05 AN0 .12311121 04 8 .57624970 05 084A .87478494 03 7 VECTOR 8IN 08880 PLANE OP TARGET 
800 0321Y 8 198R. 23 MI1N.26.074 SEC. 205605135504222481434856 J.0.- 2438013.3242*326 DEC. 14.8962 19 46 58.075 
CASE 8 OESYI-APEAA.-IP*CE 02226S 	 5 
GEOCENTRIC 	 E0UAT0RIAL COORINThES 
1 	 -.41051080 08 Y -.38298325 08 1 -.13671191 08 OX.-74626795 01 0OT.8498N0036 02 BE -.724000160 
I 57778180 08 DEC -.13686347 02 A* .23078 03 V.513*0 O .*62N921 02 A' .8198514 0 
51.611.8808. I .8664 01 LOS .0294 3 VI 48738 4 PIE .2682742 0 E .29 5~220 
08 7-.338824 09 IS -.58DI84 08 8 15.999834 02 OVI -.3544 19458 08 81 -. 85359250 08 
IT -1225338:001: .269490 ZN .8A279'4137 06 0788-.858530221 00 021_.5321A0795 00 OURN-.03040236 00 
0 -080 0 VI-38295325 08 IT -. 136473i1 08 0IT -.44356764 1 -.8093602 
AS -89597573 
027OT Ol-261810
N5 .14724855 09 VS .3247571 0 RE .8638403 06 V9.8849 08 OF .17797 029 08 T .820'7847 02
 
CEO -.837767 02 AL .7780 08T LOS 219480 RA .667703 RAM .82688448 03 1088 .80844636 03
 
00T .3500000002 07 .200000003 08 . 16584 02 S.9 -.35388545 08 011 -.2322I19 02 OEM .19341652 02
 
CIL 	 .2733823 03 L .89908 03 TC 3254668 03 
NR0ENIE.I 	 QAORI0 A70 L C0OO0DINATES
 
2.4862 08 OX -. 32462413 02 02 -. 10365090 07 01 -. 57040165 08 I l LI .243720122 L .8026488003 V .3968833 02 TH8 .7235381 00 A1 9585680. 008 9542. .2430 2 8.87568 09 L
I .89597..7308 1 E .83388624 09 27 58065864 08 OE .:2N99983402 DYE .5 449 450 1 018 .83'250 08A 
X .24423508 VT .95590386 08 1 .0853 08 00 .34458 0t2 0Y1 .345419 01 OT .803168860 
LIE .232288". .02 1 -*E1672475 02 LIT .4382966 02 L00 .00216865 03 IT .10751004 09 VST .3522*403 02 
8329 3 SP .9209278 02 SEP -37169753 02 8PM .300648 00 EM? 3867S*812 02 9E77 .991513 02LP
I .82339864 03 7.90580 1 .79880 EM .8663 03 EM .4323Z903 02 EM .10231507 0
 
LOT .88079526 03A 7 .6116 02 TIP .35 42598-08I OPS .80858589 03 lIP .8504685.-01 S7P .70464353 02
 




ICE a86b[787002 l.CT .23205454 03 SIP .99 394255 02 CPT .88992423 03 IN .01080269 03
 
REP .178180 O8 VEP .18817198 02 PFE .80 384971 02 CPS XO0271893 03
 
APHRo0IOCEIOII 	 EOUATORIAL COORDINATES
 
1 :.012878.7 05 2 .40021 04 7 -:23*5924 05 o0 -.30269631 01 07 -.40886605 08 82 -.45723879 00
 
A .39809093 05 DC .3359455 02 A .74165933 01 
 V .60990372 08 P11 .753434-06 A2 .282420
ALT 	.32909093 05 S66- 7 ALP .0618029 02 OR .40641-07 OP ASO.9128656 0:1050350 0' .9607556-02 

618 .23697902 03 SIL .3254488602 NO 






EPIC.lOP PEROCENTER PASSAGE 23560563551422401425570 J.O.- 2438013.32428326 DEC. 84,18962 19 46 58.075 
6R 05 .45667493 01 84*8741 05 Ll .28771052 06 APO 0000 0 RA .90030.894982 EGC 
F8 . 142050 01 CA .29648684 02 Cl .26590488 06 OFP .98913489-04 I .8808319 03 L7 .10077152 03 
T :256 1 03 84 .OO NI8 .28280I0 	 17 10080794 03180 .02647 O 00 
.36080 28 .3987 A* 02 iC .78965344 02 1EIF 25297576 02 II .03206245 05 OP -. 30444610 02 
ALL VECTORS ILFERENCED TO EARTH 800UA80RPLANE 
X .02878 05 7.4000211 04 2 -23859226 05 0X -300269638 01 07 -. 40196605 01 02 -. 4572 38a79 01 
IN8 3 01 IT10LT4703 LN .282720 APF' .22221299 03 MO-. 44520467 00 NY -. 59121025 00 -. 6125052 0 00088 Mt 
WI -. 4 294162 03 IF 08000596 00 Wi .:4189906800 PT .18578975 00 P0 0275 0 Pt .80890 
00 02 -.512O 2 00 0t .67250520 00 RX .33778004 00 IT .07843 00 PL -. 61039898 00OR -. 44520466 
81 .86403906 00 82 .21251109 00 82 -.44800129 00 TI -. 039 232 3 00 17 .42176947 010 02 .00000000 00 
A7 .:2234753 03 2Sy1-. 55446560 00 528 -7*977387 00 01 ::2639 2 IA 246840 
00 	 080 -. 315064!2 02 RA0 .2246581540500 .60 645284 00 SIG -. 59925832 02 SI0 -. 52259473 





.JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM NO. 33-204 
CASE A EASYS-JPTRAJ-SPACE022265 
00o 05 EARTH EQUOATORBID .-- 333T3639 OS .560840 0 .40606741 05 7846 d3306353 03 T VECTOR IN PLANT 
ALL VECTORS REFERENCEDTO ECLIPTIC PLANE 
A .307287E7 05 1 -. 58220504 04 I -. 27400096 05 IR -. 0698 1 137 -.5096 01 08 -. 2598396 01
INC .13464185 03 LAN .21712739 03 APP .23754776 03 MA1 -. 44520466 00 NY -. :09385 00 -. 317950 00 
A -. 42946161 00 .1 56128596. 00 68 -. 70257300 00 PX .78570935 00 PS' -.0466662 00 PZ -. 60040245 00 
OX -44520467 00 OS' -. 609565 00 08 -IH.3079I 00 AX .15308934 00 ASY .48018908 00 ME -. 86170255 00 
00 .66413916 00 ftS .32104954-01 BY -. 50222780 00 TA -.95275255 00 IT .305755 00 TI .00000 00 
001 -. 26234753 00 SIT -. 62289402 05 ST -. 50400189 00 OAt -. 30265119 02 BA, .2523111 6 03 
-

.3L1526 03 601 .40592002 02 ETC -2621310 03 
OIC --59749A69 00 6RC .28410497 05 0 .4885.1R2 05 380A .04444512 03 0 VECTORIN ECLIPTIC PLANE 
ALL VECTORSREFERENCEDO R0050 PLANE OP TARGET 
A 195859 04 1'-.32510000 05 1 -. 215906E2 05 00 -. 50659006 01 OS' -1464215 08 DC -. Z6884349 01 
INC .13122901 03 LAN .1860610 03 APP .23438793 08R -. 9210352 00 ItS .210020 00 HI :.39541406 00 
AX .44901742 00 WY .50670*07 00 Vt -. 73400052 00 P0 .40900621-01 ,E-.379.64 00 R8 .5062n0 00 
0X -.. 9205350 00 07 .2160310L 00 08 -. 39541406 00 61 -530636494 00 '-. 18010652-OR1 6 . 103 0 
AX .23527513 00 87 -. 66038996 00 07 -. 4520T930 00 TX .35544639-00 TV .993808 00 18 .00000005 00 
VII -..61146 00 SVI -306%1724-01 SII -. 50610514 00 0AT -33444610 02 RAS .1796300 03
 
500 -. 87940699 00 SI0 .39536650 00 SiC -26493010 00 0A0 --05362796 02 RA0 .15519407 03
 
ETA -30926123 03 ETS .6008R464? 02 ETC -27339349 03
 
IO -. 40602404 05 BRIT .25620609 05 a '48A58741 05 THE .E4637340 03 7 VECTOR III 0R080 PIANO OP TAR080 
800 06Y3 19 005. 26 MIlE. 19.059 SEC. 23E00635567202607404601 J.0.. 243803.52620540 00C. 14,1952 09 49 51.059 
GEOCENTRIC EQUATORIALCOORDIN6ATES 
0-:74931017 
R.5771104 05 DEC -. 130748 02 6 2309 3 VITT831 0 P .68464636 02 Al .0891225 03 
A .5176.1003 0, LAT .1361674171 02' LON .2M4.12 03 VA .4B000465 04 POE .23105050 0 0 011 .76995361 0315 -09692363 08 VS -. 03380605 09 8S -. 5056129 08 0GO .29499976 02 075 :.30439633 01 020S-. 15555094 00 
AN -22S10650 06 718 .2064Z300 05 IN0 .02392500 06 004 -. 85825494 00 078 .3240..5I 00 0B0 -10555 00 
XT -. 41002576 00 IT -. 30290200 0. 80 -. 13647793 00 00T -. 44351359 0I OTT -. 000.91160 02 080 -. 26601701 08 
.5 .14724132 09 Vs .30247584 02 A" .30632512 06 70 .10184061 08 03 .9830 06 VT Z0258164 02 
GEO -. 131777151 02 ALT .57774727 08 LOS .24121368 03 86$ .26067460 03 6601 .. 211" 03 L04 .00775079 05 
ouT 5000000 02 00 .2400300003 OR .16114169 02 0806-. 35390055 06 0ES -. 232206815 02 0600 .19337558 02 
CCL .27338302 03 MCI .8799002 03 OCt .32923100 03 
A-41052372 00 V -. 38291904 06 , -1612440 086 B 00 07 -. 11114170 02 01 -. 71176348 001 
HELIOCENTRIC EQUIAIORIAL COORDINIATES 
9 447360 A 0.0496 0Z 2 -. 56005 
.10155675 09 tAT .24371643 .02 LOC 006253 V.3956061 02 loTH -. 72524060 01 1.52650 
28 .89092303 06 YE .03385665 09 IA .5056129 06 0AG -29999978 02 070 .35"39873 01 086 .35355094 01 
.T -. 21490092 06 It .9550l645 0. IT .44406336 08 007 -. 34435114 02 BS'T -. 73471930 01 OtT -. 1132501, 00 
ITE .23221015 02 L01 .001667 02 LI .243828.56 02 LOT .10267041 03 HS7 .10757002 09 NET .35226410 02 
bps .1230800 00 ASP .1921D847 02 SEP .37710603 02 6PM .37000640 00 AMP .00705684 02 AIR .610331 02 
A -13930 .0.915509 08 0 OR 02 BA17800 00 
03 EMS :43256699 02 650 .102660MIPS .12339619 03 6SF .19106037 02 SlIP .3 7 49576 02 SEM .13664020 
OPT .1110092 03 607 .62876250 02 TEP .33542591-01 070 .00901217 03 TSP .0S639313-01 SIP .30166220 02 
SET .37797912 02 STE .12297543 03 E5T .0926705 02 RPM .57042254 08 6IT .39123598 05 070 .12300217 03 
SAC .23815380-09 
CE .86617400 02 OCT .404803 307 .1006935 03 CPT .1203181a 03 SIN .11119995 03 
610 .6700 00 .0.630 02 CKO .00684379I 02 CPS .80270903 03 
CASE 1 135y8-JPTRAJ-SPACE 022265 7 
APHOIOICENTRIC EQUIATORIALCOORDIN6ATES 
A .202609 05 I 3043187 04 -:.264A.21 05 01 -. 3055565a 01 OS' -. 40270,00 01 El -. 45496077 00 
A .39123598 0 01 -. 903076 02 06 .2437123 01 1 .67965649 00 PTH .84131968 01 At .21265149 03 
ALT .3Z923099 05 AN86-. 36805265 05 ALP IAL175582 02 0R .86766977 00 OP .99533717-02 A00 .91102247 00 
HOE .23690150 03 $91 -3301545 02 40 .194077 03 016 .00797099 03 
SAC .25605336-09 
EPEIIOOIOCAO6TAIC LINIC 
3.0 43013.242326EPOCHOP PERI..ENTERPASSAGE 2316056151420141116661210 8 DEC. 14,8962 A9 46 50.005 
548 -109499 EC 0 a .465760 t .17 0500 APT .00000000 00 RCA .390909Z 05 406750 

708 .54423351 01 Cl .961a692 02 '1 .6190420 06 177 .07290361 03 IF .80060094 03 LTP 103220
 
TA -17226236 01 686.06600 A.3790468 01 ..
6 .49895246 01 IF .10080994 07 
260 .83776066 03 ZAP .39913169 02 YAC .71965352 02 087 .25297076 02 IN .132016244 05 OP -. 30444603 02 
ALL VECTORSREFERENCED T0 EARO3IY00ATOS PLANE 
O .30202669 05 1 .33043707 04 1 -24548217 .5 OX -3005560 01 0? -40253900 01 00 -. 454960177 00 
INC .11477306 03 L44 .20622792 05 APP .272221299 03 40 -. 46662293 00. .4870 M-656890PI' .0227052Z 00 Fl :.606539 00660-. 42946165 00 BY .80000593 00 N -41699002 00 P0 .7057t969 00 
OX -44020469 00 QS' -.5912102E 00 OZ -. 67250511 00 RX .33776105 00 AS' .71304419 00 It -.61339906 06 
60 .86413912 00 OS' .22925603 00 St -44800040 00 TX -. 90392319 00 iS' .42769403 00 77 .00000000 00 
520 -. 26234762 00 570 -.544A6a 00 510 0 00a. A0Y-.53864309 02 KAI .24467064 03
 
500) -. 60645213 00 AI -. 59925635 00 580 -.5 2259466 00 VA0 -. 30506458 02 REQ .22465805 03
 
ATE .30225987 03 PIS .2N226401 02 ETC .25076050 03
 
000 -33363I3 00 61. .35604404 05 6 .46006736 05 THA .13300352 03 1 VECTOR IN BARTH POOSTORPLANE 
ALL VECTORS REFERENCEDTO ECLIPTIC PLANE 
A .30202609 05 1 -. 67741505 04 A -. 239208315 05 OX -. 10508650 DO OS' -55009948 00 08 -. 2S735845 01 
INC .1346410S 03 L44 .20712739 0T OPt .23754A.. 03 040 -. 60223 00 -. 60.111276 00 KI -. 16151392 00 
60 -. A2946164 00 NV .57259 00 3t.0267300 00 5 7506 0 P'-8669 0 P .04270 
00 0 00 AS' A 6070259 0000 OS .0958 G.4207 01 679500 AX .15306934 00 .400096 00 -. 
.. .... AS.3 C0 0000.-. 00 .303476 TDO .0000003903 00 044 t-.E50222769 6527523 TV 00. 1. 00 
SA0 -. 26234761 00 SYI -. 82269483 00 $81 -50400077 00 060 -.90265100 02 6A1 .25231786 03 
arc -. 39749463 05 ARC .Z641049S 05 6 .46650736 05 06A .84444582 03 0 VECOC IN ECLIPTIC PIANO 
ALL VECTORS REFERENCED TO ORBIT PLANEOP 06R06T 
O .55016583 03 1 -. 32300610 05 1 -. 22053912 05 OX .0696 08 0Y .85147077 01 01 -. 26679470 01 
0I88 .03722957 03 LAN .13850610 0) APF .23430794 03 000-. 09300965 00 AS' .24323921 00 A4l-. 37863971 00 
.4900135 YS .508T141B PS' -. 83279862.I 00 00 001-73400053 00 51 .40900056-01 00 Pt -552063,00 
00-.92034 0 S'.01050 00 00 - .46039 00 N0 .0100183 00 My-l 016 Al06 -.0470049 0 
50 .23527304 00 BY -. 56005993 00 01 -. 45207940 00 TI .1554471-01 OS' .9956608 00 TI .00000000 00 
SKI -. 06151468 00 578 .30643796-01 S2! -. 50670503 00 OAY -. 30444602 (07 668 .07790500 03 
503 -. 61948700 00 ST0 .39536640 00 BI0 -. 26493000 00 060 -15362793 02 RAO .15579400 03 
lIE .30926022 03 015 .6050046 02 ETC .23339349 03 
ITO -. 41602410 05 043 .25600611 05 6 .46B8758 05 0066 .14637355 03 0 VICTOR IN ORBIT PLANE OP 0A61E7 
243 
.JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM NO. 33-204 
CASE I 0057310JP 51601AC022265 a 
625535100735 625730503775 621602710213 601700276504 602465436600 575614117131 EJUI7K 
2 172091649 1744830464 0 000.. 000 00 INItIIAI­
207727454543 204522550406 617601552025 602600220703 603400724620 60344274066I050S 
TIB ITERATION
0 .. Ill. 0 A NFOR W..A.. NUMBER 0 
0 V ~ ~2X0 X98A 
.39773163 01 .2008 9"0 00 . .09400 .0 0113::.06 231 1. 000-0 .600303l-06 .00000 00 .000000 00T
.42917053 00 .30646667 0 .2509 0.- 147:4 8-06 A.5150 0 :0000006656 000000
 
AO 307807560 00 016503731 00 -. 138954420 .526 70 .355007-074 
 06 
.000000 00000 0 
07 .3979 0 63467 7 -33449 02 .640013 00 .40547289 01 .1959 5172 01 .000 000 00 ..000000 00 
00 .33307 07 -11117767 07 -19422097 07 -1424.229 01 .250763.7 01 .04931677 01 .00000000 00 .00000000 00 




7 .36497 310E+08 V. -. 29912202E 06 2 0 1 
6 
 1.0865820.46 $ 0 0 0 243 6 
R01 243474260372200626000045.'0 24257630520520701436320218 A 0 0 0 3 
241566472073206622272012/8 204557475024061672110320/8 S 0 00 4 
2015604606340-162603525674/8 214635656735160265310433/8 S 0 0 5 
54A34036716205103B0007741/8 1775737360LI144520000000/8 S 0 0 0 6 
.02 24252630520520700434320270 2425236352652074306G2242.'0 S 0 0 0 7 
2 41 435426O012620053/0 214453020870061507055047 S 0 0 0IT 
215474360771 162436676672/8 204477343031617383064435/ A 0 0T 0I 9 
544502533776511164204012/8 200501083020145600000001. A 0 0 0 10 
R0T 241566472073206622272011/8 2A4)454260I22GSNI.0I5I47l. 0 0 00240714243507205560127535.'0 2134430507670604130540670 I 0 0 0 :2 
2 450.1770732155405131518 202772283N2587872636427783 0 00 03 
1 0 0 0 14 
,5445065246A751006353022?/8 200406015A474045440000000/0 0042450747502416167211032270 204453020170161S0715450O7a A 0 0 0 052,3443050761160403054706/8 06642060360413312533010478 $ 0 0 0 16 
16744T24A2664 14 104655056/8 166434734B3513352"462314/'8 1 0 0 0 17 
SITS5 13627344646A425348078 5502746026405157 0000000f8 S 0 0 0 108 
INS5 2156546L06340-16260o352367410 2154743507T[162436B67662376 8 0 0 0 19 
214501770732161554051314./0 G6744724266403400465505676 S 0 0 0 20 
0000504030 
17050732 7007135360406204/0 16746756010413472555212676 0 0 0 0 20 
5207324013346500543302476 05450301226602014000000U8 0 000 22 
R06 2146)5656 115I126630 '8 2144771331017106443570 0 0 0 0 23 
21 12110255717261442778 166,43423463503352546230470 S 0 0 0 241.746756010413472555212f./8 16617701444383023056552S78 S 0 0 0 2 5
 
520,4235514054666005426076 15305666724202074000000070 S 0 0 0 36
 
007 54340367162050036000074078 54450259376500064204027 6 0 0 0 27 
5445065246751106353122218 51755136273446464434107 0 00 0 2 
52072403103346501543302470 52142355 1405 4666115426.570 0 0 0 29 
105447113564052351103530/8 BOLEN00000000000000000070 0 0 0 0 30 
0! .,18'06"' 07 -1953290 07 .40569466 07 .69472066 0 .8-503603 03 .03430120 00 .0000000 0 0 .0E000000 00 
., -.9A4 55 09 -.234 000 60 -. 2T254072 10 -. 12541165 04 -. 32486109 04,-. 3.261904 04 .00000000 01 .00002000o 00 
AU 1. 4I42.L-.I 25540558-00 .2047815 2-U....2369f0. 0 A.24669914-07 016027430-0? .0000000 00 .00000000 00 
C03100710N5 60709 10950 MAPIN 62709/05 002332.000 70 62/12/07 000000.000 
X- -. 36497317 00 Y- -. 29912202 00 1. -. 94S67338 07 0)X -. 73404306 01 1-7-00626458 02 OZ. -. 54166483 00 
7. -04570403 06 - .00670034 06 L2 .67040492 05 07* .2Z809497-01 OF- .499600155-01 02. .24672443-01 
COVARIANCE MATRIX AFTER NAPPING ITERATIONI NUMBER 0 
7 A7 ?02M IT AU 
A -2,29665 it .1283 145 88 .62849716 t0 .29409537 04 .60605581l 04 .3307333 04 -.94537555-09 .07103015N 00 
O .2830245 18 .01402042 11 .47906166 00 .23922537 04 -. 06353 0 04 :25555497 04 -. 23478037-08 -6387L356 00 
2 .62849716 10 .479068166 00 .3604407 10 .01643202 04 .2575689 04 1002431 04 -2254072-00 .5019530 00 
0A.2493 4 .32570 0630 4 .227303-03 .1026549-2 .543465325-03 -. 0540 065-4 
59228753 07 
0f .60604500 04 .50635008 04 .20758695 04 .0 1265490:02 :24900159-02 .91137- 02 _.32486109-14 .60674703.06 
0F .33107333 04 75449 04 .10025430 04 .54346325-3 01189103202 .60072945-03 -. 38261903-14 .40068574-0 
1V-9 -. 23476037-00 .2 .. 32466009-0 4 -:.3826003-04 .9999980. 0000000 0055S-09 _.26254072-08 540 065-14 9 
313 0 00 0 .6067403-06 4006854-06 00 .2500000 02.3 30 .07139 .195380 .922073-07 .0000 
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CASE I 	 2A 
DOUBLE PRECISION EPHEM4ERIS TAPE - EPHE41 
I 06 17419999-05 .7:149919-05 .63716501 AIRo 
.Go ..... A 
ENC :TIM.3006 .62 14;00-0L H -. 1 RE 04 :D373.111 04 
8- .871796 291 0 8800194 209 C .039 29I OR .4N1 18074_-02 A .14959050 09 CC .70700 3.27950
'0481 .49026293 04 CNS .13271411 12 DRY7 .3347662 06 0 8 4016 5 

ECN .39860320 06 P04 -49027779 04 JA . 29200000-02 NA .0000P000 00 06 
 .0000 00 RA.400000 
80A19 ,8A500018197007
 
A0A .30300000 001 GB .3.00000 00 A3 1.0200 .-03 00 .000000 00 037 .00000000 00 SC .130000
 
INJECTION CONOITI04S VENUS 2356050234402B20G000000 J.0.. 2438005.5000000 DBC. 7.196Z 00 00 O0.000 
GEOCENTRIC 00-.36497317 00 Y0-.II29920 2 00 20-:9416131A 07 0001 73030 7-10826458 02 0L0-111664.3 00 
,CARTESIAN 10 .0000000 00 GHA .752393 02 CHO .152039808 02 
0GSEI RND022656 14t05 5U9 IS 160ECENTRAL 800W F00 1003800811N COWELL0EQU6TI0NSOf NOTION 
2 0675 04 EORS. 31 MIN9. 51.431 SEC. 235605301517202667107775 J.9- 243B008.10962004 DEC. 9,0962 14 37 51.431 
.0ElloNImC 	 EOQUATORIALCOORDINATES 
5-127 07 7 .99263156 08 2 .46385t03 06 02 -. 36494250 02 07 -58201981 01 OZ 312620 08 
.0096493 09 LAT .25017435 02 LON .92g4249 V 3710484 02 P701-. 170130 0011 1 .92001 0202 1 
20 .33002527 08 YB .13172989 09 20 .57121303 08 BWB -29502270 02 0B8 .6008700 01 I0 _0.260942101 
XT -57926456 07 VT 9854 08 2 .44407"4e 08 02L -. 3509141 02 073T -. 26941537, 01 OLG .00045170 
LOB 02 LOB .79390 0, LI07 .2385356 02 LOT .933876091 02L 00 .10762945 09 751 .35209096 02.20464 
BP 03 63 .1600 02 I2B90 02 ElM .9 1193681-01 18?.181932o47 02 MIP 03S1.5075 .16873040 
HIS . .621 03 NIP1 .57S4194 02 IMP .3507580 02 SBMN.15517 03 6 .4563 5 .577A99-0 
610 .806S502 03 E0I .4:0616'356 02 SBP .051002 00 1 34242 02 71 .10391 00 SIP 1492.10 03 
SET .34151901 02 StB .02978402 05 EST .16063214 02 8PM .51564.19 08 APT .25000001 07 N1 :1284 5 G1 
IE .872194q9 02 BIT .329G25 G SP .4890 02 PT 7719297 02 SIN .72577202 02
 
RE .86360 YB .093608 02 tIE .0095375 02 CPS .1022690L0
 
HELIOCENTRIC CONIC 
EPOCHOFPEROCBNIER PASSAGE 2356076G 5023202607117775 3.0.. 2438037.01350755 JAN. 7,1963 12 19 27.05606 .2712249t 09 FCC .IA0453.0 5 . 12 01671109 SLR .12256'95 09 AP0 .1115B1530.1 CA .2682901N.666202 CI -:1.041 04 IT .4000075? 10 OF? _.24972956 07 IF .31513507 02 PE .206 461 03 
IA .0596 02 FDA 1000000 03 BA -. 43904648 02 NA -. 3632393 02 111 .26096230 01 
ALL VECTORS REFEENBCEDO 0EARTH 100U6104 PLANE 
A9263156 08 1 .46355 0 02-349925502 .0 -. 5.2019.L0 0T -. 33262?7200OIING:2102266370 Y7iN20998.. 02 LAN .359826035 6P 1 46595 2 03193.-:99880594 00 8M7-. 58100 42-33229980-00 
00 P0 .81773 00 P 1 56675451 00 Pt .23086900 
05 -. 57575317 00 07 -. 736 802271 00 0Z -. 35442357 00 RX -. 09590890 00 R7 .12623 555 00 A1 .92A45.7 0 
OK .575734 00 87 .736582231 00 8T I35442IS5 GO 12 .59 659255 00 1Y -E406413 00 32 .00000000 00 
06 .15763 02 86RA .14720088 03 
62-1980-1 .24 393484 0 4 .055661 
000 I.A0621. 09 660 -. 45511913 08 B .124B167 09 INS .33862552 03 7 VBCTOR IN EA8RTHEQUATORPLANE 
AL. VECTORSREFERENCED TO ECIPIC PLANOE 
A -. 51022617 07 7 .10952327 09 z .30665980 07 00 -. 30445 02 0IYN66086'732 80 
INC .0a528314 01 LAN .3325a31? 03 A .73660 1 8.490059 00 BY7 -. 66058601 -. 60361 
82-14202-O Y -. 286803081-00 .9947710 0 I AS.E73 00 P .5 I 304 00 PC .4366670 
.0 -.5515310 07N-81691546 00 0Z -. 32043277-00 82 -. 35288531-02 AT .24861'228-02 81 -. 99999066 00 
05 .5757531000 a87 .51699547 00 EI .~32375-00 IX .57593579 00 IT .8149494 00 72 .00000000 00 
CASE 0 	 IBSYS-JPGRAJSPACB 022285 
GAP .24732803 GO R6P .14440480 03 
ETC .12400253 09 ARC-.40003344 02 B -02407065 09 OHS -35816372 03 B VECTOR IN ECLIPTIC PLANS
 
ALL VECOPS ROOrOCOICE,10 08001 PLANE 07 0*5GET
00 .12362204 02 02 .3757 01 -.274 143236 01 
LE .2540 5 AP .24380 8 .86739 00 MY .95702552 00 04L-. 73 031394-01 
.1032201OL409 Y .30951206 Z 07 _.0L093340 07 2 
IN.2782 00 

65 .339464016895170B 1 997656 0 1 .66550 T0 .201NG 00
7 	 P7 PL -.50776340-01 07 -. 929858531 .6981 -. 5568774-8 N07 00 	 02:AS S-11331-01 -D BY .40232243-08 2 .90091 001
80 .92985866 00 87 -. 36397073 00 8! .53687154-01 1X .93020180 00 17 -. 6704854 00 8 .00000000 00 
CAP-.29105233 00 RAP .6a466288 02 
810 .19120 09 880 -. 6003735907 B .124a7160 09 INA .35691845 03 T VECTOR ON ORBIT PLANE OF T8R067 
029 0AS4HIS. 37 MOIN.51.431 SEC . 2356A03108517202667107735 3.0.- 2438008.00962304 DEC. 9.1162 84 37 51.431 
CHANCE0F PHASEOCCURS AT THIS POINT VENUS COWBELL I K8T004IS THE CENTRAL .BEDYFUR INTEGRBATION 61060109$S 

PO E IS L EAIONG VENUS' 
 S PINOO4 
2 087S104 650. 37 1916. 51.431 SEC. 215605301517202667117775 t. 2438008.10962304 EEC- 9.1962 14 37 51.431 
GEOCENTRIC 	 EQ2UATORIALCOODINATES 
MA346730 08 N0 .61986900 01 07 -:.183889 02 02 -. 59356140 08O 00 	 .8 36130404 
.5120637608 DEC -20230 1 A .2028 03 V.4973609102 PIN .870716 02 A' .12440867 03 
At .08206376 08 LIT -1210Z'T37 12 LON 2010441 03 TE .364651.5 04 POE .21920980 00 ALE .26995161 03 
05 -.33012137 YS.37990 ,257700 .......
 30 0 08 0I 07 -. 0002 0 .69480 
.4110 .7890 00 0IT -.872849 00 18 .992410 ' 06 IM 06 LR 11795450 05 00IS-.800119 7 .592062  017M-. 2608224 00808 77 A.373408 1 1.1155 08 0TT -.55842076 1 

GR .14132764 09 VS .3021679 

A0-3858 
02 08 64014. 06 79.101776t 0 80 0 .342 0 S .07502 02 
0B -. 2002709 I2 AlT .909 810. 3161057 03 RAS .2559)098 03 161. .51.40329 02 L..IM 04519981 03 
BUT0 ., 5000 02 01 .4000 04 DA .13951460 02 SHA -. 24672880 01 DES -. 22912463 02 OEM .13927585 02 
CCL .2327050 03 NIL .097891.00 I 1 .6107 02 
HELIMEIRI CEQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
.... 1?266707 	 .9263055 0 7. .6315103 00 0W -. 364941254 02 Y -.0702 80 00 00 -. 3222 0 
.5145 I AtOR.064309 LO 0 L IN.99495 021.704843 02 Pl 7 70730T26 01 .9200534 02 
EB .330123 08 YE .13172989 09 Lk .57121302 00 058 -. 29507274 02 flO '61a01 1O0I20L410 
0 7264567 07 Y0 08 I .4407148 08 27 -. 0909 07 01-. .97856440 02 1.6403 07.04110 
L7Z .2 2882463 02 LOB .750985 02 LIT .24285356 02 LOT1 .90387604 02 4A .10762945 09 437 .35209096 02 
0 .6EP .314137060 02S 03BPS .1 2889105 0 5695?07 02 SEP EP 7196-1 B?.1905 MSt.6735 

81$ .1896821 03 1907 .15759197 02 SMP .375270 .0516 69M03I55895-0EM .24254 02 

6E0 .1362552 03 EIP .41616357 02 SP .0050108 2 01 01 .330005 IS 2475990 00 SP .0449281803 




DCB .87219499 02 0,17 .32908251 03 SIP .34179322 02 CPT .727 19294 02 SIN .72577199 02
 
REP .51TI06316 Go SFP T11.609 0L G1 .00095373 02 IS .1INNT69 03
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CASE I .. gas A 
.lAAaR)(.CEAlA'l ECU1I.AC.1COORDINATES
 
R, I -IGGIIII. .1 C R'IGIII .1 AN -.t1QIIIs3 AT .1 1 DO -. 431079A :.85MA41 A t .55ZA21IST AT AIN - I Will 0 At .. as, 657 031 l G, 
ALL .2113SHURS,AT SIR .1GSJ5.11 .1 All, .5.23555 A .. --152....J I D1 :201011141-ll 150 JG 0104 . .0 
.I :211 (STGA.1 SVL .29.0.1. 02 AVR tI.6AA5. AT . A .1161.3.2 1 
SAC
 
Al..C.t AT DEC .1AS.5151 
APHRODIOCENTAID COMIC
 
EI.CM ROFPAN INTO 'ASSACE 
 4-.-' 
 LC 0,900-1G73
IN - "MM c ".I ..... 0, 1.1 .1 IF :11123M .1 PIS 'A .1 C3 .3OZ35.5. 02 CA  .3111D.All, G a IPA -.G4, - A 8M.A I AS Eg I A. S. as .101":?B .6 A'. DO 'I I:5G9069Sl IT $,a 
,A . ...... .7 IA IR EA -25G98070 03 A -. J313QI I .1 111 -26096230 01 
I AE :7aYl.JA. AS ZAP 34431Lt 02 JAC .126OL565 02 DEP .21til.lG At 19 .13100702 05 Up _Z9164401 02 
ALL SECTONS A(PLENCED TO EARTH EQUATOR PLANE 
A 1854 A' DIS4. .1 A .1911G"I -1 -A --IARA76 1 at .1 ::3116014, 01 11 :-ARS.I.Al .1 
INC It 01 LIN :AG C
I 180 3G7, .3 
 RAP 0 41 : .1 MY A, isAA. I. A. A A I "' 

wx -.8998:35.-02 AT ..121DS91 go z 583 301 P. 9.42ISIS 10 1 IS A 





OY -.53064471 OD AT -.J3Z2450? 00 AR . 32 102", 00 AI 71553TIO OR 12 ARAI. .0 TZ -00000000 00 
V' .0 BY -:' A..... U. A GO AT ::5 -:111 
S., -.213S71. A SIT - 5660810a 00 SZI -.7K425155 00 .1 Ell'.. .2 RAI 1 14 03A 11 1 *1 

so IS. A Ill -: I 54'4:4 01 BAD -.40911311 C 219 9 . 19 . 3- : 5853ASIA 1. -.41121AII 1 

ETE 30ST6850 03 ITS .41334766 Oa ET 51117 03 1 AGA
 
BTU -.54101293 05 SRO .19632202 05 8 .57628458 05 SIR -16...AID .1 1 VECTOR IN EARTH EQUATOR PLANE 
ALL VIC102S lEhREMIE. TO ECLIPSID PLANE
 
Ol .' _..59.9098 At CA 
- 21297030 01 
a' - 0' C In 7535T 01 AT -.23Al..J4 .. "I ::IGU12356 00CA __JR. 
", I 
A :649'90 7"a' OB :'."0":l API Obt3376 01 .. .9.121131 a 





.5130BL32 00 _:A AT -.36ZZ4072 00 P . 3 10 
AM -.GtGAIRA P .1 UP I - , 0 . RA :914MA. a. Al .412111AR DO At --R2R2.A.. A. 
OR .961ib9J3 OD BY -.aII133T5 00 A1 :: 317.141 0. 1. Do TV .21Zi.t4 00 TO .00000000 00 
SRI ::1.111.81 1U 111 -. 3135191 US SO1 9,31499 DO DAL DO "' ..t' I' 
"G " I,. -.G9.04sl 0. ITO -:411Gall, 00 AD -.24ZG..31 .2 AAD :'Zl..B5 S
 ETE S115"52 D3O its .52632085 02 E C A.1AA1Rp Ol
 
.11 -. 568F19INS Ss ARC .91346706 OR .511211GI .5 JR. .17D.7959 US I VECTOR IN ECLIPTIC PLANE 
at, ME.JCA5 REFEIZACERSTO VAITT PLANE A' IGNSTI
 
IAllAZDZ .1 GT921241 0. 




AA I- .,,A'. R, .1 1 S-.A A ......4 IT . 
'N :14 LA .119511.5t.3 .11 11311 01 MY ::Q'IWDA5. U
A G122 0 1 PP A. 
A 9101M, 02 C -. 1411.11 OR P. P1 5,1311 10 PI ::.6:1G16, 00 
OR 00 OR 2031,IR, 0. AZ -.4115761. a. as ..96284.8 SO) . _..A , _I, A I A 740 DO 









51, at . it A .1101.1.2 as
 
IG. -:. 6 '1. .11.ISS.R .. SORT-43GG .. GO CAN -Aallll.. l AID A
 
Ali .915, 0 Ell .1IAAS,.S .2 Ell -211YIAI5 .1
 
IST.-SY111ail .5 ORO .12".9.1 OR A .5Tb2IiG5s OS, THA lr4?el94 03 1 lE.AR 1. CRISIS PLANE01 1. .El 







01 -:141A9 1"11 I LRAIIAl 0;
A -. 13611194 05 DO -.14625119 0 I'l-:724.a 2, 
P :47051080 08 1 -1.291332 00 1.'J2.. IJ A 

R 5 I'M;:' 0 L:l 0' AN :'2302610403 RE .40879331 04 Pit Z36SZ4.6 OR Alf 
-i'll,21195111 01
 
A DIV. V I.J17Ais A! ... 

. 1118 4 1: U C -""Ja A Al 
Y 





& IN .28611410 06 1. .1"9A137 ' DAN - A5B5;'IA ' DIN -.53210926 00 Dix -.1304029, 0* 
.1 -. 1A.A.AL S. ;s 1. 11132 AN AT -. 13647333 08 1 .11 A All -.2161.111 .1
 
302G7574 02 A. 1.
:3,631431 06 .101.13.. .1 
 AS 'I . .3 LAN : '8'783'2.2

.ED -:!'124111 al ALI LOS 2 93162 03 RAS .26167240 03 :5J 4'1
 
HOT ." "GOOD ..... S 1', 
A OEM 

711 .. UZ 0. 

'2 AT US ON _ 689.1 143a OA SOL -AIR.ISIZ D1 ARMDES -.232216981 .1 02 .19341637 02 




...... . 'a 1 11'49 A 4 Us -IIA123GI at -. 1"ISO.. OA .1 -11.1.19. 
.1
 
:1 3.1111 U. 
 BY 
X ':ZC Up :1 AZ 9505686, 0,LI 0:1 

I' JOI 1 312 at LEU,TE 10264861 03 DYE P E

.)151H69Z DO PON -.7235Z603 DI 
R, 'D IE 
:1131"114 
09 
1 Is ot3 
I.SSIBIRG, .. ..E -.299GI. 1 at .31 49421 UG: D 113 1 
1 11 US 'At -RIIIII.. at I i"IS., 01 1 .11B72A 
.31228401 02LIE .232zlAS: at LIE  Ol DO 
.10264686 03 -:JpTIIpA' S, VIAN A 11 2'AGIRUS AT ITT a 
E's IAADA.91 US ESP 11209272 ' SEP Illl lls .1 1,. .17.0111, 0. ", ... . . ' P ....9 0
 
MRS IZ119963 S) ASP .19106513 OA SIR .3tIR4852 .2 SEA -XIII1.117Ol INS :'IJITS DO E . :'I.AlD2.'





TO' -ARGGASAI PUR :5,:5151t 01 

SE :3'81761M I'l NE Z97786 01 EST .19225%6 62 4 19409 Of
I p :7Z'A APT .391IZ531 05 SPA .1230k4aA 03 
SAC 21.AA11-0 I 
DOE :.GwMGI Q2 GOT -ZJZOSS14 at sip qgjqGfiaa02 CRT . I SpIll3q u3 St. SIT 




3-1319T3 05 1 .49003291 04 A -2)B&OPOG AS OR -.3026.485 
 -:,112
 A I 'E
 
X SA131 .5 RA .74163977 01 ;1'
DID - " 593313 OZ 98 AT At a -.G At 1192 1 03 ALP 6:1G4 7 12 A Al .1111720a-OZ SO .91l..27. .1
ALT .32YI2131 01 1.A -:3'0A3.41, A05 IL _.,JGG







IC IE' AISIE)IR11114.ASITRODAR2 I.... A1'..I J1101 
DEC. 1.0112 19 A, B.."I
 a,. A 
 A 
C
IA . 9E GAB SA PAS'AO"I C .45670602 at A 186ZZI1 .5 St. ZIIIGI.l .1 A; ....D0000 SO AIR .31AIJ13. .1
 
VA, .5G423B 1 at :4J5RA 11 :77086724 US
_
C3 .2161.CB3 .2 .1 LrF
IVP 01161SZ-03
A Ylq 06 N. A,
4_UA :1 

3 :3011 1 03
1. .3.15B I-al 
A 79 OR .0537736 281 ITO' "I US 
ZAE .137160 6 03 ZAP 97110 2 Z C .7iG"31G S)z DIP .11 15.S3 .1 IN .132 .11 01 A -.304446IR 02
 
BY ::40 169'
ALL VECT095 RIFERENCED TO EARTH EQUATOR PLANE
2614 1 1 
1 -.23860105 05 
2: 23797 .1 ORA. _30......9 - TO A ' 9
 tO3 U :G 'a 2 1 03 APF .22221150 03 3. B At . I".
 INC :'14'79" DI "' 19 A'. I I ::4;JIll.1; 
A. _.GA9 5 IV .8000.1D3 .1 A ."32,G DO P, ."J21145 R. PC -.610OS268
 Z AJ DO 4, ::4M96'2 .0 A 1 00
 OR --141A A -D .1 -.RYJ2.R2. A. I R. IS., I :IT AS'. HO 71llV'.I Al -.6113R..
 
as ..6AIXA 0. 11 '12GI 7 0. NZ -.44799561 00 TO ::90392321 .C " :42769463 00 TI .00000000 00
 0 As It16:121 0 4 7
SXI -Z5Z34139 D $II _:2 G'DS4 7 0' S' A ' 1, 11 .RAI :1 ::1 11
 St.1 ::5'22?11 6, SAT0 ,
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CASE I 1857S-JPTKAJ-SPACE 022265 5 
BID -. 33376521 05 600 .356R6536 05 0E .AEM622.7 05 0A -13308429 03 7 VECTOR INO EARTH EQUATOR PLANE 
ALL VECTORS REFERENJCED 7TO ECLIPTIC PLANE 
04 6 OY -. 2:9507542N .3L0731973 05 1 -. 58223563 -. 18660 0*3264.85 00 -. 55068224 01 07 80 
INC .1464238 03 LANE .2071266 03 APP .23754634 03 M4 .:4505377 00 flY ::8099544 00 .88656 00 
0.29450 21 00G MY .1672064 03 Ut 270756 00 P. 87200 I 7 .1816 .0 P -. 0375 0 
O0 -. A1519377 0D O -. 09460 02-318550 0 9131 00 155 .45=0924 00 AT -. 86370430 0. .011414488 00 BY .3205762-00 00 - 5022584 00 IN -.92752A60 00 TV .30374742 00 71 .00010000 8*0 
SKI _-.33 00, $ 12847 00 SI0 -.50100203 00 OA1 -. 3012 18 02 OR-I 2201 03I 
530 -. 6064340000 D _.0 00 -. 2418124 080 02T 7554 .. $10 00 _.395S36 RAO .:25 03
 
870 .31365265 03 ITS .4.592005 02 EtC .26213010 03
 
BIG -19752111 05 SI' .284122I 05 0.4a662210 05 7HE6 E.4586 03 1 VECTOR IN ECLIPTIC PLANE 
AtL VECTORS REFENCED OtORB00 PLANE 08 TARGET 
05 85 -. 60 656784 00 0T .1SAA10I 08 02 -. 266814647 38
.N16000420 04 y .3 t25 05 1 --21591972 fX.21155 .21I829838 EEC -. 3954.24A77 30001.3723007Y 03 LAN .158115,21 03 APP .24364 03 .IE 00 MY 00 
.4925A0 -0 5 .000264A 0 Mt.73400642 00 P0 .40900683-01 P7 -. 123..0657 00 Pt -. 55204A743 30 
O0 -. 59218155 020 7 .Y216291I7,7 0Z .3'1542477 00 AX .50636509 00 M7 -. 18010562-01 EL -. 862813000 00 
02 22640 00 87 -. 66039665 00 Of -45206C955 00 Tx -35"44453-01 TV .99936611 00 I± .0000000 0 
7 3636-.I .0 111 .067 0528 00 061 -- 30444619 02 560 .79630G2 03.65440500 _.874092 1 03I t 3515. 00 O .2495350 00 040 --15364869 02 5A0 .0557953421 03
 
878 .30926123 03 075 .61084645 02 ETC .203'9,49 03
 
ETC .8685 05 BIG .25621909 05 B .48662269 05 I0A .04637416 03 7 VECTOR IN ORBIT PLANE OF T6AR0ET 
7 067S 19 MISS. 49 Big9. 5L.431 SEC. 2356056555672026671 17775 1.., 2438003.32620971 DEC. 04,1567 85 45 50.451 
OEOCEIEOIC EQUATORIALCOORDINATES 
341037 06 I 08 -74905246 0' 07 -. 6114100 02 0L -. 72176794 38S .09970 -. 13672442 00 
0.578804 06 DEC1-:1368 74 18 02 RA . 2300093 03 V 1 18340 P,8IT 60464114 02 At .80972300 D3 
3 57010306.16040 0 ~ .02467 3 .40880464 PIE 00 2695061Lt VI 04 .23705639 AE 03 
10-.9592373 06 75 -. 3 685 09 IS -. 56056130 00 051 .29999978 02 073 -. 35439652 00 S02 S.IA0838 
3M -. 225480 06 74.04206 2 1720 02 .5747 00 074.5223 00 26-.0568 0 
I I 2.34740 .4384 1 CT-100830 1 .60153 XI -4.48 07 0. V1 -.3697202 06 

AM 1 16 00 .57790935 00
85 .4282 09 IS .30247904 02 .3863200 .00 TT 97 .12058465 02 
GEE-. 4 I770I 02 A't .57774727 00 LOS .22233 03 .AO :2606746 03 6AM EI26211;0 03 LOSH .174534 
10U1 .35 00000 02 07 .240 0000 03 OR .61980 564-3306 I 85.326502 080 19 337,45 32 
CCL .27338252 03 MCI '.098012 03 IL .31423443 03 
I0ELIOCE0O7IIC EQUATORIALCOORDIATES 
1 -:.1459998 00 Y .9159247 08 1 .4331 08 X0-. 37490503 02 837 -.80370190 02 02 -. 560I00 01 
.00S5675 09 L 12371643 02 LO 102652E6 03 V 3559 P0 8 279781 4 5653 02 
XE .195923 3 09 70 .13366609 .5063 0 01-2987 2 oe .53 20 1E8 035560 
07 -. 21490205 o8 yr .. 5A9642 00 I .4003 0 T0-.34435113 02 07 -.73470900 8 01 '.E25050LIE .23221805 02 LET .2030236 03 957LIOE .8167469 02 A 02 LOT .10260042 CST .10757002 09 .32040 02 
87 .812301850 03 ESP .0921084502 SEP 02 I57057P 310100 IMP .8070371602 MEP .58910229020 
R2S .82339688 03 HI8P .19108035 02 SHEP .37490777, 02 SIR .135601.E 0 055 .4S3258003 02 8866 .00231507 00 
CPT .8170310 6026 02 TIP .349705600 97S .8109483964 03 TSP .18504605-01 SOP .T70746 02 
SET .377970185 02 STE .12291542 03 ESr .1932611590 1P .536422S 54 03 OPT . 3912690 05 5P71 .12301217 03 
SAC .23005S33009O 3 80 -lISS0AC :,1611419 02 Ct .23005190 03 52 .06210 7 1015 
6EI7010 I ..06 08DN . 030 02 IPE .0547 2 17 .027 1.0 031 
CASE I I8575.JPERAJ-SPACE 0222656 
APHR50000ETRI00C EQUATORIALCOORDOITES 
04 1 05 00 -. 30553019 01 0 -. 402297 001 32 -. 45496605 01-. 24648940I .30206030 05 1 .330908 V 01 0 1 2 1265003 03I3160 0I 1l 3.9046900 1 A0 61417221 01 .6470 PN0 .80I 3 62 ALT .12 ",1,, 05 566 ::1661051S 05 ALP .01714016 02 DR .86736299 00 UiP .99523646-02 ASO .91174290 01 
..E0 123696000 01 SY -3335900702 N DO 111I2 03 S14 .107975S66 0) 
SAC -23.1133.-05 
APHIOO IC8NIC CONIC 
OST20573Z5475J.0.- 30C.EPOCHOF PhRICEM8TEA PASSAGE I3606 24380003.3429003 14,1967 05 46 50.746 
05 U460110 .21174185 06 AO 0003 0 RA .98500V.A .. 14111 111 .49062266 06 SLR 08 LOP :.380024 01 TAI .04423037 01 C3 .296E160 02 CI .2659233t 06 OF? .0:728054 03 OP .18142926 MO 
18AL .13776 067 01 ZAP .39973874 02 ZAC .7J965341 02 0(7 .25295826 02 00 .1320614 05 07.30561 8 
06A .1147 0 78.026419t 07 CA .057654900 PER 910403 00 771 786890 
ALL VECTORS REFERRENCED To E4100803806700 PLANE8 
90910 I.24646040 08D -..302060000IS Y G 09 00 __30538 . 137Y -. 40729929 00 07 4549661500 
IN.1 72 3 LA 2012271 03 App . V2221160 03 EE _-.57...2 00 N6- .5940390 00 8 -. 65330779 00 
-. ...745024 00 M .0009 00 1 -.40899656 00 P0 .00573210 00 PT .00227740 00. AtP 1007 0 ON -. 45191 00 07 -:1K2I064 03 01 -. A7251579 00 MI 133771 00 7.1 3043 00 0-6130 3C 
.0 .3224568 1 00 _.90192326 TVY .42769471 71 00 
$01 .26234747 00 570 -.55446555 03 0 -. 089,17308 00 080 .-5210A4319 02 88 .2:44161 00 
830 -. 6064340 0OA 0 -:0.5111471 03 SI0 -. 526898 00 OAA_1.150815 02 N60 .22465003 03 
006 .3022a86 03 LOS .29226412 02 ETC .2i076860 03 
60 N .0448 67 03 .411N570 0 0 0 00 .000080080 
B0T2-. 33376500 05 09. .15686505 05 N 4626 . TEEN .13306426 03 I VECTORIN EARTH 5046301 PLANE 
t 
ALL VECTORS EIPERENC8O o) ECLIPTIC PLANE 
0 .0000 04 7.7200 04 1-23929034 05 00 -:38533199 01 837 :.55009224 00 0E -. 25736633 08 
IR 31443 LN .01640 P 2 03 03 60 .46857?309 00 ,67-.EI.151204 0 RE7 .3686893 00 
.1 -. 52945024 00 Mr .56728643 0D 32 -. 0 0696 00 R8 .7853209 00 P7 -. 000613 00 P -. 0235 0000-44519382 00 07 --. 6595450 00 BE1 .1004 00I 0383 0 8 400 20 1 .61220 
8%.6484464 00 87 .32097534-01 80 S2E.,3 00 'N _:.95275257 00 IT .30314750 00 01 .8300000 00 
530, -. 26234749 00 SYI -. 62289400 00 1I-. 504 00192 00 061 :.30245,20 02 060 .29231716 03 
530 .60 643402 00 DA0 -. 75770550 00 520 -D2410I11E7 00 060- 10506A 02' 80 .21.1 03
 
8I8 .3 136147 03 ITS .40508012 02 E3C .26313000 03
 
SIC -. 39352700 05 SAC .28412022 05 8 .0063266I .1 705 .14444508 03 r VECTOR IN ECLIPTIC PLANE 
ALL 7ECTEIR3RIFIRMINCEDTO 00007 PLANE .7 78917L 
0 0244 03 7-:12384327 05 1 -. 2205476 05 0N -. 6066887 01 BY -88145495 01 07 -. 266801&4 01 
.3023001N 08 L1 E.0385527 0 APP .234306S5 03 N0 .19"D0og"0 07 .0060 M2 zG . 3706210 00 
. I0A144 00 87 .01296 00 6 . _:I3064 00 .49000 P74 _.B 4 6 0 Pt -. 5 75 00 
0F ~ 09288 00 17 :210298 00 817 42 00 82 .5.65049 00 .0 "7 '164-0 E .0 00503 
AN .3526760 BY -86019658 00 01 -. 4S20690 00 1 7O E 0000 10 3, T.1 -95191680$B 0 0 .00000000 
52 .5 01 00 61-30444610 02 KAI .17795901 09
 
I1 -. 67946915 00 550 .3548 00 500SZ-. 26415338 00 0A0 ..053&4182 03 1481 .5579524 03
 
606A .,30 A26032100 S A010.114 02 TC .20339348 03
 
51'-.8657620 rI 306300-08 
007 -. 40605749 051 .2D61NI.05 5 .6226 05 166A .111174.A 03 7 VOIN lORBIT1 PLAVE00 TARTET 
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1855 0 	 005YS-JP78J-02At8 0=I65l
 
632.27115161 










U MATR0X 109 MAPPING $066650 	 ITERATI0N 8648800 6
 
y 	 DY DI7 P50 AU
 
05 ITT232 V19704A-08.3 A..0000 .00000 
.36 11?0 . S0770700 01 .15926410 00 -38408640-04 -.02657202-04 -40772528-005 .00000000 00 .00000000 
.14690019 .92539503 
-00000000 
* 096,1130 6 00 500 .29059269-04 -1371V30.04. 00 00 
* 00 .1005f750 00 00 -- 46092930-0? .3t993660-05 -. 22687172-0A 00 .00000000 00 
0R .753639 06 .15126123 06 .61127321 05 .27719&12 02 .20412752 02 -. 94570649 05 -00000000Go 00 ..00000 00 
07 :-1694090 06 .67660268 0 ..71.1317 05 .2S12306 02 -.75215715 00 -. 23777408 01 -00000000 00 .00000000 00 
02.0074 15.0145706 06 .62498159 06 -. 10337400 01 -20220986 00 .-. 140570 02 .0000.00 00 .0000000 00MV -:.063469 IT -:.1229091. 00 -. 11436316 00 -. 11151A70 07 -. 46.08871 06 -2765300 06 .0000000 01 .00000000 00
AU .086571 00D *O7124A22-01 .54250288-01 .202739b4- 14 .S3902774-.1 -. 67916350-05 -000 0000 .00000 01 
COVARIANCE MATRIX A, 099ACr 	 ITERATI0N N ...5(0 
I 	 OR DV V1 AD76
 
A .47175205 11 .38625947 10 .2011'070 it .24072T435 07 .70060593 06 -.880641861 06 -51560311-.7 .34610615 00
 00'2591" 11 .3415164 10 .17722058 I1 .20495090 07 .54±27742'06 -1444100 05 -. 01741269-07 .3084A926 00
 
1 .20013070
00 	. 2 10 .17 22058 1n .10110164 10 -0040050? 07 .20992393 06 -. 40058A59 06 -. 1070009531.7 226"T" 01
4010 0 .2041090 07 -6000037 08 -633050390 03 .35761 0, - t5555512 02 -10053334-10 
-2594960

.13441655-0307 _.306593 06 .54117742 06 .28992393 06 -05261035 02 .024.7707 02 -. 3001 02 D .658750 0 66 8 3-. 06 -. 744100 06 -. 41050654 06 -.1S55512 02 -. 13385001 02 .1736525902 453702-1563-0MV -- 1560390-07 -. ­1-1017:269.07 -009307.1385 2334.01 -. 40500475.12 .432270, .998-18 .00000000 00ALA346065 08.3144926 01 260531 01 .5592610 .03440655-03 -. 195622903 0000 0 .50000 
88o05!?0856739-0 	 081 00 .208900 0291080600 

0 p"u 47 0" N97 0TEP 02 MV AU 
.... 01I 05 .20757652 00 q5007.:0O 0702.3 .000000 .00100096 4675 	 .27753400-03A 3336 00 .:4200709 00 .503:0:10 350 6828-4-095750 .0000000 00 00000000 00
 
3870 39061
01.3 4280708 00 -. 00 .12116107-OA .2 I5T8O04 242590 .0000 0 .00700
 
10.411477 -. 065 Go 16890 .55696 03 .... 95200 00 -. 34.7370 0000 .00900
0 05 0 
0T .105144 07 .814 0461 08 .46543167 07 .54900400 00 A.894 AIT724703 00000 0002 0DD0.00000000 
.03 33 N1 440660 07 .52374015 00 .20366576 05 .4A2.7667 02 -.06505567 03 .00000003 .0000007 	 00 
AD0 .0044246 00 -02733970 00 .907415242-0l 2f36917-4 -:..06-0 5 102609G8-05 .00000D000 .600000 01-0  

8 .4030 05 586 .0072 06..960 	 .OD.o. . 0 o 
0 
-20.2623556 05 S80 
.46259093 05 
0.70 -.. 060:5 04 00L17 .30379607045 
8.Ac .30457022 05 081 0 .04501938 06 
.07 -09152716 .1 069. 3 .107 70 
60. .101 .1 0DEL0 .,190007 06 
7HEIR .375064) 02 00L 8T .085R7444 06 
S.M.0 .045406t54 10 -. 0205T087 10 .26±903T44 00 -. 59091937 05 .22500062 06 .51646524 06 
.00. -. 82050093 10 .1608455 II -- 0704 10 .64743045051 -. 21456T23 04 -. 04590043 06 
IL .26090345 10 -- 300I715 00 .94467970 09 -. 20929726 05 .00506190 05 .40702426 05 
73 -. 9 D0060 .6474315 05 -.3297161 05 .45700790 00 -. 7416 1 -. 40371404 00 
0.03 .32518305 06 -. 2045620 06 856300 -67441407 01 .70437205 00 .36140356 01 
0.0$ .00646524 06 -. 145100.5 0. I.4724210 A .036270 .36360000 01 .75040500 
300001.160 8 $0119
 
8.0 .70 71 I3 5.05 1.01 
.60 .5000600 01 -. 70046760 09 .90723319 00 -19454 00 . 56&62 00 .02479722 00 
0.10.7858 00 .99999991 00 -.0695000.3 00 .04622042 00 -. 947300Y. 00 -. 91026006 00 
70. .9017733 Go00- 588 00 .00000000 00 -. 98661094 00 .9565778 00 .97200390 00 
3 -96348663 00 .04620952 00 G.862930.10000000 01 - AD20490 00-. 97603794 
SUIS .92396065 00 -- 94738875 00 .96657704 00 -. 91009.3 00 .10000000 00 .99914160 00 
S.10 .92479026 00 -. 94026107 00 .9 7200330 00 -. 97603603 00 .999I776 00 .99499999 0o 
248 
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..l 800. IL CT 5.15 5.05 
-1941253:01 -- 108067803 01 .11811139 00 -- 1 51D2012-04 .67816150,01 .34794029 -04 
.7613 00t 577990 DO .9062.5 	 R1108z-.1 .41622A495.5. NIOSR5778O5 
2 
 .34357390 00 -172"502 0N -.66601256-02 .86141-.l .37646640-05 -105805
 
ox .111.0771 07 .. 109070 .2396&677 07 -.5107626 02 .23S@0366 03 .12O5l7z1 0'
 
06 .65880114 07 -. 12918 01 .161856S 07 -. 1122.3 Z .11365567 03 .60119l05 02
 
ADU - .65681405-01 - 906651 -. 26673531-D0 . 14224666-03 .5027262.06 .45440022.06 
.40 .-10 IL CT 3.81 1.81 
1. 496,:6 00 .:756599 00 .53126.0 .3 46-03 .0018070 .631'1230 
.65901 00 .0691 00 .14196550 -. 0102433-03 12663.-05 W021241O05 
O -. 9L4726&1 00 -944001 .9r670057-01 -347026-03 -. 56003676-05 -51622475-06 
OR -. 114628L6 04 -. 09633 04 -.. 60671 03 -. 711217.9 01 -. 208541)7.01 -125)5791-01 
O7 .42070899 04 -. 25239613 04 .46801974 03 -.102"6... 02 .0S.10200-01. .10.9001-01 
"1693492 04 -. 0085 1 .60471384 U5 -. 11658 001. -.. 41 20 .4248966701 
IOU ..08434-0l -. 6000 DO0 .175.3116-D2 Nt1DII4NA-04 - 82955.5 J5596-05 
N MATRIX7FORMANEUVER CALCULATONPS 
8.81 8.15 TL 
0.C .90964167 10 -. 94255963 10 .32634384 04 
8.7C -. 842s5946 10 .1161653 It 273300 .. 
.0JI96l0i071 .32614754 05 -. 52763030 0S 
000DO40.63 8EN0DATA 	 0 
5011C1006 110
 
NN50 08A2 X9 
665 SPACE ASCFDA0FP.
 


















I 	 ETC IFCO,0650P0005,lt .094SFT0+910 
* ETC (FC5,0AS0PI1011 .0.lrC8.065097T54 
E 0JE7061.16006T,1..I4110190.ASUPT6O.0C 
* SIC 10TI. , FCPOO1 11151.SECEI'I0. 
* ETC IF"8633.0ASN..i 
..01 	 LAOS 5,5.0 





:'6 . 601 0 19. 
L44 9.8 
.N$ LA5 59.48 
.11 	 LA? 998,1 
NA'1 5. IAFMI) 1.603-9 2 
.N.0 	 LAD 39,'402 9Al~M-NIl 
76800 NCOT 90 0L641'G SOUCE 0EtR 104001 .
 
TOTE0048Cr S1TRING H66 00514 3CIAL 266 332 005CT6601WOR0S­
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0000 14 115 PACE HEADING (23
 
0000 74175 .o H CHECK CASE - PREDICTIONS)
 




0000 14175 OEOCENIC POSITION AI0 VELOCITY AT EPOCH £02
 
0000 14175 Q.1,5667453E6 Y;.63010615R5 2.. 8 IO20E
 
0000 04075 02..14342606E1 OT.972I6996E0 0Z..2E1O6199EO
 
0000 14075 OTHER OPTIONS AID CONSTANTS t0
 
0000 14175 SY"'PRO 03N516.
 
0000 14175 TIRE flS90130.
 









0000 14175 OIFLINE CONTROL (2T
 
0000 14175 KEY(E) KEY13)
 
0000 14175 EN DATA 1.
 
CASE I I8SY-JPTRAJ-SPACE 022265
 
DOUBLE PRECISION EPHEMERIS TAPE - EPHEMI 
ONE .398610063 06 J .6345100-02 H -. 57499999-05 0 .49999-05 RE .161.500 MEN .63783112 04 
'.679998_I9 A :.87.176 29 .00,0094 9 :80397 29 ONE, :187 AU .0 9950 09C 0 
0NH .49026293 04 IRS .13271411 12 CRY .32476627 06 DNA .42977360 05 001 .37918700 00 0 12.060935 09 
EON 3.060320 06 MOG .49027779 04 JA .29200000-02 HA .00000000 00 OR .00000000 00 RA .54170000 04 
INJ3ECTSIONCONIOI00m S oon 235666506353202400000000 J.0.- 2438605.93608T96 JULT 29,10964 10 27 50.000 
GEOCENITRIC 0 .15667453 06 YO .63041615 05 2o .60777203 04 D3 *1342616 O OYO .91J6996 00 DD .2016099 00 
CARTESIA. 00 .37678000 05 10* .10409373 03 0G0 .30667227 03 
OAIE OP IUN 022Z65A 14185 EARTd IS THE CENTRAL BOY FOR INTEGRATION COWELL EQUATIONSOF NOTION 
0 DAYS 0 HRS. 0 MIN. 0.000 SEC. 23566650635320240G000000 J.0. 2438605.93600396 JULY 29.|964 10 27 58.00 
GEOCENIRIC EQUATORIAL COORDINATES 
15667452 06 Y .63040'12 05 E .B0777202 04 0X o14312611 00 DY .97256992 O0 02 .2016190 
00 
.06907503 06 DEC .2738004 00 RA .21910529 02 V .1755769 01 PH .76231923 02 Al .61A 202 O2 
1907O50 06 LAY .2 340 L 1 2178279 03 VE .2070.. 1 IPT .80207500 0 AID .0166 3 
9 .3*|2 46 0 06 VA .27456507 05 IN '.2602551 05 D . 8340863988B 01 0 -. 93200 00 01 .4004000 
.93230092 00 0U .498490 00D 2R.83R39668-020 .30246410 06 90 .2456507 05 20 -. 26012550 05 90 .10216268 01 .30432960 06 VT .0008260' 0ES -  a7A6 09 . 7 302 .30432968 06 BY02932 ? RN 
01 .16269697 03 00 .26001 01LEO .3570333 ALT 06 LOS -2460671502 AS .12870045 RAM .41 0695 LOH -. 30 0909 3.16335708OUT .3500000 0 2 0' .00 0 ' 01 .0705130 015SH -. 002351580206 OES -..1.697 07 160771022 01 -.69709900 0025 .89T6 20 0 95 .06023609 15 .40686936 Os 073 015 CIL .2084072407 ICL . 11 990.0 TCL .0052996 00 
GEOCENTCI CONIC 
IN --. 6 41606 1 4Y .274650 O05 B1. 395 Q.X 2Z6 2 O 90 000{ 0
EPOCHOP PERICENTERPASSAGE 10 It 9' aT o23566645006220 21 0 243.605D2642 I2 17 0M .06 06 111 .97400695 00 8 .55279820 06 6. LA .J2905 04 PO .480*337a J 06 094 A .634214 9.0361042440171 
9. .04R61061 00 C3 -. 16330200 01 CO o7069305 P . 6 0 -1 907 02 PER .20002258 05 
TA .1619549 03 MIA .00000000 02 EA .70607988 02 (6 .08650553 BY02 C34 20370820 00 P1 .000000 00 
ALL VECTORS RIPERENCIO TO EARTH EQUATOR PLANE 
A .15664 .600602 2 .777202 04 DI -342 00 .97256992 0z 00r 5 o J615 OY 00 .2816198 
280658 LAI 9690 02 00I Y 02 .06072002 APR .030730 8905 00 MY G86B790V 00 .477958033 
.0901I2 0 - .45623 00 MY 00895 00 P0 -.72649 00 P .64507 00 PC -.1937065. 00 
RY It -. 805948 00
.39IS031 RA .05255708 00 .11936638 00 
oo Or-6026Ix 0 0A6968 00 

0. '.61926406 00 BY .65062003 00 MY .43955042B00 1X -.6162226R4 00 TV .75757200 00 71 .00000000 00
 
0AP -.1016917602 RAP .2000400 03
o790333 SS 03 2 0'
I Z1 02 *6]~O- SP .09 90 lt27000 RAM o 191 o192 39P 

610 .49421.1 05 0-.2410737R 05 8 .55279020 05 706 .33338222 03 T VECtOR iN EARTH EQUATOR PLANE
 
CASE I IOES3JPTRAJ-SP0CE 022265 2 
O ~ t I IP.ZB OI] ~ ~ LNo701131.1LTo08T .5 .621766 05 IF _. 2 70 0 Z 7360 
HELIOCENTRIC EQUATORIAL COORDINATES
 
10250 02 BY .05025102 0 .72530600 00
O-90004:8 . 221032 09 1 -. 867850 08 ox .2 

.306 02 00 .75813410 02

.15919055 09 YAT -.00698330 02 LO _:I0864E3 03 V . PTH _:-.2000 AZ 

AE .:948 7 04Y .127 9 l .686598 08 DIE .23105989 02 OIE .1607761 02 OlE .69719588 00
 90.,303 00. VoT -.00224590 09 a7 -.48712610 00 007 .23432549 02 BIT .07009983 02 027 .73810655800 
LYE -.18697072 02 L0O 300050 I -.10680021 02 LOT .30882598 03 85M .5097 09 .980694 0395 

EPS .74994993 02 ESI 61710'0 01 SEP 
.144390 OO .4736 0 M . 198 02 NI .092430
 
lIS .37060 I 493 .1 SIR? .42070224 02 SEM .12393574 03 EMS .55944139 02 ES. .02002787 00
 
API .23000470 06 SI .72.03020 02
 
PER .10D1597 03 VAT .21703279 03 SI .03734034 03 CPT .92005000 02 SIN .90594195 02
 
*88 .09050306.05456901 PE .97835102 CPS .76077805 02
68 

I 0695 0 MRS. 32 MIlE. 2.000 SEC. 235666561454202001000000 4.0.' 2430606.95833333 JULY 30,1964 I1 00 00.000 
GEOCENTRIC EQOUATOIAL COORDINATES
 
.03402614 06 2 .352890 05 Ox :. 140 00 0D .631910 00 02 .22454298 00
1 .20084050-06 9 0A .2800554 02 V .019020 00 PTH.7249 02IF66240

.2860300 06 DEC : .58957 00 

.60858957 010 tON 03 Vt .20556600 02 P7E .29427204 01 AlE .27030620 03
.4 .7800300 06 LAT . .200034 
0-.203078 S 01837. 09 IS .4060 08 005 -.2320403 02 IS _.14554 02 0 I-713330
 
39 .36449540 06 90 .0009357 06 1, .10548403105 029 -.32204243 00 07IM .88717703 00 01Z.41420339 00
 
VT 06 .04407 07-3B2223 00 077 .80717703 00 OC .R4420339 00
20 .36441540 06 .00357 1T 05 

4 09 .9334102 .0309502 01 RT .380350I706 VT .103099032001
 
00620553 01 AL .2963504 05 LOS .065(8743 02 W*1 .0296936 03 6819 -.1532124 02 tON .26342290 03
 
OUT .35010 02 07 .4800000 03 OR .00553263 00 SIR .2.25001 06 O TDS .10450435 02 019 .16890664 00
 
CCL .20920066 03 IL .302I 00 TC"L .1092506 00
 





EPOCH OF PE8RICE7ETEI PASSAGE 23566653.302544400000 4.0.' 2430605.22424520 JULY 28,0964 17 22 54.785
 
SNIA .24654005 06 ECC ."607359 00 8 .53607772 05 SIRt .01t656495 05 APO .40708128 04 MCA .5898063 04
 
N :13,91439 00 C3 -.0167784I 00 CI .68163673 05 1F? .049(2520 06 TP -.17084226 02 PEE .20304432 05
 
IA .69345013 03 .TA .380300 03 EA .99441039 02 MA .44273647 02 CAI -.20471674 01 TI .24533009 02
 
ALL VECTORS REFE'RENCED TO EARTH EOQUA70R PLANE1
 
I .250.4050 06 1 .13402614 06 2 30 32289 00 0S .80R61440000 DY .67379618 00 01 .2454298 00
 
iNC .28976671 02 
 LAY0 .07015325 02 APP .20329595 03 IT -.45905374 00 BlY .752066 00 Nl .4:106 
3
 
00 .L1076430 03 Y -.46324707 00 MY .874817100 PX -.71102823 00 PT -.59959950 00 P2 -.19059093 03
 
00 .60329434 0 07 -6259660 00' 00 -.44495799 00 R .35168230 00 RY .101677 00 RI -.916047467 00
8 639438 00 8B65564 8Y0 .44496800 oo Tx -.61090102 00 TV .9069463 00 12 .00000000 00
 
flAP-. 10457 03 02 RAP .21765584 03
 




JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM NO. 33-204 
CASE I 	 IOSYS-JARJ-SPACE 022265 
OI6LIOCENEOIC 	 EQUATORIAL8COORDINATES 
1 .92263957 0R Y -. 81070276 09 1 -. 48033337 08 0X .24030557 02 0Y 17825344 02 01 .73583793 01 
R.1SIAOITT 09 LI -. 18431738 02 L008 .30980913 03 N .30412018 02 PIN -. 39032041 00 A1 .75360791 02 
IE .92013117 08 YE -.11083678 0 1-4035 DxE DYE0 .164S1548 0 026DI .78338363 08EY CIA .23Z04410 

.0 .776d2 CER VT -. 11.12.5. 0 Z, -. 05311 08 .27 Z.It9E57 02 070 .8333725 02 007 .754803A6 08
 
LIE -.184514A5 02 L.t .30969836 03T 807 -.18429168 0Z LOT .309B3725 03 AST .15199.50 09 V~r .2969226 02
 
IPS .E0928671 02 ESP .10653118 00 SEP .9a964764 02 1PM .03630553 03 IMP .31295930 02 REP .12898035 02
 
TIPS .14275634 03 tSIP .25217635-01 SHP .37216690 02 018 TlT11639 03T 1E4S .68505077 02 134 .53343921 00
 
At84.10TIT0INRI06 SP9 .796508.8 03
 
CCE .100798330OT CI .28I1105103 SEP .8489839303a CPT .93302068 02 SIN .92459653 02
 
REP .28601305 06 VIP .80809020 01 CPI .91321564 02 CPS .798730
 
8 0621 C IlLS. 36 884. 2.000 SIC. 215666561550292000508000ORJ.0.- 243665C6.95818811 JULY 30.896' 11 04 00.000
 
GEOCENTRI8C 	 1EATORIA CO....IO8AIES 
1 .25103626 06 3 .534187 06 .30376764 05 0X .8151910 00 B0D .67322578 C0 OZ .22440404 00 
R .. 22668 06 DEC .60983377 08 RA -. 12602 02 V .10801990 01 HIM8 .77278751 02 AT .686.14519 02 
R.286366156.18 LA .60913377 08 L0ON .27408373 08 VI .20574902 02 PIE .293711SI 01 RIC .27038517 03 
Is.2088 I. IS .55083283 09 1S .48061947 08 075 -.23203584 02 0Y5 .16452509 02 075 -78347736 01
 
J9.36441I8A 86 Y9 .1081047 06 2N .10641609 00 0BAR-. 323404 CO 078 .88698269 00 3278 .48418845 00 
28 .36448784 06 YI .10064706 IT .10647009 00 BAT -. 32348484 00 BIT .88690269 00 007 .48408345 00 
HS .151859500 vNS .293335130 ESM .3.031144 DA V. .10309.430. LIA .380369414 06 VT .10109843 01 
0188 .61325336 01 ALI .27988619 06 L0S IS5UO715 02 8AS .12970107 03 HAM .1656660B 02 LO01 .26245425 03 
OUT .35000000 02 0IT .48000000 03 05 .10842562 08 S .28277598 06 01S .18450759 07 .6. .160419 01 
CCL .25920271 03 MCI. .t199342 08 7CL .11199342 05 
010C604088C CONIC 
EPOCH TOP PERICENFER PASSAGE 236666450335020068000000 3.0.' 2438605.22430609 JULY. '8.1964 0723 03047 
S86 .24655219 06 8CC .97608645 00 8 .53596202 05 SLR .11650884 05 APO .48722843 06 REA .0895938 ;04 
VN .13987292 00 C2 -. 86066988 01 Cl .68147266 05 TFP .15005995 06 OF .7006 02 PIER .200931 05 
75 .86975879 03 MIA .18000000 03 E8 .99491601U02 MA .44339739 02 C3Jl .20470971.08 IT .24600555 02 
184 PLANEALL VECTORSI REFENCE. EA0 T 15310 
X .25103626 068 .834E87 06 Z .30376764 05 D .851200 02 '13,7 00 0C .22440404 00
 
INC .28978429 02 LAN -1701616 02 APP .20329300 03 MC .459N2745500 Pl .702.82 00 HT .47271111 00 
WX .1417T917 00 AY -.46327846 0II Z1 ..7480215 08 PR -.77705276 00 P2 -.5995T862 00 Pt . 89157992 0 
01 ..1325A99 .0 0Y -.55260530 00 0Z .44499383 00 41 .15867722 00 1Y .8070037 00 At -.98147700 00 
0OR-. 61325984 C0 IT .65260523 00 81 .444953 08 TX -. 61088707 00 TV .79018775 00 Ft .00008030 00 
06A -. 18845001 02 RAP ZX17653&7 03 
ID .41770989 00 ID -2A300045 05 B .53596202 03 	 7.. .330385 03 VECTOR 19 1EA0TH E08670R PLANE 
CASE I 	 88125.JPEEAJ'SPACI 022260 
HEL8IOCENTRIC 1086T04181 COOMOI'IATES 
1 -92261724 08 











02 .720784 0 
Toy -.39840.20 01 0 .75877 081733740 
RE .92018688 03 YE -. 88083230 9 26 fl4o&194700 ORE .23213584 02 DYE .16402559 02 8311 .78342786 0. 
XE .92383105 00 IT -. 180724430.9 IT -.4105II19 0 EXT .22U90099 02 OT .7394 02 OTT0 t7484NII 01 
L76 -. 1845059 02 toe .30970107 01 ITT -.18429001 00 LOT .30983999 03 AS7 .80899824 09 V11 .28698674 02 
EIS NQ0I3YA8 0 15 .86581 00 315 .9969 01'05 .1360803 , JS I,- 3 0 I34 E291.87680 
MPS .84276428 03 055 .25212635-01 SHP .372088 02 SEM .1082686 03 885 .68509082 1 85E .8-31AI82Rl0 
RPM .1793766 05 379 .79640594 03 
GCE .80579728 03 tCT .28891728 03 SIP .14891979 03 CIT .93354390 02 SIN .92459974 02 
.. I -. 826686 06 VIP .80807990 01 .PE .99322790 02 CPS .76979030 02 
222462325467 720700470490 285753222173 208560037436 	 200757472061 18713117752 684111 
2118119580 1 S15413504 000180000000 INITIAL
 





JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM NO. 33-204 
STATION 0U60E 2 6407l19 'A0e I 
rIoE D. L 6AZ 0 50 CIl £03 RU 
.15050596 01 47.636 336.455 352326 00144252115 
083005 . .2667106 .15174765 01 5 .590 346.367 0.046 339.850 1000960.92 102I402.66 10A234166 00L156233643 
320000 Mo.0566 06 .'"529002 03 5.5'96 051.866A 0.982 347.384 10711155.81 1023032.44 0023802.44 001110)36.211 
12300 .8758785 06 0 ".300s20.9m .6 2.113 31..912 1011361.16 10242210I 024225.00 00120257222 
S1I0000 .16795396 06 5010789.31 105 1023069.11 1023069.11 
2-466 1000598.06002666.91 1 666.l 0000 '195l030000 Ia8087293 06 .00 08136.76 00.19 2.I3 033000 .18A67214 06 .0634802 00 55.66 197.936 2.350 10006 L01001.68 020114.00 0025II400022702250 
416000 .1846429 06 .16670909 01 93.200 :0.230 .40T3 17.51. ' 00124262137002030.93 102555.64 002882.64 
143000 .1867281 06 .06945004 01 49.800 220.912 2.584 25.066 00235.39 002594.50 1025969.88 001255656063 
150000 .19074539 06 .07092679 00 45.509 230.131 2.690 31.500 002430o72 1026351Z23 1026332.23 001271043053 
060000 .0970005 06 * 75453 7 35.33 244.646 2.M9 4.561 10239.23 1026969.29 102609.29 001307787S55 
063000 .009:048 06 .077354.4 08 2,1.79 150.5821 2.105 55.024 10002846.56 0027103.99 10027003.99 001333486275 
10000 .10539335 06 .0T82?.40 01 24,02 255.0 1.070 67.466 1032917.20 1027325.29 1027325.29 001347224Z&3 
073020 .10660669 .0768144 10.79 3.11! 8002940.01 0027386.95 102138.95 0.1363020561 
100000 .0019023506 .07054607?0 12[.040 26.240 3.21 07.201 10936.66010272IA.I7 I23364.37 008376621343 
06 0. 260.66 69.084 
1803000 .21303024 06 .1 70053 6.I368 69.64I 3.39 54.S96 1012001.63 027254.27 1027254.27. 008412403500 
190000 .01622002 06 .17707772 01 .803-273.9A 3.697 91.643 0012782.79 0027056.52 I027056.5201426123757 
64107/30 
1000 000 646 06 .74404303 00 0.310 44.522 5.232 267.906 000980.50 10000468.10 10000460.00 000733253655T07300 .17150337 06 .7391 832 00 T.10 80.762 5.809 2I5.N40 8004923.05 01342.05 001347.05 0007401442 
000000 .87203360 06 .73564767 00 13.038 93.05 .15 282.487 100 916.? 10224.48 1011324:1 00174035410 
03000 .27416693 06 .37436561 00 19.237 97.503 5.10 259.162 1004954.20 1008399.38 001399.38 0015173417 
090000 .0751465 06 .757 0.00 3007:228 5:334 297.403 1100039.05100092 0006I2 0087566607 
093000 .276 712 06 .77073927 00 30.236 007.37 5.289 3D4.964 100169.0 101129.23 1011029.23 0007636767 3 
80000 .77829630 .794190 37.030 5.344 I 1012073.16 1012173.06 00T7012A3T306 00 103.138 312.43 005341.17 
03000 .979,82 00 .82859078 00 4Z.574 1:9.755 5.398 320.037 005551.19 7012593.16 101259).16 0017762520S5 
0)0000 .28028630 06 .0533600? 00 4T745 027.498 9.450 327.094 0005794.57 3013079.9318083039.90 0.0003655602 
0003 1*3040 P0979070138
 




0000 04234 O1 ho50470 8717 
0000 .2,3 61 6 03 0 
STAIN 020814 I 640 09 T 
08*01 0 D EL AT DEC 10 cl '05 t3 AN3 
0?698 0276o8011467

.2 °9 96 6 12869 0:310231.48 001044227208000 84254 14804.77919G 1 3 009 352. 3. 1009.2 1 230698 

03000 .85027675 06 .07276002 00 .730 046.72
06A .8905I039t1 
47.174 09? 001 8525153710000 .87514756 8503 90D15 00901 0 10 1 0234 
320000 .07304902 06 .0553730 01 54.75 :0.078 0.906 324A39 100057521 0023105.03 1023805 83 000 703145 
27 354.901 100860.50Z 024229.9 1024.9 00020255010823000 .856929 06 . 0503 00 36.542 170.73 3300.084062 06 .06097161 01 56.908 18.619 2.242 2.522 001517 00266731 004673.33 III151$4' 
000 1 0251141 025021.4 000227704047
.0300.80866443 00 .03067 00 55.03 098.050 2.362 10.062 
. 1 002035.23 102350.02440.0605 06 .67000538614 2.47171.57 502F5560.24Z 000242040 
123.62 2.587 253 100244.00 0015979.06 1025974.16 001255643 4 
.975994 D49.58 20.300 I002435.98 000270032575 
101260.501 106.90 
8430000  090740D7.87166700 060  .1614912 0 40 560 2.93 32 1S 102636.60 1026162.62 
002668.981 005243415230.093 2.79S 40.036 
0600.00140 06 T 0 A100 29. 20-665 2.0 7302010240211.013106 033421 
093000 .09700963.8935706 06 .57419081 0011353A40.674 2..' 008274.98 0026900.3 802600.."300 31113775360  8 60295 01 244.391 47.618 
300 .203 39405 06 .17035493 01 24.034 25593 3.001 62.524 0012923.06 0027337.02 2027137.02 0013472263 
0700 .266008 06 .885948 00 181.053 260.770 3.074 69.1 1000 2. 5027390.92 3073052 001363024603 
0005 06 00 02.286 06.315 3.264 T7.33 0017375:I .510077.1 001O376627777.0055 .3709 132942.1 
051 2 0302086. 0072615. 0104024014703.596 1 0027264.901.283!1035041 06 .0779409 00 6.325 69.641036503900 .20 0 .7786 00 T09 70.03 I.0 It9 032077 3010.00 002.60 0002.30. 
641.37120 
1004983.33 1000457.04 1010457.04 001733225267606 .441 001.353 04.540 5.230 267.99070000700 .730.205907026 .7 391P45 00 7.141 800.72 .0 279.01 130923.27 1000337.59 0103327.49 007130. 
6800 :27202795 06 .7308231S0 0319 93.080 15.02 28.840 1304902.35 1000305.72 1001305.12 0017450173 
0000 2406020 06 .74315709 0 09.0 17.184 8.84 290.00$ 10304950.39 5010391.74 0013941.74 0001717L675 
5.257 247.506 0305035.93 10081562.73 10001562.73 0017560.00006 00 25,31$ 003.094 
093000 2760749906 .70034 0 11,322 007.328 9.292 3D5.037 000506.5 10184 0 1,0024.06 060176341613 
100000 .27000764 06 .7341"03.2 1.7 .432070053.980194 026.0017123 
000000 .Z7550023 .75433302 
077213
 





000 .20024751 06 .85330990 00 47.070 127.410 5.453 327.644 1305794.04 8003079.1.3 0013174.05 003003654236
 
0000 14200 019.8610: 00 8O27
 
0000 14201 I.,880670 JOB
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